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Street, Dover,
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but think
education,

AND DOVER,

can Spirit was there, sinners were turning to be twitched
tlierefore God, and it was truly a heaven on earthly gisms,

(About the condition of some

churches we know of, somewhat north of
the Carolinas.)
.
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N. H.
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he

discontinued,

paper

must pay all arrearages, or the publisher may contin-

the

collect

is made, and

we to sead it until payment

whele amount, whether
the paper is taken from the
office or mot.
v
3. The courts have decided that refusing to take
newspapers and periodicals from the post-office, or
removing
and leaving them uncalled for, is prima
feoie evidence of intentional fraud.
4 When Agents receive premiums, 20 percent
ays on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in ad
dition,
:
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no books

als, or otherwise,
them,

out

to be sold

on commis

with the privilege of returning

The Warning Star.

the F. Baptists of the State.”

They now have the privilege of preaching
as members of our churches, when they
give evidence of being divinely called.”
In another communication, he says:
** The conference to whioh I beleng is composedof twelve churches, with five loeal,
ministers,

reach our benighted land.

of the

Bat ah, alas, we

pondence

The gray, unresting sea,

have

not

got

men

and

with some

send

to

our

i
him in corres-

young

men

in

‘tHe

F. B. churches,” he adds, ‘‘ unless they
think I am too-far down in rebel land to be
confided in.”
But enough.
The whole oase is putin.
No poor words of ours can add to the pathetio and eloquent appealszof this young

Adown the bright and melting shore,
Breaking in untold memory,
Makes Musie evermore.
vanished time,
glad earth’s primeval morn,
the grand, unpausing chime,
new-born.

man of 19, in behalf of the languishing
cause of God in his State, and for the means
to educate himself ‘‘ to spend and be

Like as in cloistered piles,
Rich bursts of massive sounds upsweli;
Ringing along dim-lighted aisles,
With & spirit-trancing spell ;

spent” in it.
A line has just reached us from a minis-

80 on the surf-white strand,

ter in East Tennessee, who says there

Chantsof deep peal the sea-waves raise,
Like voices from a viewless land,
Hymning a hymn of praise.

is

a

young man there, 21 years of age, of poor
parentage,and belonging toa chureh‘‘ generally poor and

By times in thundér notes,
The blooming billows shereward surge;
By times a silver laugh it floats;
By times a low, sofsdirge.

able

to aid him

but little,

.who feelsthat he is called tothe ministry,and
wants to prepare himself thoropghly for
the work.” He also desires to kmow what
are the facilities for the education of sach
young men in our schools, and adds: “1
believe, if we had a good educated preach-

Souls more eunobled grow,
Listing the werthy anthem rise;
Discords are drowned in the great flow
Of Nature's harmenies.

er in this country, the Free Baptists

Men change, and “ cease to be,”
And empires rise, and grow, and fall ;
But the weird musicof the sea
Lives and outlives them all.

would

There

is

am

abundance

of

reason

and

good sense in thas last remark.
Only one
intelligent and educated preacher, to raise

the standard, so direct in educational
movements, and by humility of walk and
puredevotion to the cause of Christ, te
show the advamtages of intelligence and
education. If God can not consistently

Till time 1tself no more shall be;
pass’d,
— Once a Week.

Freewill Baptists,—South.

give us a Paul for

this

work,

we

humbly

—
OC
pray he may do the next best thing, by
It is not only true that churches of our giving us another A. H. Morrell.
denominational faith are scattered more or
Astothe manner of eduocating,or assisting
less through several states of the South; in the education of these seuthern applibut, what is especially interesting just at cants, we can only adopt the language of
this time, is the fact that there appears to the young men themselves, and say, ‘‘ We
bea waking up among them to the impor- ‘need advice, we implore advice.”—J. F.
tance of education, and especially to the
necessity of a better educated ministry.

have

been

in receipt of letters from time to time,

from

years, we

Daring the last two
that quarter,

making

inquiries

our schools north, their educational
ties, means of aid to young

men

has seat us

—

expediency

of

com-

munications, imploring advice and direction how he may secure a ‘‘ thorough education” for the Christian ministry. He
says: ‘To remain where
Lam, I can do
but little, and I have not the pecuniary
means required to graduate in a first class

school, which is my

grest design.

.

present

to

dis-

cuss questions relating to the necessity or

preparing

several

J

We are not disposed at

facili-

for the ministry, &o.
A young man, nineteen years of age,
North Carolina,

Christian Associations.

respecting

of

these

associations,—to in-

dulge in eulogy or disparagement

of them.

That they have arisen from a want deeply
and widely felt, and have already accomplished great and beneficent results, is
unquestionable.
That they are without
faults, and in some instances quite palpable ones, few would deny.
The remarks
we have to make, as suggested by our sub-

ject, are altogether
al.

.

incidental

and

gener-

There are no sacrifices that I will not make,
It is a narrow and superficial view which
that
I may become useful in the sacred many eutertain, that all good is to be done
cause. I need advice; I implore advice. by préscribed methods and set forms ; those
Will you give it to one in depression, as a ‘wspecially who would impose any such disfather directs his chiliren? Though I am tinctions upon Christianity do it great ins
distant in the flesh, and very weak, * not justice. While the essential doctrines and
meet to be called a servant of the Most duties of true Feligion are immutable, they
High,’ still I feel near to all the luvers of are ever presenting themselves to view
Christ. I believe the Lord will open a
under different manifestations, as adapted
way ere long for me

to

use

my

talents in the promulgation
trath,”

time

of his

and

sacred

We assure the reader, that such appeals
as this,

and

they

are

not solitary

ones,

toueh where itis tender. Ob, that we had
the means

at our

disposal,

enable us to say, ** C me,

which

and

would

we will

to the varying conditions and circumstances
of men,

do

He has studied sacred

history

to

8. “Oar

donation,
:
denominatiom

which

is

very

approve

of an

oT]

have

it

genuine devotion must be of thé same

INDIA—MADRAS PRESIDENCY.
The mission among the Teloogoos of Southern

—

India. was for years so barren of fruitthat the
| Missionary Board was on the point of discontine

:

THE PILGRIM CELEBRATION,

‘| uing it. | Now it is the brightest spot in the Mis
The 250th anniversary of the landing of sion field, if we except Madagascar. Mr. Clough;
Times change, men change, and religion the Pilgrims was celebrated last Wednes- writing from Ongole, under the date of Aug. 6th,
suits itself to every circumstance
and day at Plymouth and Boston. The gather- Bays:
“ Qur work still moves on like a noble river.
condition. The Israelites worshiped in the ings were imgnense at both places, and
Every montb, I hear of whole villages that are:
curtained tabernacle; so also in the gor- the spirit whith
actuated the persecuted casting away their idols and turning to Jesus for
geous temple. Jesus and the apostles held few,as well as the characteristics which salvation ; 183 have united with us since Jan. 1st.
their services on mountain or plain, in an that spirit has given to our national life, The last company, fifteen in number, were bapupper chamber, in the synagogues, or tem- was honored as it never has been before by tized last Sabbath. Our native preacher, Kondiple ;making it a matter of indifference where their descendants. ' At Blymouth an ora- ah, supported by the Sabbath school in Burlingwe present our offering provided it be done tion was delivered by Hon. Robert C. Win- ton, Iowa, who labors north-west of Cumbum,
stated that he thought that at least 300 in his
in spirit and in truth.
So with all the throp, and addresses were made by various field were ready for baptism.”
circumstantials of religion. Of themselves distinguished New Englanders. In BosFor some time past, the missionaries have
alone they are of very little account. Sin- ton there were addresses by Leonard Bacon, made piteous appeals for means to establish a

tern.

D. D., Jacob M. Manning,

cerity and truth, the motives and the heart,

are what God regards. Hence we should
not be: bound by prejudice or suspicion.
Our charity must be large and liberal like

How shall we win them from the
their ways, bring them to love

error

the

of

and

whatever

Saviour

attains

THE ASYLUMS

the

une year, more than one-half of which were

I may

use

one

ed

here.

Many

for

Maine;

‘Pennsylvania,

living,
situat-

doing all

the work possible:

Each

asylum

library and

room,

which are well : Ie

reading

has its:

supplied with books, periodicals and pa- |
pers. Also schools are connected with
each, where every useful branch is taught,

including book-keeping,

telegraphy,

&c.

churches most

duct and morals of the men,

welcome

so that

even,

new

conlife

evolved, and power to elevate the world.

meeting house,

the

hard

benches,

garded.

not

cold,

re-

Christian hearts were warm, love

was fervent, Christ

was

there,

the

Holy

CHINA,

The Methodist New Connection (Eng.) planted
a mission in Shantung, in Northern China.
More
than three years ago five hundred of the people
became Protestants. Forty-five of the number

were baptized and admitted to church fellowship.

Likewise chapel and Sabbath school privileges are provided, and these influences
have worked a great change in the con-

The

number

has increased each year and the

last returns from that district give 149 members.
Twenty - four years ago,
American
Methodists had no missionaries in China.
Now they

disei-

have missions in three different provinces—Pewhatever sets before them a worthy exam- pline has become easy and rules almost un- king, Klu Kiang, and Fubchow. During the
necessary.
The
asylums
are
reported
ple. Did all the churches fulfill their high
prospering, and meeting the highest hopes past year, in Kuhchoy, 238 adults and ‘65
mission, there would be little need or opchildren were baptized. The church now num: bers 658 members and 772 probationers. It has
porjunity for labor in religion except as put: of their philanthgopic founders.
recently sent one of its members, Rev. Hu Sing
>
A GUSH OF PHILANTHROPY.
forth by them.
Butso far as other associaMi, to labor among the
Chinese in California,
tions engage in the work of God, it will
Ex-Senator Drake presented a bill in the Ching’s
first missionary to America.
tend to bring churches to fulfill their mis- Senate last week, and whether it was inAFRICA.
sion. So we bid all true workers God- tended as a mild sarcasm on official honesThe first missionaries to the Zulus, after ten
speed.—J. J. B.

The

?

Eleventh

ty, ora provoking reminder of clerical mutabilities, or sprang from a generous desire

Psalm.

to meet future exigencies, has not yet appeared. The bill provided for a relief fund
tobe aprliedin the case of destitute government clerks, and chiefly to provide a
funeral for those who might die in office.
Now we have no statistics bearing on the
subject, but we
would
really like to

Spurgeon thus expresses his idea of one
;

Psalms:

This Psalm is beyond all others a phjoto-

graph of penitent David. You have probably seen that interesting slab of stone
which bears on its surface indications of the
fall of raindrops ina primal shower. This
Psalm preserves the marks of David’s teardrops, for the instruction of succeeding
generagjons.. Or what ifI change the figure,
and borrow another from an Oriental fable.
gir of old, that pearls were formed
drops of spring rain falling into shells
~ghores of the sea; so here, the
drops of David®s, repentance are preserved
in inspired Scriptine as| precious, priceless

know how

few -Department

clerks

ever

years’ labor, rejoiced over one converted woman.
Six months later two men embraced the Christian faith,
Since that time the progress has been
constant, till now this mission, .s0 unpromising

in its béginning, has 19 stations, 8 out-stations
and 12 churches, with 500 members and 15 native
preachers.
Instead of the kraals in which the
Zulus lived before the planting of this mission,
one now sees 200 upright houses, several of them
brick, and more than 100 American plows at
work greatly to the relief of the poor toiling wo-

held their positions long enough to die in men.
EUROPE.
them, or what part of them, if decently’
Dr. Merle d’ Aubigne, of Geneva Switzerland,
frugal, haye not saved enough from their the gifted author of the History of the Reformamonthly pickings to make such a bill. su- tion, has sent an Appeal to America for aid in
perfluous. At any rate the clerks them- carrying forward missionary work in Europe.
selves were indignant.
They took it in The war between Prussia and France has placed
high dudgeon that any one should suppose the missionary organizations in Europe under
great embarrassment,
their hold on life was so frail, and sent in a
SANDWICH ISLANDS.
petition that the bill be not allowed. ConThe labors of the churches of the Sandwich Issequently the bill h s gone on to the table, Jands, through their own Mission Board, are be-

pearls. This Psalm'iggs full of tenderness.
I know not how large a literature has gath-

and nobody knows

main there,

ered around it; but, certainly, writers of all
creeds and ages have used their pens to il-

how

long

it will

re-

.
THY,

CUBAN

LOBBY.

Washington dispatches indicate - that the

lustrate it, and there is room for as many

more. It is & perfectly inexhaustible Psalm ; lobbyists have opened a vigorous campaign
its deep shaft of sorrowful humiliation leads in behalf of Cuba. Rumors of Cuban suc- |
cesses are quite rife, and also that there is a
to veins of golden ore, the stones of it are
friendly disposition on the part of Spain to

the place of sapphires,

We shail confine

bring about a peace which shall secure to
the insurgents nearly everything they are

ourselves, this morning, to this one verse,
not with any prospect of being able to bring
out all its meaning, but rather hoping to
make use of it, and to find produced in our-

fighting
more

selves a measureof the feeling Which it soy

Cl

however,

ith our government on
4

It

that

is

these

are made
The new

ms ane anxious to bring
on the island, but there is no

it

Wouldn't be Twitched Up.

independence.

probable,

statements are maigly false, and
j
g purposes.

solemnly expresses. If we should be made
to drink into its spirit, and then to pour out
our hearts at the feet of our Redeemer,
will be an unspeakable blessing.

for except

than

the

meantime the condition of

Cupa is not very hopeful.
tyéops occupy all the towns

subject
affairs

in

The Spanish
and commer-

ial points, while revolutionists, as a gener-

d al thing, hold the interior.

lpn

own Folks, reMrs. Stowe, in her
:
agecdote
lates the following
Yoh know everyhody’s religious opinions
are a matter of discussion in our neighborhood, and Ezekiel Scranton, a rich

EUROPE.

The

Prussians

have

not

yet

attacked

Havre, but are reported ready to do so. A
portion of their army storme
Nuits on the
16th, and captured it with many prisoners

celebrity of being an Atheist, or rather val-

and much war material. The bombardment of Paris is still delayed, as starvation
is doing the work quite as cheaply and effectually as the Prussians could. A special

without

rations have failed, and that the city can not

onthe

lives

farmer who

hill, enjoys

the

It takes a to the

vies himselfon the distinction.

man of courage, you know, to~ive

New York

Times states that meat

at bay,

in apparent

tradictions ahd paradoxes

Some of those men baptized yesterday never

1Obig- ‘and

with each one, and the inmates

implement,

we

in

system of teaching

saw a preacher, native or foreign, and never
heard of Jesus until a few weeks ago.
And yet
it seemed as if there was no mistake about their
conversion.
One man said he felt it in his soul,
antl we could not shake hin.
He knew it. Yesterday I was trying, through an interpreter, to
give them a short account of the Bible story from *
the creation to the ascension of Christ, and it
was painful to see the amazement depicted on
their faces; they had never heard so much Bible before.”

Wisconsin. It is the
purpose’ to - make
these institutions as nearly self-supporting
as possible, workshops being connected

There is plenty for the
means than ours?
churches to do.
There is, however, great
sadly need to be revived, and

honora-

circumstances to earn their own
The report embraced four asylums,

another a very different one ; no matter, if
but the harvest be gathered.
Can not the churches do all this work ?
Happv indeed if they would. Suppose,
however, they donot. Would we rather
that souls be lost than saved through other

delinquency

were

bly discharged, with restored health and in

laborers; and to all he says, why stand ye
idle? No one can say he is not summoned
tothe work.

SOLDIERS.

veen 4,194 soldiers supported during the
past year, which is an increase of 400 oyer
last year. There were 142 deaths during
from consumption, and 891

corruption in the last election in Rhode Island.
-Th& post-office appropriation bill was also reported, and a bill introduced authorizing the issue of postal cards. Mr. Jones, of Kentucky,

native pastors and assistants.
What are we going to do with them?
We dare not leave them
in their ignorance.
We cannot teach one of a
hundred of them. ..... Shall we follow in the
footsteps of our conquering Lord? Is this mighty
revivalto be followed up? How?
It is as impossible for the men here to do it as for you in
America.
We have only balfthe year.
The sun
would kill us during the rest. It appearsto me
simply wicked for a man to pray for such a revival as this in a mission, and then not give for the
purpose of following it up... When we pray
that the heathen should be discipled, do we not
pray that they should be baptized and taught?

ton, D.'C., last week. By reports presented at the session it appears that there have

because he followed not us. But Jesus
said, forbid him not.” Better not try to be
wiser or stricter than the Master.. Multitudes throng the way to death. The fields
are white unto the harvest. Jesus calls at
hour

of ‘this year, requires some

The managers of the asylums for disabled soldiers held a meeting in Washing-

¢¢ Lord, we saw one casting out
tives are.
forbade him,
name, and we
thy
in
devils

eleventh

FOR DISABLED

punish bribery in the election
.of members of
Congress, and a resolution of inquiry into the

able response.
A mission which has over a
thousand members at present, and we hope and
believe will have thousands more before the end

inspira-

vately
which

the

dog, and able to hold

plucky

parson however,

The

Ezekiel

into

bad pri-

of questions
would drive

prepared a string
he was quite sure

strait quarters,

So he met

him'the other day in the store.
« How

is this,

Mr. Scranton?

me that you're an Atheist.”
« Well, I guess Ibe, parson,”
kiel, comfortably.
«Well,

Ezekiel,

let's

You believe in your own

talk

“They

tell

says Ezeabout

this.

existence, don't

you P”
“No, I don’t.”
« What! not believe in your own

exist-

ence P”’
«No, Idont.” Then, after a moment—
«Tell you what, parson, I sin’t a going to

rosecute

Rn

the

war

will remain

ders.—Russia

has

in

the

until

provinces,

city

surren-

no

new

gensa-

conference

created

the

but

tion, and i) the powers are waiting

to see

what the

will

accom-

has just ordered

the re-

London

plish.—England

lease of the Fenian prisoners on condition
that they reside abroad for a stated time.

John Bright has resigned his seat in the
cabinet, which at this juncture of foreign affairs creates much surprise and speculation,
His explanations are not yet published.
Earl Russell urges enlistments to meet the
United States.——Spnin is anticipaming a
revolution when the Duke of Aosta takes
his seat. The opposition element has gained
much strength lately, and it is believed
that the day of bis coronation will not pass

without a fierce struggle,
dissolvedon the 20th
ment.

The Coites wus

amid

great

excite-

ing attended with remarkable success.
In one
of the Giibert Islands, where the Hawaiian missionaries landed less than two years ago, nearly
2,000 pupils are reported, 1,300 of whom have already learned to read. They have erected four
schoo!-houses and are building their second caurch,
+ CALIFORNIA.

The late Report of the Am. Miss. Ass. thus
speaks of the inauguration of their missions year
ago among the Chinese of California:
* It was
begun none too early. The mass to be leavened
in California alone is a population of 30,000,
They have been met by a persistent hostility

these twenty years, Itis time to prove to them
that such is not the spirit ti:at actuates a Christian people.
Other religious bodies have recently entered zealously into this work.
The Methodfsts are erecting a Seminary in San Francisco
at a cost for the building alone of $30,000.
The
Presbyterians, at their late Synod-meeting appropriated $50.000 for this department of missionary effort. The Baptists have a native Chinese preacher on the Pacific coast and are no less
engaged. Providence has clearly called the assoelation into the field, by training it these many
years to labor for the poor and despised and to

battle against caste and prejudice.”
THE

;

INDIANS.

Says the Report of the Miss, Ass., in cluding
to its work

among the American

.

In the House, Mr. Jenckes introduced a bill to

Mag. : “I hope the Committee has given a favor-

tion of the hour.

great end is a success.
But, it may be said, we must guard jealously the prerogatives of the chuych. Truly, if we understand what those preroga-

the third, sixth, ninth,

D., Major

tribute to our ancestors worthy the

and lead them on to heaven? God is confined to no fixed methods, and we need not
be. Whoever performs the work of God
is his servant;

D.

" CONGRESSIONAL,

On Monday, in the Senate, a resolution was introduced to provide for the transportation of all
‘government property by the Pacific railroads
“when possible. A bill was also introduced profret for the admission of Colorado. The remainer of the session was spent in debate lon govern:
ent liability for private losses during the war.

Theological school for the benefit of this mission.
One of them says, in the Dec. number of the Miss

Gen. O. O. Howard, Rev. Alexander King,
of Dublin, and by other distinguished gentlemen.
The occasion throughout was
characterized by a harmony of sentimenton
the part of all concerned, and by a union of

bis.
g
The work of the gospel is to save sinners,

Summary.

I

ordinances and wsages,

antago-

News

Mission Field.

Events of the Week.

pat-

28, 1870.

none o’ your syllo-

nism of forces, the change of dispensations,

smoke and other such trifles, were

educated ministry, if they could

He does well to cherish the mem-

by

up

endure much longer. Ducrot and Favre
a God; and Ezekiel gives himself out as a contemplate leaving -Paris by balloon to
parson

little purpose who sees not, in the

Batatse one was converted in a grove or
you good.” But alas! alas!
'a log eabin, will he believe that there can
In answer to inquiries respeeting the te no spirit and life of devotion elsewhere?
condition of our churches there, he makes When he enters the elegant church or castatements somewhat as follows ;
thedral, can he find nothing in the service
The
1. *In honor to she society to whieh I be- but formality, pride and display?
brother thinks of the. good old times,
long, I will say, it is composed of the labor
prayers, exhortations,
preaching;
then
ing class,~~occupation, farming chiefly,”
2. * Our ministers support themselves every sight and'sound was heavenly, all
The little ill-shaped
and families by their own labor, except an nuture praised God.

occasional
rare,”

ground.

ory of those scenes with grateful emotions;
but he does not well to suppose that all

of the

prosper fast.”

The mystic song shall last
Till seas and shores have
Lost in eternity.

I have been en-

aid.”
In requesting us to put

Sea.

——

Centuries of
Since this
Have heard
Momently

I am

them ; and the future is yet gloomy. But I
hope the Lord will not east us off forever,

DECEMBER 28, 17h.

Music

whom,

gaged in the back woods during the last
eight days, and the Lord surely is here.
Twenty-six of the most obdurate sinners
have been made to rejoice in believing,
and the prospect is yet good. If we had
some intelligent servants of God to sow
the seed, I think the fruit would soon be

but will raise up

The

among

sorry to say, there is not one first class
scholar.”
With reference to the South as a field of
Christian labor, we prefer to give what in‘formation we have obtained from the correspondence now in question, in this young
man's own language. In speaking of certain communications in the Star on the
subject, he says: ‘ I am glad to know that
you are not forgetfal of those who are assiduously striving to raise the banner of
true Christianity in the South. Oh, for the
day when the rays of divime truth shall

gathered.

WEDNESDAY,

:

5. “The colored race have ever been
admitted to membership in our churches.

ordained

N. H., DECEMBER

a man
&c.,

are doing nothing to educate men “for the

ministry.”

Family.

Offies, 30 Washington

trouble,

preach. without

Weekly Religious Newspaper

YORK,

==

Indians: ‘‘ It is

a matter of joy and thanksgiving to God, that the

ethulated the example of Mr. McCreery by offering a series
of resolutions setting forth that the

Southern States ought to have a free and full pardon, etc. The resolution was rejected, 142 to 14.
On Tuesday, in the Senate, a bill to provide
for the issue of $300,000,000 five per cent. bonds
was introduced, and the San Domingo resolutions
were debated during the morning hour.
The
debate was prolonged, and Mr. Morton’s resolution was taken up by a vote of 86 to 17. ‘An earnest debate ensued, in which Senators Sumner,
Morton, Thurman and others took part, and an
adjournment was carried before a vote was reached. In the House the amnesty bill was tak-

en up

and debated by Judge

Bingham,

:

Fig

Prosser and Butler, and an adjournment w
carried before a vote was reached.
The House
committee ou foreign affairs have agreed on the

news ocean telegraph bill.

:

,

On Wednesday, in the Senate, Mr. Sumner
first rose to a personal explanation of a paragraph
published in the Daily Patriot concerning at-

tempts which had

Leen

made

to reconcile

the

President and himself,
He denied that he had
any unkind feelings toward the President, or
that he had ever done anything more than- criticise his acts as it was bis duty to do. Then came
up the San Domingo resolutions,and a warm and
exciting debate ensued after they were taken up,
the friends of Senator Morton's resolution being
determined to bring it to a vote. Mr. Sumner
made a long and earnest speech against them, in
Whichhe severely criticised the conduct which

had Been

taken by

the

administration.

His

speech is regarded as one .of his finest efforts.
Senator Morton replied with a defense of the President instead of an answer to Mr. Sumner’s objections.
The House was engaged on a motion
to postpone the vote on the Amnesty bill until
the 11th of January.
Mr. Butler and Mr. Farnsworth had a little spat, and the bill was postponed in accordance with Mr. Butler’s wishes.
The
death of Mr. Smyth of Iowa was arnounced.
On Thursday, after an all night session, the
Senate passed Senator Morton’s resolution by a
vote of 31 to 9, and then adjourned.
During the
executive session, which was held at noon, the
nominations of General Schenck and the Hon.
D. H. Mason were confirmed.
The House did
no business, and both branches adjourned to the
first Wednesday in January.
MISCELLANEOUS.
The entire northwest has been visited by a
furious snow storm, and routes of travel are partially blockaded.
The snow was twelve inches
deep on the level on Tuesday.
Good sleighing
and no prospect of the snow disappearing,
The New York republican State central com-

mittee

received a petition on Tuesday, signed by

ten thousand republicans, askinga reorganiza«
tion ofthe party in that city, on the ground that
the present republican general committee is upder the control of Tammany.

It is reported:

that the

Rev.

Gilbert Haven,

D. D. , of Boston, received a call to the editorship of the New York Independent, at a salary
of $8000. The offer was declined.

The Independent last week published Theodore

Tilton’s validictory.
Henry C. Bowen,
er, succeds to the editorship.

publish-

An unknown woman, respectably dressed, was
thrown into the East river, New York, by unknown persons on Monday, and was rescued
after she had been in the water over an hour.
The brakemen of the Erie Railway are on a
strike, and the freight business is at a standstill.
By the caving-in of an embankment on a railroad near Utica, N. Y., twenty men were buried,
and only six were extricated alive.
The Hon. Henry Chapin has been elected
mayor
of Worcester to succeed the late Mr.
Blake.
The steamer Nick Wall, from St. Louis for
Vicksburg, struck a snag on the 1Sth inst.,
at Grand Lake.
The steamer is a total loss. She
had 125 deck and 15 cabin passengers.
Sevens
.teen dead bodies have been recovered,and thirtynine are known to have been lost.

FOREIGN.
The Fenians held
have been released.

by

the British government

General Valmaseda has sent a few more troops

into the

field against the Cuban insurgents.

It

is said that there is strong opposition to the Duke
of Aosta, which only awaits his arrival to burst
forth.
The

municipality

of Moseow

titioned for certain minor

imprudeutly pe«

reforms, but the Em-

peror severely reprimanded then, and measures
are being taken to prevent the occurrence st
any future time of a similar annoyance.
The English government has ordered a considerable number of torpedoes, and made large
contracts for the supply of field artillery and field

yy

battery harness,

Later despatches confirm the reported capture
of Nuits,and say that Von Werder took

600 pris-

great soldier President, who fought for our national salvation—fought for the flag and universal
liberty for the people, is carrying out a policy for
the wild tribes of the border, by which they shall
be delivered from oppression and: from wrong;
and though changes have been made in his Cab-

oners and is still pursuing the French,
Manteuffel is also moving on Havre with
a larger
force
than before.
Re-enforcements for the
Prussians before Paris are constantly arriving,

inet, and many advisers counsel not.thg
things. he has not flinched, and may God
him steady go that he will not.”
FREEDMEN.

don conference but the demands of Russia is
repeated, Meanwhile the war feeling in Russia
is gaining cround. Earl Russell has been writ-

best
hold

The Prussian govenrment
will submit its
claims on Luxemburg to arbitration, The report
that no other matter is to be discused at the Lon-

fog

to the T.mes again; he now urges the enrol.

ment of 100.000 militia, because envy and hostility follow prosperous commercial nations, and
England should be prepared for Prussia and.the

The legislature of Georgia has honored itself
by making an appropriation of $8,000 for the
Freedmen’s University at Atlanta.
Schools for

United States,

fitting colored persons for teachers are the most
effective and economical means that can be used

Dispatches from Bordeaux state that ‘Gen.
Bourbaki, with 1505000 men, Suocesnfuliy formed

for the elevation of the Freedmen.
The institution founded at Talladega, Ala., three years
since, has already sent out thirty-six pupils that
have become teachers in the public schools of the
state.
Thesbest agents in the work are the col-

ored people/themselves.

It has

been

said that

it took half a century for the Am. Board to learn
that native preachers and pastors, educated and
trained in the Mission schools, were their best
co-laborers.

a junction
With Gen, Chauzy on Tuesday night
in the rear of the German army, who had evacuated Tours. The French captured 2000 prisoners

and a vast amount of ammunition,

Prince Fred

erick Charles's lines were severed.

The feeling among the highest officers of the

besieging army is that Paris will hold out well
into next month. Careful preparations are making for such a contingency, and the various
mn the Provinces are moving so as to shut out, if

possibile, all hope of rescue.

Trochu Is expected

to give the Prussians some more desperate fights

ing about Christmas time.
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@ommumications.
The
We

nre

Closing
standing

not the impressions of this hour.

Seize the

Year.

inspired

to-day on the outer

to

a new

life,

even

Christ.

limit of the Old Year. “The journey upon

the temple’ of truth.

whic

Christ the True

soon be numbered with the years which go
a little
back to God's eternity. It seems
time since we bade farewell to 1869, and
Year.

New

the

resolution

strengthened

Xenophon,

fresh we started on its opening morn-

How

ing, as we gave to friends and loved ones

present

will

mon

impress of this year,
results into the other
very solemn reality.
to the future, as the
We live not for the

for the future, and

live

self,—we

for

not

we live for others,as others have lived for us.
We inherit to-day the experience of the
past bequeathed to us by the generations
that have gone before us.
This day of our intelligent and moral
all the results from

concentrates

existence

Impressions, thoughts, imagina-

past life.

desires, memories, pursuits, stadies,

sions,

—all help to make up this present hour,and
30 the year that is passed, with others, has

And what

helped to make us whit we are.
“are

we?” How does this year leave us?
There are really but two great results of

this life which are of real, permanent and
solemn importance.” These are, “saved”

ove

And

or “unsaved.”

or the other of
Whatever else

these is true of every man,
be,

may

we

circumstances

whatever

orin

we may be placed, we are at this moment
sither sived, or not saved at all. It should
be the substance of our retrospect ofthe

past; it should be the substance of our
No result can
prospect for the future.
that may
Nothing
n.
salvatio
with
compare
have transpired in the year past can compare with it. Some have become rich,
others poor, in the year that has gone by.
Some have ful disease, others have escaped

it unscathed.

have walked ia deep

Some

Taese

their cup of blessing running over.
are

had

have

others

and

waters, of affliction,

rea-

they are

not unimportant results;

sons for submission and thankfulness’ to
Bat all put together are notto be
God.
compared for one moment with that ultimate result, which absorbs all, and supersedes all, and in weight and magnificence
eclipses all. For itis salvation that gives
importance to days, and months, and years.

1t is that for which we are here spared, it'is
the explanation of our protracted life,—of

our deliverance from disease,—of our healh
and strength.
The impressions which the expiring moments of each old year may make are lasting
"and precious. The interval between the
departing and dawning year is an important season. And when the evening twiJightof the one blends with the morning
twilight of the other, it often holds folded
in its embrace great results, and is no unimportant hour in

Ttis a time

the

biography

other

for settling

than those of our ledgers,

presents than those that

man,

of

accounts

for making other

ave usually

made.

our ac©od, the great steward, demands
with
reckons
dman
Husban
Great
the
;
sounts

The ser-

it may

be

said

|

into Christ's

vineyard now than when 1870 dawned upon
you.

And

:

Ff

if now

:

;

the solemn

impressions

of

reaches

its

misty

theories

to

the gentral sun from

its cold, moonlight is borrowed.
not alone im the written letter is

«Christ

our

light.

In’ common

with

free religiohists we recogaizé
the intuitive
nature in man; we also recognize the faet
thatthis intuitive nature holds, or may hold,
direct communication with Christ.
The
same spiritual Christ who wrought through
Jesus of Nazareth speaks in the iaterior
temple of every life, and dwells in every
Godly soul. In this manifestation be enlightens every heart, and gives specifie
direction in the ever varying shades of
human circumstances.
In harmony with
the written word, this is our authority.
Indeed, it is the light by which that word
must be interpreted and applied to practical life. If we look back across the centuries

for

our

frame-work

and text-book,

we do not forget thatthe
ever present divine Christ
that temple vocal, and give
application of those written

ever living and
alone can make
direction in the
precepts.

Thus Christ is to-1ay what he has always
been, the true light which lighteneth» every
man that cometh into the world. To tear
from him this crown and make every man
his own light, only increases the difficulties
of

the better life.

1t would not be well to

blot out the sun and take only the light of
the stars. It is not well to veil and darken
the source of the purest light the world has
ever known, for the purpose of seeing only

by a myriad of lesser lights, of diverging
and conflicting rays. Joyfully we acknowledge our obligation to the Great Teacher,
and until we are shown something clearer
and purer, we shall take Christ as the leading star of our lives.
M. C. B.

Means

and

End.

Have you never seen the real power of a

of a desired object? Oae brother is certain his method ‘is the only correct one.
Anotheris just as sure that this method is

entirely futile and impracticable.

1

for improvement,
ities
pons dndfailed toopportun
you better, so. that now
make

lingers, and

nothing

And the

seems

sea.

to

has been chosen, another year or two, per-

haps, is squandered, in the entire inability
would

have

found

their

way to the house of God, have been stumb.
ling upon the dark mountaingiof sin, and

on becoming a man,

was

a chosen vessel of God to honor his name in
proclaiming

the

most

heartcan coneeive.

glorious doctrine

Here was

the

dutiful,

plague of sin in his own heart, submits to
God and becomes the happy subject of converting grace.—We gather up pieces of
earthern and glass ware as relics of the
interesting place, which we would fain be-

jn the soul, will

lieve Randall once handled when
sels were whole,

if

would

take

care

spot where was the old house of worship.
Oar guide said, ¢¢ Here on the spot we
now occupy, Randall took upon himself the
solemn vows of the church covenant, unit-

intelligent

and uniform purpose to promote

the gteat

end of Christian labor. Don’t fear collision
and difficulty ; do n’t be alarmed through
tke idea of being ruined froni want of system. Human salvation has a clear, simple
note, and when heard, serves

to

unite

Alden said to us,

all

labor and aspiration in the work of doing
rather than that of discussion.
J.-W. B.

Seeking for Laborers.
‘Wherefore,

brethren,

look

ye

out

among yom, * *:men of good repute, full
of the Holy Spirit and of wisdom.”
And if this were necessary, in order to
provide for the temporal wants of the desti-

tute inthe church, how much

more

sary to provide

wants?

for spiritual

advance movement

has

begun.

Oar

our whole line.
has now a resthope, that will
profitable, and

somewhat

Our

permanent.

while

are

drill, and our Doctors are beating
in vain, for volunteers.

not

How
have

then

in

this

building,

the

but

per-

know

yet

apostle to the Gentiles, confer not for a mo-

a

with

who,

holy boldness, areready at once to say,
« Here am I;send me.” But with how
many has the case been exceedingly different from this? Not a Jonah, perhaps, but |
naturally diffident, distrustfal of their own
abilities, it may be for the time weak in
pressed

slow

am

of epeech, and of a slow tongue;” or like

Jeremiah, ** Ah, Lord God, behold
not speak ; for I am a child.”

I

Wages.

—4 —

ment that women should receive the same
wages as men, he says, ¢ The words look

pro-

for our life work is past beyond recall ?
There are those, and we thank God for
them, who are converted into thé ministry
or & call thereto, and who, like the great

of the Lord to go forward,—*1

A few, of the same

I was specially interested by the remarks
of Dr. Holland—copied from Scribner's
Monthly, in your paper of Nov. 30, relative
to women's wages.
Speaking of the argu-

the army,

faith, who, like Moses,cry out, "when

These win-

[ Our fair correspondent makes out a serious
indictment against Dr. Holland’s logic in the article below. ED.]

tracted, it may be, until the most favorable
season for securing the requisite preparation

blood;

and

i:

the Lord” fully, and need an Eli to instruct them? Otherwise, why those long
months, even years of fears within, of conferring with flesh and blood, of gloomy
doubts, and keen mental struggles ere a
satisfactory conclusion can be reached, pro-

ment with flesh and

first

>

sound
neces-

the

* do not

his

with large,old-fashion-

Women’s

the navy, commerce and agriculture, in
short, every secular calling, swallowing up
their sors, while ¢‘the ministry of the
word,” on which hinges the salvation of the
human race, is sadly neglected? Is it not
possible, yes, probable, that many are
called of God to enter the sacred office, who,
like the child Samuel,

of

haps were never more interested than in
this place. Here Randall, full of love, faith
and the Holy Ghost, proclaimed Christ and
the way of life. Here he blew the sacred
trumpet. Here he flung the banner of the
cross to the breeze, crying in tones of
melting love, ‘‘Free grace! free grace!”
And here the Freewill Baptist Denomination was born. Thanks to God and our
blessed Saviour Jesus Carist for all. .

been again and agaifi dedicated to God and

fession of the law and medicine,

some

the marvelous and the wonderful,

pute, and fall of the Holy ‘Spirit and of wis-

his cause, quietly look on snd see

di-

&

th® world.

gesthan

the

qualified

as

last,
a

since

late.

is no better

Certainly

not.

They care little for his fitness for othér ocdetermines

his wages,

value as

a

‘‘ general laborer.”
Dr. Holland's penknife illustration does not seem very pertinent in view of this fact. Is this a solitary exception to that inexorable law
which, he says, ‘‘ human legislation can no
more change than it can change the phases
of the moon?” No, columns might be
filled with similar illustrations. If Dr. H.
wished to hire a gardener, would he question an applicant for the position, as to his
knowledge of mining, shipbuilding, engineering, &c, &c., and pay him wages proportioned to his knowlege of other occupations,or to his skill as a gardener? The
truth is, men's wages are determined, not
by their valye as *‘ general laborers” but
by their valde as laborers in the

appear less Christian,

man to expose.

teaching

schocl,

take

a

can

but

she can

ers would

be

in

fair and sound well and seem good;” but
they are not true, according to his theory.
:
He asserts that ** the” law of demand and
supply is not primarily the cause,” but
that it is the law that ‘‘ that instrament or
agent of labor which has the higher value,
shall command the greater return for use
and

operation,”—illustrating

this

law

by

saying that ¢ the cheapest penknife a man
can use, is ons that has a single blade,

adapted to the making
sists on having

one

of pems.

that bears

If he innot only a

penknife blade, but also a gimlet, corkscrew, tooth-pick, glove-buttoner, screw-

driver, file, saw and lancet, he must pay
for itthe market price. He must not expect that, because he proposes to use only

the penkhife, blade,he can buy it at the
price of the penknife.”
3
Dr. H. divides laborers into three classes, men,

women,

and

children,

and says

very properly, that, although *‘ there are
some points in which woman is superior to
man, he is undoubtedly

her

superior as a

laborer.” Certainly, man does possess the
‘ Jarger and stronger frame, and is free
from some disadvantages tha woman as a
laborer must encounter.” He then makes
the statement that, because men can perform many kinds of labor that women do
not, they must not expect the same wages
for the kinds of work they can do as well
as men, He says itis true that ‘‘ women

ths

not,

It

couli no

the Holy Spirit and of wisdom.”

J. PHIoLIrs,

Santipore, Oct., 1870.

determines that man,

the most valuable laborer,shall receive the
most, and that his just wages are those

A

i

emotions.
On one hand
yet’ ungratified, the con-

family.

other

sciousness that by his rash act he had
destroyed his home, lost his honest name
and position forever. The press had alreadyopened on him in full cry. There
happened to be no other sensation at the
time. The story of his crime and the girl's
dishonor was blazoned in every paper in
New York. If he went back, as Lis own
sense of right and religious feeling prompted him to do, it was to face the opprobrium
of the whole city,the reproaches of his wife,
and most probably the revenge of the girl’
On

the

hand,

the

womgh

was

no inducement

sgk

{0 muke

to say

that umder

like

then, balf mad with the struggle t fough
which he had gone, met the world and the \

Why,

one of the largest steam-ships in the world,
with a rich cargo, and a company of 300

church

with a confession which, to say

least, was manly and
of

souls on board, was wrecked, in a dark and

course,

as

sincere.

represented

dropped him unconcernedly.

stormy night, on the: most dangerous part
of the coast of Ireland. The noble ship,
which cost upwards of £200,000, left her
port that very afternoon in fine trim, and
with every prospect of a.safe and speedy
voyage, and at niae o'clock she wasthumping upon the rocks—the sea breaking over
her with terrific violence, and threatening
to send people, ship, and cargo to instant
destruction.
But how could they mistake the light?
Were the captain and his officers on the
lookout? Yes. Was the chart closely exammed? Yes. Wasthecompassallright?
Yes. And were the common precautions

value, as no more items could

from
him. What did the
Here, we think, is the test of
hension of Christianity,
and
call attention to it and to its
man had, it is true, brought

the

The

world

the

press,

by

He was of no

be

extracted

church do?
their comprewe desire to
results. This
obloquy upon

his profession and upon them ; to use

their

own language, there had been a ‘dire conflict in him between the flesh and the spirit,
and the faint goodness and truth and right
in him had conquered. He had turned
back from the very edge of the pit. Such
a man,

if welcomed

nave fought Satan all
like Christian of old,
him face to face until
slipped.
Bat in spite
repentance,
he was

taken to keep the ship on her proper course?

back,

would

surely

the better, because,
he had struggled with
his life had well nigh
of his confession and
thrust out from the

Christian fold, with a bitterness

and

vehe-

Yes; all this was done.
]
: mence which savored of no little worldly
Thenceforward the man went
How then could she have met with such a vengeance,
sad disaster? - Way, because a light appear- down. The end of the story is briefly told:
ed which was not noted on the ‘chart, gnd “The Rev. Horace Cooke was yesterday
sent to Blackwell's Island for six months
the captain was deccived by it! He mis- on
charge of drankenness.” |
took it for another light that was on the
There is a story of another of Christ's
ministers who denied - him; who in the
chart, and so, when he supposed he was
running out to sea, he was really running, hour of his bitterest need cursed and swore,
saying: ¢* I know not the man.”
His rein upon the breakers! How great a mis- proof was but a look; and Peter afterwards
take, and how terrible the consequences !'
was one of the purest of his apostles.
Every reader of these lines is sailing'ona There is 8 sory too of a woman brought
before Christ himself, taken in adultery, in
more hazardous voyage than the Great Bri
tain attempted, and has the command of a the very act, and of his words to her—
words not of rebuke, but healing snd fornobler vessel, and a richer freight than hers ; giveness: ‘‘ Neither do T condemn thee;
"yes, richer than all the treasures of the go and sin no more.” Would that all his
world!
Thousands of plans are laid to mis- ministers could read the words which he
lead and divert him from his course. False stooped and wrote upon the ground; that
lights are purposely held out to betray him, they could betier interpret the reality of
Christian charity under the sun.— Tribune.
and tides and currents of almost resistless
power, set against him from every point of
The Minister’s Home.
the compass. ‘Will he steer clear of them
Sy
p——
all® Shall we see him push out into the
broad sea, with a bright sky, a fair wind,
If this is appropriate to a settled pastorand sails all set for the desiréd haven?

Will

ate, it is more so to aun itinerant.

For

the

he accomplish the voyage, and his fears
and perils all be exchanged for the tranquillity and joy of a happy homa?
It will depend on two things—1. Whether he has the true chart, and takes good
hoed to it, It is known as the Holy Serip-

giver is thereby remembered when they
are patted. In distant homes and years
these gifts are a joy to his eyes and keep
his memory green:
‘We were in the house of a minister not
long ago. It was plainly furnished, yet
tures, and it lays down the position of ev- there were here and there quite a nurhber
ery light on the voyage; and he may be of objects of taste and elegance. , Seeing
sure that any light that is not found upon his guest's aftention directed - to them,
the minister said: ‘Those vases on the
the chart is to be shunned.
2, Whether he mantle are from I., a young man in my
commits himself and the whole direction of congregation ; that picture is from R., one
stated hearers; those elegantly
the voyage, to him whose footsteps are on of my
the sea, and who rides upon the wings of bound books were given to Mrs. —— by the
ladies of the church,”
And thus he went
the wind.— Selected,
on until his parsonage seemed to us almost
It is not merely sufficient to have the
heart right before God; there must be a
firm, manly, and public profession of Christ
before men,

i

well. Now the Saviour was a preacher whose

mended themselves to the reason,

nor did

command, no more, no less.”
Are male teachers, paid upon this prineiple? Itis anew idea to most of us, that

True happiness is of a retired nature, and
an enemy to pomp and noise.

i

a weak,

little judg-

parents as pure as when she left them;

general laborer can

as a

of

with

would bave gone on the downward path,
This man came back; gave the girl to he

the. Light.

he instruct the mind without at the same
time influencing the heart and conscience.

which his value

been

ment and strong
was his passion

We venture

heart was in his head. He never addressed
the emotions except by motives which com-

with justice, which

temperament,

cumstances few of us, being men as imprege‘sionable and ill-balanced as this one, but

generously,‘
‘as a rule, both must be content

now buried in secular engagements mainly
for want of confidence in themselves and
their call to work for God ?
out
brethren, look ye
« Wherefore,

he appears to have

impulsive

return, but hard,inexorable duty.

It were well if those who always talk to
the heart recollected that men have heads as

are

him;

He had already incurred ruin for her

we know they do not as a rule receive the
same wages; "and explains the fact by saying that,as neither men nor women are paid

who

Its

immaculate

not

ation to get the better of him so far as to
run away with her to Philadelphia. Of his
sin we have nota word to say im extenuation.
It was a grievous fault, and grievously he
answered it. Having reached Philadelphia,
the man’s conscience began to work within

there

similar positions,
on a different law

can,may and should do to seek out,instruct,
encourage, and lead forward scores and

hundreds of worthy~§pssg-men,

to be

cured.

whom he loved waited for him at the hotgl.

are quite as good teachers as men, and yet

that the wise

themselves

of his parishioners, and allowed his: infatu-

of heart

Is there nothing

knew

A few months ago the pastor of a church
in this eity, being a man like other men,
fell into temptation; or to speak after the ordinary fashion, although a married man
and the father of a family, he conceived a
sudden mad passion for a young girl, one

that would serve

consequence?

made

strengthen others,

ty

And what was

was

saints, but men who, like their founder,
were in every point tempted a8 ourselves,
and by the strength of their own temptation,
and knowledge of the help given! them to
resist it, were the better able to guide and

ELFETA.

Mistook

lately

assuredly

were

ministers

from that which Dr. H. presents.

He

who

those

which

for half a dozen states. Ifit be just that
a woman's wages should be less. thana
man's, when
both fill
the justice must depend

of a Christian

story

name

sick or suffering came to be

influence as
almanac mak-

despair; they

longer make an almanac

to every

a byword in every man's mouth through
the length and breadth of the country,
Our own old-fashioned idea of the Christian
Church was that it resembled a hospital
under the care of the Great Physician, into

particular

woman's wages.”

whose

minister,

it belongs

Weare led to say this by

of a pitiful

the end

build a'House or a stesmi=engine, a ship or,
and she must

Doctrines of Wesley, Calvin,or Rome

secular press as well as sectarian teachers,
Paul plants and Apollos waters, but the seed
came from God.
Any error of docirinal
teachers, by which Christianity is made to

asa teacher that
not his

versus

belong to their disciples; but the germ of
Christianity—the pure morality, the spirit of
liberty, of infinite charity and brotherhood, .
the Jeaven which is ta lift the world to higher
social levels—should be defended by the

higher wa-

he

teacher?

:

sprinkling are not matters to mix profitably
with a protective tariff or the fishery question. But the greattruths of Christianity,
left for the ennobling and strengthening
of
humanity, ave the inheritance of us all—of
the poorest politician as of ‘priest and pre-

taste, training, nor physical ability
other occupation in which the first
Neither would he make a’ good
doctor or minister, but he is a good
Now, would any school trustee

pay the first named gentleman

E—

Apostolic succession or immersion

is a fine schol-

easily changed by human
could this so callad * law,”

we enter an old

observation by the way,—delight in the old,

.Just now, the exhortation of the text
wonld seem to be in point.
Our brethren,
laymen
and deacons, as well 48 pastors,
should at once look out men of good re-

and

ther the
for any
excels.
lawyer,
teacher.

who

bers.
A little farther south

W. have traveled some,—have made close

in: the

can Christian parents, whose children

—

teacher, yet has nei-

appoints, after all.” And we should say
that one great cause of Randall's sepzration from this church was the lack
of spirituality in it, and the worldly,
wicked practices of many of its mem-

we think,

help of the Lord against the mighty.

sities of the church

I know another man

ar and an excellent

S——.

The secular press, we are told every day,
has no business with the discussion of theological subjects, which is true emough.

very well.

has already been shown that a man's wag:
es for teaching are not measured by his
ability to build a house or a steam engine;
—vwhy should a woman's be regulated on
this principle.
:
+ If the phases of the moon could be as

school- house of the town.

up to the

dom, and by words of kindness and
‘wisdom, draw their attention to the

shoemaker or engineer if he choae, has had

es ai

spirit as his, left the Congregational church
and held meetings, first in private houses,

aging, and all the more so because the
hearts of the brethren and sisters in the
churches appear to be moved of the Lord
to bring in their freewill offerings. It may
not soon be necessary to restrain the people
from giving, as in the days of Moses, but
the silver and the gold ‘are the Lord’s, and
the cattle upon.a thousand hills, and the
hearts of his people are in his hand. Un-

less there is a downright rebellion

been

-

A Significant Story.

have remained
a Comgregationalist,
and
not have founded the Freewill
Baptist
Denomination.
But he wisely added,“ God

was not far from 1775.

This looks encour-

camp, there must be a coming

had

-

carpenter,

several months’ experience as cook in a hotel, is well educated, and can teach school

ed sash, let in the light,and here he addressed those that came in crowds.” That

under

up,

excellent

a bridge, she could command a man's wag-

dows of small glass,

Education

they

Chase

meetings and began to preach.

Society is well resolved, and measurably
prepared to provide for young recruits,
both east and west,

if Mr.

now where Randall held

influ-

ence will be felt all along
Our gchool of the Prophets
ing place, one, we may
prove both pleasant and

who would make an

more liberal in doctrine, Mr. Randall might

lapidated building, perhaps 20 feet by 15,
with low posts, used now as a store-house
for wood and farming utensils. Standing
atone end our guide said,—*‘ You stand

neces-

Its

a good farmer, blacksmith and teamster,

2

business in which they engage. Of course,
men receive higher wages in some departing with it.” We may believe this was ments of labor than in others, but it must
heartily done. He had studied the cove- be difficult for any one to believe that Dr.
nant, and gave himself publicly to God and | B/ gives any adequate -reason for the fact
his people in a covenant no! to be forgot- that women do not receive the same wages
ten.
in the employments for which they are acThe pastor of the Congregational church knowledged to be as well qualified as
men.
atthat time was Rov. Stephen Chase.
He
Dr. Holland says: ‘* If woman could
died six yearslater,aged 72. The Rev. Mr.

of

an

ig

A little distance from thig ‘we stood on the

final perseverance, elec-

there .were

the ves-

Selections.

borer, the higher wages he must receive
for teaching school. I know a man whois

was born of well-disposed and well-regulat. | cupations; it is his value

the proforced to say, ‘the harvest is past, to agree upon the form and size oftime,
feet among you, * * men of good repute, full of
posed building. And all this
which, perhaps,

the

Here, 121 years ago last Feb., a child

ed parents, who,

church became distracted and torn asunder,

other kindred ones,

which
But

true

below, near Fort Constitution, it meets

taught. All philosophy and reasoning, all
system and means which do not point to
this, are defective.
When the primitive

themselves,

statement
’iof some one or two of these
Christian excelleaces, wg ghall turn from

ac-

ness them, and at length feeling the awful

tism, communion,

only a leas clear

well

Piscataqua river is a few rods north,and just

than any

tion, agency,church organization,and many

endeavor

town, and

means which can be devised.

ahundred fold more important

lawful direction. From outward devotions
we are taken tothe great elements of love

utmost

of

ple yet omaipotent power
in the heart is

in that alienated love which looks in an un-

shits hour pass away without the trace of per- movement
months and
manent good, and you do not now resolve be done, Who has not seen
of breath
expenditure
the
in
wasted
,
years
interests
soul’s
your
to
e
and aot in referenc
site
proper
the
to
regard
it pA ‘ean you build upon the future ? If and thought in
spot
the
after
And
house?
its
meeting
a
all
for
with
,
tlle year, with all its blessings
has

a

it was means which produced the distraction, not an earnest and united appreciation
of the end sought. The’ questions of bap-

anything - better or purer than this, the
world . will be enlightened by it. Bat
if its

ruler

quainted with antiquarian and historical
matters of the old place. We walk and
come to the place of Randall's birth. The

At bis feet alone they can be effectively

to God and men, as the most aeceptable
worship.
If “Free Religion” can suggest

signifies,

Anglo

¥

gatipnal church of the

find means for all is Ri.
The definite end of all proper Sunday school teaching is to bring the children to the Saviour.

be not alone in outward act, but

whieh

the

thoughtful lad, with poor school privileges,
studying men and things, disgusted with
aggravating sins as he was obliged to wit.

working principle of lie

act of murder we are takento the initial
hatred,—to the hidden anger from which
1t springs, (and are warned against its destructive ne.
Infidelity to marriage is

is from

His birth occurred Feb. 7, 1749. Our
guide at New Castle was Rev. Lucius
Alden, for 24 years minister of the Congre-

The charity that ¢° Thinketh no evil”
takes onits own forms, and the genuine

your chances of being saved are lessened by church paralyzed by a senseless discussion
of the means to be used for the promotion
another year.
You ave less likely to come

upon.

in

Ranulph,

the house.

while the grand over-shadowing end is entirely obscured. Lot officers and teachers
enter the Sunday school room, with the
single purpose of bringing the dear children to the cross of Christ, of leading them
to the fountain of eternal life, and this sim-

the mount has, inits plain, simple

to

Saxon

sees that book
apers, officers, lessons,
hours, concerts, festivals excursions, methods,—some one or all of these distract,

an outside work,—not an unimportant exterior adorning, but the outgrowth, the flow-

shown

The surname Randall

useless dis€ussion of means. One brother
sees this sid®Qf a certain pisture, another

for the
nis servants. The servant is sought
The
demand
that |
talent.
his
of
1y use
Paul was a Caristian philosopher, as well
as we
to-day,
us
of
one
each
to
oocnet
Py
as a Christian
enthusiast.
‘‘ This
one
is,—
glose up the account of the old year
thing I do,” says he;
* forgetting the
is the
« My Son, give me thy heart;” this
the things that are behind, I press towards the
bill left at every man’s door. This is
mo- prize.” The grand goal was ever in view.
responsibility which remains at this
He looked forward, towards the end of the
g of
ment upon every soul, the ignorin
race. Itargues ill for any cause, when
oy, and
which is the refasal of our greatest
timeis devoted to discussing the means,
comthe
is
which
to
she heartfelt response
and the grand end is ignored.
2nd blessed camencemant of a new
The most certain method of insuring a
reer.
successful race, is to keep the eye fixed
Letno one put away the solemn thoughts steadily forward, towards the grand goal
our or prize at the end. In church matters,
and inquiries of this hour. As we take
lves
ourse
ask
in Sunday school, or upon any question
retrospect of the past, let us
these solemn questions, as those who must relating to the order of church work,a unitmeet them at the bar of final account. ed, steady looking forward towards the
What have the last fifty-two Sabbaths that glorious end, will ever insure great unity
TI have speat done for me? What impres- of purpose and effort in the means to be
What used for its accomplishment.
The grand
sions have they left upon my heart?
new lessons have I learned? -What new purpose of Christian work is the salvation
hepes have been created withio me? What of men. True charity is ever intent upon
And during the
new duties have they madé more accepta- rescuing the unfortunate.
What new
progress of heated discussion, men are
ble, more easy, more delightful?
sacrifices have they prompted me to make? still rushing on to ruin; while means and
hat manner claim
so much
attention, the
What passions have I subdued?
evil propensities have I extirpated by the wretched are suffering for relief. The adSpirit of God? Ia short, has the past made ministration of gospel power, the dispensame better or worse? Has the past subdued, tion of the real ¢* bread of life,” is a simple
process. It should néver be embarrassed
softened and sanctified me, or has it hard;
by a complication of means.
ened me in gin?
To those in impenitence,

be gladly seized

the more a man is worth as a general la-

father was Benjamin Randall,a sea captain.

could be delivered

or their inflagnee for good thwarted,

Plato, and even later

er and fruit of true spiritual hfe. Christ
places these moral excellences in the rank
of desirable attainments, and pronounces
upon them the highest benediction.
life on earth bear the
The application here given to the prebut we shall carry its | cepts of divine law is remarkable. They
life as well. Lifeis a are shown to cover the interior departThe present is linked ments of thought, affection and desire, thus
past is to the present. projecting their rule over the first, incipient
passing hour, we live steps of human action. From the outward

future

death would

2.

LocALITIES IN NEW CASTLE WITH WHICH
ELD. RANDALL WAS ASSOCIATED. First we
find the place where he was born. His

in the spirit of love,~this is all.
Sunday schools: are sometimes distracted,

age ever gave so high a tone or so

on

thy nto

No

BY JOSERPH FULLONTON.

The salvation of man, the relief of human
sorrow, is not complicated.
Timely effort,

sentences, more light for practical life than
was ever written by all other teachers. It
gives to the virtues the highest possible
position,—showing them to be notmerely

It is no unimportant question,

our

Socrates,

great a force to moral obligation.

“What ha§%this year done for me!” We
are not to-day what we were a twelvemonth ago. Every day's experience has
left its impress upon our character; and not
only

Ligh

philosophers have given us pearls of truth.
But neither alone nor all combined are
equal to Christ. No teacher of past or

its happy greeting. It seems scarcely a
And yeta year
day’s journey backward.
minor chord,
the
solemnly,in
has gone, and
we chant its dirges.
A year gone! Another year gone! How
much we promised this year should do for
as! It was to be like no other which we
‘nad ever lived. It came to us with a benediction ;—does it leave us with a blessing

or a curse?

from

panes
.
Moses was light to a dark age. The
prophets gave good instruction. = Philosophers have written some' good things.

hope, and new desire, and

with

welcomed

The end has been

obscured in a selfish tenacity of means.
Were & man drowning in a deep stream, it
would be supreme madness to let the man
die, because of a want of agreement in rethe life of gard to the partieular article that should be
P.
used in hig~rescue. Any means through

which, a twelve-month since,
we all set out,

is almost ended, and the year 1870 will

Early Sketches.

have been straying farther and farther from

last moments of the old year as they hasten
away, as your favored time. Thus may the
departing year bear into the everlasting
past the burden of your forgiven sins.
Thus may you enter upon the New Year

a picture gallery, every one had some memento on the walle, the mantle, the tables

or some part of the house. Articles of utility as well as ornament had come in the
same kind and delightful way.

as we

looked

moistened

eyes

We thought,

on the beaming
of the

face

and

minister,

** Well,

him pérmanently to your church?

Go and

these are streaks of sunshine after all!”
and we wished that we could have taken
some congregations that we know of through
that parsonage.
Do you wish to warm the heart of your
minister, to make him more interesting and
eloquent, and to do what yon tan to bind

place a memento of yourself in ‘his ‘house;
send*him somethiag that shall’ compel him
daily to think of you to bless you.—Watchman,

.

rh

—_—

The ‘Woman that was a Sinner,

Washing J udass Feet.

country lawyer that is tinged with literature ? and where the Presbyterian or Con-

—

gregational clergyman that is not ?

1s is idle to compare the. whole profession
with a few lecture celebrities. Scarcely
twelve lecturers are sure to pay, and foremost among these is a minister. Gough is
also sure, but he succeeds grammatically,
because he cantell a story the twenty thougandth time so freshly and inimitably. Some
lecturers draw by their reputation chiefly’

His face, His words, her heart awoke,
- Awoke her slumbering truth;
She judged Him well;

her bends she breke,

And fled to Him for ruth,

y

‘With tears she washed His weary feet;
She wiped them with her hair;
Her kisses—call them not unmeet,
‘When they were welcome there.

‘What saint a richer crown to throw,
Could love’s ambition teach?

'

Her eyes, her lips, her hair, down go
In love’s despair of speech.
His holy manhood’s perfect worth
Owns her a woman still;
It is. impossible henceforth
For her to stoop to ill;

‘like

!

Colfax.

Gramt

‘“ But there is so litile satisfaction in doing any thing for her !” complained Mrs.
Hyrst to her friend, in reference to a certain afflicted yet querulous member of their

and

Sherman would fill great houses. But this’
is not success as public speakers. Some

men draw by the puffing and blowingof

the press, which they can command, like a
certain editor, who proved too thin for a
repetition. Many of the old stock-leetur-

2

ers, with their one lecture a year, are about
run out? The women draw, some of them,

Her to herself His words restore,
A

Agassiz, Greeley,

The radiance to the day;

by reason of their sex. Puta beard or long,
crooked nose, like a lawyer's or a judge's,
on their blessed faces; or let them stop
scolding; or make the thing common; or
give them, instead of their bright eyes and
blooming looks, well set oft by dressing,
thirty years more of wisdom, with gray

horror to herself no more,

Nor yet a castaway !

And so, in kisses, ointment, tears,
And outspread lavish hair,

-

Love, shame, and hope, and griefs, and fears,
Mingle in worship rare,
Mary, thy hair thou didst not spread
About the holy feet;
+ Didst only bless the holy head

hair, wrinkles, spectacles and a parchment skin, and then see. Or make them

still more dazzling and bewitching in looks,
and willing also te exhibit themselves to the
promiscuous public for fifty cents a head,
and they would draw better yet. There are
plenty of old fellows, and some youngones,
who would at any time ride a mile and pay
a dollar to look at a beautiful woman, if she

With spikenard’s ointment sweet,

Or, if thou didst, as some would hold,
Thy heart the lesson caught,
The abandonment 80 humbie-bold,
From her whom pardon taught.
~ And if thy hair thou too didst wind
Fhe holy feet around,
Sueh plenteous tears thou couldst nos find
As this sad woman found.

spoke like a peacock.

The true test of dryness, is a comparison
with other intellectual professions. Suppose the judges and the lawyers in the pul-

Let her in grief the first be read,
And love, the woful sweet;
Be thou content to bless His head,
Let this one crown His feet.

pit.

How many of the judges

can make

seem very near us this morning ?—or kindred questions, by which I would draw
from him’'sympathy with my ownsemotions
and resolves.

—

a

But the thoughts

congregation.

* Why nos do it for Christ, then P” asked

Mrs. Hearty, the person addressed.

.

But I am not sure that this work is for

Christ.

Mrs. Zack,

surely,

For God hath pardoned all her much;
Her iron bands hath burst;
Her love could never have been such,
Had not his love come first.

the pecuniary.
Add the voices, the ge:tares, the attitudes, grimaces, hesitations,
and the English of the court-rooms, and

Butoh! rejoice, ye sisters pure,
Who hardly know her case;
There is no sin but has its cure,
Its*allconsuming grace.

you have the elements of a ecomparison.—
How many editors can enchain an audience
not of their own party? In the National

He did not leave her soul in hell,
"Mong shards the silver dove;
!
But raised her pure that she might tell
Her sisters how to love.

Congress how many
to?

speeches are

If we speak of intellectual

listened

fertility,

the

minister ‘retains, and for years together,
holds, often with unabated freshness, the

She gave Him all your best love can;
Was He despised and sad?
Yes, and yet never mighty man
Buch perfect homage had.

same audience of every age and class.

does not seem

it; and how

tionate John,

and

all

the

other

faithful

absent-minded

he was, too,

more faithful] to the Lord’s commands,

at the time—* That ye should

upon sermons of which

do-as I have

There is ‘a deep

we

signifi-

is feet among the rest. It gives additional force to the words, ¢ That ye should do
as I have don e ‘unto you.” But I am fain

nl
lp nn

Some persons speak the truth harshly.
They: are not corrupt, but they are vindictive.

They

fancy

that

the

fault and fall

But

perhaps,

also,

he

little tuo much on that string.
several young preachers that
enough,

though

they

smoke

plays a

We
are

a good

know
sappy
cigar

and drive a fust horse, or at least drive a
horse fast, and lose no opportunity to deride
the dulluess of ‘their brethren. * It's aye
an ill bird shay fouls its own nest.” The
secular

press are not

the ministry of this country to he withdrawn

—nawmes which could
score—we should

be

reckoned

like to see precisely from

across the

A Crowded

slow to join the cry.

shoot off one

country,

ten thousand

men

against

who

rocket
the

a year

average

speak to the

of

same

audiences twice a week for years in éuccession: or so contrasts the sified artieles.of a
great magazine—forming, it is said, three
per cent. of those that are offered to Harper's—written on selected, or current and
exeiting

topics, with

stated

discourses

on

what the world would call thread-bare
themes, $0 which the worldly man brings
the interest only of aversion.
Now,

fession

to talk thus is to prate.

has its peculiarities and

vantages.
that cling

Every pro-

its disad-

We may omit professional traits
more or less to the ministry;

some’ formality,

reserve, constraint, slow-

ness, abstruseness once, some awkwardness, and occasional sanctimoniousness.—

But, after all these concessions, and all allowances for unworthy and unsuitable men,
we submit to no such disparagement of the
profession. The Protestant clergy of this
country, not only in character, but in culture, taste, scholarship, social and literary

——

what source the breach could be filled.

BR

which are here hinted

of the

—

on the multitude,” | made

« T have compassion

A

denounced

state

of the

lost, wonder too what

his hearers catch hold of their pew

mean that, just here in the text; for it was | saddest truths from a deeper heart.

the blind to see, and had healed the afflic- | plead so urgently because he felt so deeply.
been
friends had | He

So hasit

spoke the truth in love.

cast them down at Jesus’ feet, that he ut- | with all great revivalists; not one of them
tered these words: *‘ I have compassion | hut was strikingly possessed of these two
It is because

Just as everybody else does, we entered
the Mosque of the Tomb of David, and were
condncted to the centers of historic and tra’
ditional show,
The chief
of these is called the Canacu-

‘ they

have

nothing

to

He would not send them away fasting lest they faint in the way. And so he
wrought another miracle; and they that
did eat, were four thousand men, besides

eat.”

women

lnm, or the supper-chamber.
It is alarge,
vaulted apartment, sustained by Gothic col-

and

children.

and were filled.

And

cient; none were left hungry.

umns somewhat dismally
whitewashed
with lime. Forlorn as this old room now

What an insight

this

character of our Lord.

appears, it is made the seat of more traditions than ene can count on his fingers.

they all ate,

That is, they
If

traits

of great souls, truth and love.

very person should make this state of grace

|
|
|
|

his. You are called to utter the truth. It is
often a painful utterance; it is often a
surgical operation on a sebsitive spirit. Be
careful never to utter it unless duty compels.

Be. careful

tion.

Circulate

had suffi- | gpirit of love.

-

no

slandér.

Talk

not

had

If all these are truths, your utter-

been a | talking.

dogmatie teacher, or a stoic philosopher, | ing of them isa lie, for you do it in a false

We remember only so mu¢h as this—that it. he might have told the multitude to rise | and Christless spirit. Preachers sometimes
is reported to have been the Upper Chamber heroically above the pain’ of hunger, to de- | criticise each other in the spirit of the devil
They listen to
where our Lord met his disciples and instis fy so low an appetite,to subdue their impa- | much more than of Jesus.
Some
tuted the feast of the Last Supper.
scholars seem content to accept the place
as authentic. Even the sgober-minded author of the “Land and the Book” says,
«« There

was

an old

chapel

there

in

tience.

If he had been

for the

purification of

a monk,he

might

sermons

only

have said the sufferings of the bbdy were | their brothers’
the soul;

the faint- | They

call

to censure;

names

it truth,

when

ing of the flesh for the strength of the | bhiting,— Zion's Herald.
spirit. If he had belonged to the hygienic
school of some good meu of modern times,

the

fourth century to commemorate these events,
and I please myself with the idea there may

he would

have

giventhem

to eat

bread

alone, or bread and parched eorn; not
bread and fish! If he had been a fastidi-

be truth in the traditions ;” so we withdrew

quietly into a Cornet; and one of our young

they

mention

only to condemn.

it is only back-

Empty Honors,

property upon Jaying the money.

been

allowed to witness in the most signal

GRAHAM,

example. For many of us remember, and
they who : do not have heard from their
fathers, how the mightest man on esrth—
he who had girt himself with all might except that of the right—burst like a tempestcloud, burnt himself out ke
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street, Chicago.

WNGRAVING is sent gratis
seriber,

2d National

& Co., Boston; Harding,

Grey
Dewey, Boston;
1st National Bank of Geneseo, 111.; A Corbin & Co., bankers, New York oly ip

[ want a Local Agent in every Town and
village in the Country, to canvass for

to thé

!

PERMISSION.
Chicago;

Chicago; Nash, Spaulding

8wi7

\ MAGNIFICENT

BY

Hon. J, Y. Scammon,

8 OOCLOCK.
subscribers

& CO,

Chicago, Illinois.

FOR

or 148 Lake

Local

PERRY

REFER

A
times. All History analyzed from a new stand point.
God rules among the nations, An OPEN BIBLE in
every land. No other book like it. Approved by
over 100 Divines and all the leading papers.
The best terms to Agents ever before given. Our
new plan insures a sale in every family, Address, at
once,
.
J. W. GOODSPEED & CO.,
Bow, N.Y.

rate

Corner LaSalle and Madison Streets,

a conflagragra-

- GOD
IN HISTORY.
grand theme, and the grandest book of modern

87 Park

and

ROOM8, MAJOR BLOCK,

tion, and only left the scars of his ravages to mark where he had been. Who
among youcan look into an infant’s face,
and not see a power in it mightier than all
all the armiesof Napoleon ?P—Archd. Hare.
AGENTS WANTED

The time

per cent. agreed upon at the time of sale in each case.
We place Money upon loan on two and three fold
Real Estate securities, at 9 and 10 per cent. per annum, the interest payable semi-annually,
sli
We invest on joint account, that ie, in purchasing
property for others, we take half the pecuniary responsibility for half the profits.

the earthquake, the fire—perishes through
its own violence, self-exhausted and selfconsumed; as our age of the world has
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Address,

MASS.

Leo

A

T
VOID | QUACKS.—A victim or early indiscretion, causing nervous debility, premature decay

&c., having tried

in vain

every

has discovered a simple
he will send freeto

means

advertised

of self-cure,

Address

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS FOR

remedy

whicl

his fellow sufferers on receipt of

a stamp to pay postage,
87 Nassau St., New
York,

J. H, REEVE
1y28

Coughs,Colds, Sore Throat, Influenza and Bronchitis
For Consumption.

PAY

AGENTS

of $30 per week and

expenses, or allow

a large commission, to sell our new
inventions. Address M. WAGNER &
Mich.

JRDERS

NEW

FOR

and wonderful
CO., Marshall,
3mdl

BOOK,

WONDER UL WORKS OF JESUS,
MRS.

MARY

LATHAM

Also, for the NEW

SACRED

of the

FOR ALL

Co.

MASS.

Multitudes of them suffer, kinger, and die, because

The only known remedy for these
of Pin-Worms.
dangerous of all worms in
most troublesome and
children or adults is

certain.

thartic, and beneficial to health.

:
Send for Circular.
J ID WEST, General Agent,
27
40 Cortlandt St, New York.

NO CURE!
‘positively

cure

Salt Rheum,

HARMON

vantage of purchasers.

Itch, Pimples,

602 Arch St., Philada.

Sold 50 cents per Box by all Druggists,

:

‘Sent

by mail to any address for 60 cents,
lyeowld

Sold

13t45

OXFORD

- No

Portsmouth, XB
y

“Suggs,

:

Johnston, Holloway & Cowden,

quarter and rents pay forit.

Try HYGELA

Barber's

will

Erysipelas,

tors.

‘Among the best terms offered is a NEW SIX OCPORTABLE MELODEON of grand tone for
VE

Address REV, L. L. HARMON,
Residence i4 School Street.

Tetter,

Blotches, and all forms of Skin Disease. Also, Sore Eyes and Eye Lids,
Discharges from the Ear, and Old
Sores, no matter of how long standing,
or the money returned by the proprie=

still supplies Musical Instruments greatly to the ad

same rents for $5 per

NO PAY!

Hieskell’'s Tetter Ointment

to cure

‘REMEMBER .

€65

.

ISAAC BARKLEY.”

Aa
o

6m4

L.

100

NICHOLASVILLE, KY., Feb. 18, 1869,
C. SANDUSKY & Co.:—The (Empire) Mill I

H.

G. 0. GOODWIN & CO., Boston, and all druggists..

L.

it about

I grind 7
bought of you gives perfect satisfaction.
or 8 bushels per hour; in fact, it is just the thig for
farmers and feeders. Nowe should
be wirhout one.

A valuable ca-

Warranted

I run

satisfaction.

entire

to my

revolutions and ground handsomely 5 to 6 bushels
THOs. H. BATE.”
Yours, &.,
of corn per hour.
«The Union Grist and Feed (now Empire) Mill is
all that you represent it. It will grind with easc 6 to
It also makes excellent
8 bushels of corn per hour.
I consider it a bosn to farmers, and
Graham flour.
once tested. There is
when
indispensable
it will be
.
but one opinion~—it is a success,
JOHN B. BOREMAN, Regent Ky. University.

DR. GOULD'S PIN-WORM SYRUP.
Purely vegetable, safe and

CAST IRON—

IRON—not

hibited.
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CHILDREN.

THE

SAVE

&

§
2

and is case-hardened so as to run for years without
injury. - It, works with less power than any other,and
It has taken the First Premium at the
less expense.
State. Agricultural Fairs of New York, Virginia and
Kentucky—the only ones at which it has been ex-

Mill

LOTHROP

BOSTON,

BY

I then ground corn and oats mixed,
corn per hour.
1 am perfectly
and it ground that somewhat fasters
R. M. PALMER.”
satisfied with it. Yours &c.,
“MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869.
“J.D. WEST—ZSir: I have used my No.3 Empire

Baptist ‘Publications,

D.

MANUFACTURED

revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of

will be filled promptly at the advertised rates, a

Messrs.

CORN & FEED MILL
EMPIRE

“BROCKPORT, N. Y., April 10, 1869.
J.D. WEST—Sir: I worked my No. 4 Union Grist
Mill, (now the Empire Mill,) with two horses at 160

MELODIES,
"AND

Freewill

CLARK,

EDITION

MORE.

NO

*

Fl

This mill is WROUGHT

THE

BY

11 BARCLAY

DEPOT,

The Empire Corn and Feed Mill-Company
of New York,
And Sold by Agents everywhere.

THE

QUESTION

RENT

$8,500
T=

A SALARY

other.

Use no

STREET.

5m43

Agents! Read This!

OIL

LIVER

COD

Removed from Astor House after 33 years,
Prices reduced 10 to 40 per cent.

24t

E WILL

& RETAIL

WHOLESALE

USE THE “ VEGETABLE 1870
PULMONARY BALSAM”
The old Atandard r<medy for Coughs,Colds,Consumption. ** Fotungbeiter
UTLER BROS. & CO., Boston.

Y

[F.V.]

RUSHITON'S
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always
to utter it in the

Take up ng railing accusa-

into the | about others’ fanless, merely for the sake of

gives us
he

great

and 12 or 15 per cent,
interest per annum, if the pur.
chaser then prefers
amount of money
to the
property he has purchased, we, of course,

no pure, holy deed, or word, or thought.
On the other hand, Might, that which the
children of earth call so—the strong wind,

All his

He was
a'ter he had made the dumb to speak, the preaching was wrought in love.
He
maimed to be whole, the lame to walk, and | melted with the goodness of God.

tions of ““ many others ” whose

and trinmphed, and will ever triumph over
it. Heaven and garth shall pass away, but

as harsh and

r them, it was the spirit in which it
maimed, and - lame, and blind, and the whelmed
Nb man ever spoke the
sick, and the sorrowful?
No; it does not | was spoken.

on the multitude.”

at:

are

doors in their agony, and ery out,*Is there
|no hope?” It was not the truth that over-

J means, does
dumb, and the

j Raa) beaiiinl : ponds)
pities the
it not, that he

Apartmen..

sermons

cruel, and critics wonder how he dare to
frighten people with such horrible pictures

His Compassion.

by the

A Solomon who recenfly signed himselt
Dr. Robinson, who is sending some very
. ** Young Yale,"in the Nation, coolly af- interesting letters to the Christian Union,
" firms soat the ministry are an interior class
the habit of cramof men, and therefore incompetent to man- thus truthfully illustrates
with signifiJerusalem
in
spot
every
ming
age a great college whieh they chiefly have
Every traveler has met
made wha@it is. The commonest form of cant associations.
disparagement is to cite half a dozen pieked the ludicrous and provoking experiences
leeturers, who

ble

FIFTEEN PER CENT.
GUARANTEED.

Self-denial and selfFaith is might; Love
of the Spirit is might.
pieces of dead wood ;

‘We guarantee
to purchasers of our p
from:
and a helpless, unresisting Man was nailed.
12 to 15 per cent. oes ; thatis,at i
ne
ie
to it; yet it was mighter than the world, of
one, two or three years, we pay back the principal

are to ask our-

which are brought to their notice must be
sternly handled. They must cut up the
offender by the roots. They must put
setts was once swarming with the
to believe, also, that in this act was mani- | down the criminal instantly, openly, firmly.
speaking talent of the nation, Webs
fested a love which yearned to reach the They set their teeth, straighten their backs,
speeches in different places were the’only heart of Judas; a love which would
not
ghe transgressor.
Dry as a Minister.
d
ones reported ; and for the reason, we were leave a single means untried to’ bring to and proceed to discipline
‘Stich individuals are often the very best of
told,
that
the
others
would
not
bear
reportrepentance the guilty transgressor, if haply
;
r—— A ——
WO
:
men in all other respects save one. They
The opening article in the Round Ta- ing. When men sneer at the dryness of his heart might be touched by this marvel- have integrity, courage, consistency,everythe ministry they would do well to see ous manifestation.
He
surely
had
the
opble” of the last Congregational Review, whose house contains the most glass.
thing but love. They never feel it howportunity to relent.”
:
ever often they read the thirteenth of Corwhich seems to bear the marks of Prof.
When we look at the literature and intel¢“ Ab, yes!” replied .ber friend; ¢ and,
Bartlett's pen, {§ so conclusive in argument lec ual fertility of the country, the theme bad Judas been passed ‘by, it might have inthians ; they never read it as they and all
should always read it, with ‘‘love,” instead
It would been said, ¢ O, if Christ had only washed
and racy in style that we copy it bodily becomes too broad to prosecute.
of “charity.”
This cold, bard, relentless
make
a
large
hole
in
our
literature
to
strike
his
feet
I"
He
surely
must
have
relented
below.
Readers who do not have the Reout such names as those of4, Channing,
Ev- under the power of such an act on the part adhesion to the truth is not scriptural; it
]
view may also be glad to test the flavor of erett, Bancroft, Sparks, King. The names | of his Master, his injured Lord, who Ju- is the opposite of Gods Word and way.
It is not Christ-like. His course was diwhat is offers:
of Holmes, Hildreth, the Beechers, and das well knew, must have known
his rectly the contrary.
Before most insulting
¢ As dry as a minister,” is one of the many more,show that there is no necessary guilty purpose; for he had already said, Pharisees, most debased publicans and harlatest phrases from one of the most brilliant drought in the children of an orthodox mir - * One of you shall betray me.’ "— Christian lots, he was faithful and gentle; full of
And were all the living men of lit- Banner.
members of the profession.
Ic was playful, istry.
truth; also full of grace. Kdwards’ terrierary culture and accomplishments among
perhaps.

Humility is might;
sacrifice are might;
is might; every gilt
The Cross was two

1sit the *¢ calling ” of ministers of God
that they should spend their life and prayer

selves only, Are they up to the times?
Are they as finished and brilliant as Dr.
So-and-So's? Would that kind of preach¢“ Ah! this was humiliation,” replied her ing draw crowded houses?
iin
friend.
¢ He would make himself of no |
We slight God's truth when wé look only
laying aside his gar- at its vehicle, to see whether it be as elereputation; even
ments, and a PPesring just like a serving- gant or as fashionable asit ought to be.
Do God only knows in how many other ways
man of those ays, girt with a towel.
you think that Christ had other reasons for we each lose good, and may he give us all
pot omitting Judas than merely setting us a spirit of greater carefulness.—Interior.
an example P”
And I
‘“ I do not pretend to say that.
love to think of’the act as he speaks of it
The Truth in Love.

Po- done unto you.”

country, with the same speech, down tothe
stories and the jokes. In the palmy of Webster and Choate, when Massac

even

if all the world looks on to see.

litical. speakers, with
rare exceptions,— cance in the fact that our Lord did not
like Lincoln—stump the county, State or feu until Judas had gone out, but washed

Jesus, by whose forgiveness sweet
Her love grew so intense,
We, sinners all, come round Thy feet—
Lord, make no difference.
—George Macdonald.

turned into a chan-

to be one of" his.
:
in giving out the notices !”
I do not profess to judge in this matradually my heart, that was swelling
ter,” replied Mrs. Hearty. ‘¢ Yet grant in my bosom with the thought of a closer
for a moment that she is not; still we are walk with Christ, of the duty I would permet by this grand precedent; Christ did form with-his strength, grows wrongfully
for one far more unworthy a greater act of | critical. I call to mind the preacher’s atticondeseension than you have ever done for tudes, his voice, the way he introduced that
Mrs. Zack.”
line from Milton. Some little buds just
¢‘ T do not just now perceive to what you forming on the tender plants of Christianity
refer,” said M rs. Hyrst.
in my heart, I have nipped at the outset.
*“ Washing the feet of Judas,” replied Iam rot impelled to mature them now as
her friend.
,
at first.
Will another
refreshing time
*¢ Ah! was that so? I never thopght of | come to me, that they may grow into
it before, and, had I been asked, would Branches P
have replied that Judas was not presentat ¢'God grant us grace to receive, and not to
that time.”
:
;
cast 80 lightly away, his truth!
‘“ The thirteenth chapter of St. John’s
I do think that, for some reason, the maGospel will convince you of the fact. I jority of people are quite satistied with the
often pause in reafling it to endeavor to amount of religion they already have, and
draw from it the not only do not seek every means of spiritpicture that scene, and
rich struction it is calculated to convey.
ualadvancement, but dread every change
Christ, with all his exquisite susceptibili- of heart, even though it be for the better.
ties, with his intense hatred of evil, es- What is the reason?
An undefined dislike
pecially evil under the guise of oodness, to mysteries we have not tried? . The reof treachery such as Judas's—what must | marks of friends who see the change? O!
have been his niental anguish in view of |- 1st not our cheeks tinge with shame, if the
ith feelings of eyes do moisten as the picture of our living
such base ingratitude!
love which we can not fathom, he stooped
and dying Saviour comes before us, conbefore the ard ent Peter, the gentle, affec- straining us to abide mbre with him, to be

speech that would interest any audience ex- ones. But if we can not fathom sucha
cept an empaneled jury, backed by the sher love as this, how much less can we comiff? How many lawyers are good, not to prehend the 1 ove which actuated the Disay interesting advoeates? How many of vine Redeemer, as, in the form of a servthem can make a speech ‘containing any ant, he bowed before the traitor, and
juice except that of the Indian weed, or at- washed his feet, and wiped them with the
tracting any considerable interest, except towel with which he was girded !”’

Simon, such kisses will not soil;
© Her tears are pure as rain;
Eye not her hair's untwisted coil,
Baptized in pardoning pain.

are

nel entirely different as he replies: ¢“ I am
very much pleased with the man; he is
very scholarly indeed.
The rhetoric was
very fine. Did you notice hew * telling’ his
climaxes were? IVs a great pity, though,
that his manners are so angular in the pul-
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male, to introduce the GENUINE
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COMMON SENSE FAMILY SEWING MACH
This Machine will stitch, hem, fell, tuck, quilt, cb
bind, braid

©

1
L

and

embroider

in

a most

superior

man=

ner. Price only $15. Fully licensed and warranted
for five years, We will pay $100 for any machine
tuat will'sew a stronger, more beautiful, or more elastic seam than ours. Itmakes the * Elastic Lock

still the
My friends, do you remember that old
Lord
@ stiteh.” Every second stiteh can be cut. and it.
Seated on a stone step, read the mspir- ous poet, who, lke ideal
We
cloth cannot be pulled apart without tearing
custom, when the head of a house
Scythian
*
Are everywhere celebrated for
influence, general intelligence, and interest men,
.
|
cultia
expenses,
git;
and
Woman
&
month
see
to
per
bear
$250
not
to
$75
could
from
1 pay Agents
story of the transaction,” I am willing
be
How he was dressed ‘in his finest
as public spenkers, will abide the compari- ed
or a commission from which twice that amount can
:
BEAUTY
OF
TYPOGRAPHY,
vated
aristocrat,
who,
like
Lord
Chester|
died?
Boston, Mass. ;
to admit that it took all my imagination to
& CO.,
SECOMB
Address
made.
Ill.
son with any other considerable class of even consent to think that the fourteenth field, abhorred the multitude, he would dress, and set in his chariot, and carChicago,
or
,
QUALITY OF PAPER,
= Pittsburgh, Pa., 8t. Louis, Mo,
and
ried about to his friends’ houses;
ol
BINDING,
OF
men, and abide it triumphantly,
EXCELLENCE
chapter of John had been spoken there, or have Sent them away empty. If he had each of them placed him at his table’s head,
Their relative average of success is high. that the intercessory prayer had been offer- been only like the well-meaning disciples,
And Extent of Varieiy both of Sizes
The Best Children’s Paper!
and all feasted in his presence! Suppose
CHILD
and Styles.
.
‘When a Boston merchant once remarked to ed on that spot.
How difficult it is to con= he would have sent them into the country it were offered to you, in plain words,as it is
Elegantly printed in Oil Colors;
minissuccessful
of
round
about,
and
into
the
villages,
to
buy
number
small
ug on the
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of any real locality for Biblical scenes.
offered to you in dire facts, that you should
OF HANDSOME PICTURES,
read.
FULL
ters, we asked him how large a proportion ceive
themselves
b
all
in
Sole
Agents
for
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United
States.
revered
so
been
events have
gain this Scythian honor, gradually, while
of the merchants around him, for forty These that we set them apart from ordinary
COOD STORIES,
yourself alive. Suppose T. NELSON & Sons, 42 Bleecker, 8t., N.Y,
years had been successful. He answered lives, history; walls, ana floors, and winJesus Christ, the same yesterday, and to-day, you yet thought
And everything to interest Little Folks.
;
slowly
die
human
shall
You
this:
were
the offer
and forever.
not mors than ten or twenty percent,
And
dows seem out of keeping.
Only 60 cents a Year.
I am with you alway, even unto the end of the your blood shall daily grow cold, your flesh
we informed him that we knew no such
This room is about thirty feet wide, and world.
LAMB KNITTING MACHINES
in
only as a
last
at
beat
Splendid premiums for subscribers.
heart
your
petrify,
per eentage of failure in the ministry.
W hatsoever ye ask in my name, that will I rusty group of iron valves.
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Your life shall 12 ang use, sold on their merits, with little adSend flve cents for specimen copy.
Most of the high literary fnstitusions of
But I never saw any one chamber, inclosed do.
the earth vertising.
through
sink
and
you,
from
fade
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Address,
The only machine that knits circular, flat an
I have compassion on the multitude.
this country, for more than two centuries, in four stone walls, that had such measure
into the ice of Caina; but day by day your seamed work, narrowing and widening: on each. EvCHILD
AT
MOME,
;
have been made, molded and managed of historic capacity.
Family should have one.
It actually holds
Reading these words in connection with body shall be dressed more gaily, and set ery Lend
164 TREMONT STREET, BOSTON.
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largely by the ministers.
This, perhaps,
SAMPLE STOCKING and circular showin
for
events to suffocation. When the voluble
g together prethe Lamb Machine is supertor th all point
So
was priesteraft. But boards of trust well guide began to rehearse that here also, the this story, is like stringin amulet, to wear in higher chariots, and have more orders wherein
than any other,
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was underneath the floor,
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annual orations ‘ehiefly to the ministry? was because human intelligence is limited,
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I do to talk a little about the trifling lie honor, and--not more personal soul. |
The men in other employments complain, and
sensibility must not be over- manger in which we dismiss strong impres- He only is advancing in life whose heart is
human
and truly too, hit sey can not discuss lit- strained, In all my experience, I must say,
getting eofter, whose blood warmer, whos
sions from our minds.
e eminent literary ‘men
‘erry themes,
is the most crowded apartment I ever
How much eloquence, beautified by, truth, brain quicker, whose spirit is entering into
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saw.
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The close of the New York office of the
. Star renders it necessary thatall commu{

nications,
money,

subscriptions,

&c., be

remittances

hereafter,

until

of

otherwise

divected, sent to the office in Dover,

N.H.

to the highest heaven where he has ascended. Let the songs besung to the memory
of his life and death and resurrection. Let
the deeds of kindness done for our fellows
be inspired and hallowed by his quickening
spirit. Let faith in his power to master
and redeem the world give fresh vigor to
effort and fill the future with splendor as
we look into it. Let us turn to him
in our sorrows that he may make them
helpful. Leg us hear his cheering word, as
we

look and

walk

toward

the

grave, and

find the light of his face scattering the shadows and opening to us the fadeless glory
The Ended Volume.
‘ofthe better land. Doing this, we shall
With this issue the XLV. volume of the find Christmas something more than a merry
Star closes, and the work of the year passes festival, for it will prove a joy and an inspiration to the soul.
into history.
For all the interest which
our friends have shown in extending its cirTwo Practical Questions.
' ‘eulation,—for the aid rendered to make it
valuable,—for the kind words

been

written

which

have

and. spoken respecting

;

its

merits,—for the testimony that it hascarried a large blessing to many a home and
heart,—for the charity which has been generous over weaknesses and defects,—for the

honest and wise criticism that has been now
and then sent,—for the sincere regrets

have occasionally

found

when they seemed

that

expression,

even

unreasonable,—and

es-

pecially for the assurances that the manaers of the paper were remembered at the
mercy seat,—we are very grateful and return
most hearty thanks. It is a privilege to labor
in any part of the Great Master's vineyard ; i:

is & double privilege when the labor reacheg
its object and is followed by the discovered
blossom and fruit. We trast the toil of the
future may be both wiser and more helpful
to the great company of readers scattered
so widely. An index to the volume will be
found on our eighth page, which will be a
convenience to those who keep the Star on
file, and suggest how wide a field has been

traversed during the year 1870.
:
At its next issue the Star will don its
new dress, and we hope will also seem to
be renewing its youth in energy, while

growing in the mental

vigor- which years

ought always to bring.

-

whether

it is ac-

cording to our usages for a Q. M. to renew
a license to preach, or ordain a candidate

who may have been licensed, according to
its own discretion; or, whether it should
wait for the church of which the party is a
member to ask for a renewal of his license
or to request his ordination.

ANSWER. The proper mgthod is for the
church to act in such cases, bly sending up a
request for either a renewal gf license or for
an ordination. The whole
theory of church !
independence, on which our §enominational polity is based, suggests tht the church
is to take the lead in all maWers
of this
sort. There may be cases where the neglect or oversight of a church is properly
followed by the needed action of a Q. M.,
especially when there are reasons for having that action prompt rather than dilatory.
But any procedure that operates to exalt
some other ecclesiastical body and subordinate the church, is ‘hostile to the whole

spirit of Independency which
profess to honor.

Free Baptists

"Another correspondent urgently asks the
Star to speak upon the duty of Christians

deal agitated

Christmas.
Caristmas

asks,

in respect to ‘¢ Speculative Free Masonry ;"—saying that the question isa good

Ter

The

RAIN
A 4

A correspondent

festival

in the

sides, and that
comes

round

light

section

where he re-

is greatly

wished.

Ought it, he asks, to be tacitly fellowshiped, or actively opposed as calculated to
subvert both a good government and a

again, rich as ever inits suggestions, and
multitudes of eager ones hail it welcome.

pure church?

Its observance grows every year wider,
more general, and as it seems to us more

views

ANswER.
ofits

The Star

has

expressed the

editor on

this

subject,

more

appropriate, except where the religious sig- than once, but he has not the slightest obnificance is quite crowded out by mere hu- jection to restating them.
man gift-making. But even friendliness,in
We have no positive and direct knowlword and deed, signifies a good deal ia this ‘edge of Masonry. We never joined the
world. A smile, coming ott of the heart- order, nor entered a lodge,nor went eavesdepths, is at times a priceless treasure.
A dropping at the door of a hall where the
simple gift, prompted by love, may carry members were gathered, nor tried to pump
with it healing, comfort and strength.
A the secret,—supposing there is any real sesympathetic sentence,spoken without guile, cret to which importance. ‘attaches,—from
will now and then take off a great ‘burden any weak, or friendly, or open-mouthed
_ and fill a clouded heaven with stars. A brother. We have listened to a good many
pleasant and discreet reminder of Christ as strong assertions, and met equally strong
the soul’s great helper, or a direction of the denials. We have heard the system cursthought to heaven as the home of wac- ed most roundly, and then glorified most
derers and the cure of heart-griefs, will fan
ridiculously. But we can bear no direct
the smoldering embers of faith into flame,
testimony.
:
rally the flagging energies,
and send the
We dislike the whole theory which these
patient toiler on his way with a song of secret associations illustrate and embody.
hope, enabling him to endure as seeing him We keep aloof from them, first, because
who is invisible. So that even the Christ- we seriously question the principle which
mas greeting and gif's, as well as the re- they exalt; next, because we have no taste
told story of Bethlehem,—the crowded for the. brag and bluster, the assumptions
_stockings that set the children shouting, no and promises, the fastian and the foolery,
less than the church bells and anthems that into which this order seems to us to run;
call the believer to devout adoration,—may and, finally, because we beljeve its worthy
serve the soul in a true way, and get the objects can be better gaingd
by less obsanction of religion in addition to the ap- jectionable and less suspiciofs methods. As
proval of the dom~es‘ic spirit,
we look at the mater fromfour outside poprefer to see
These duties of friendliness are indeed sition, we would greatly
always pressing. The poor and sorrowful Christians keeping aloof from it, and trying
are always with us. There is no day in all to promote, in other and more promising
the year when cne may intermit his Chris- ways, the ends of philanthropy aad fellow:
=
tian service. The Master always went ship.
His disciples show
But though we have no evidence such as
about doing good.
that they have studied to some purpose an inside view would yield, we are unawhen they copy him in this. A devout Sun:
ble to withhold confidence from the conday will not atone for a dishonest Saturday senting testimony of several witnesses of
or a hard-hearted Monday. And a gener-| unquestioned veracity and competency,
ous and sunny-faced Christmas buys no per- who do speak out of just such a knowledge.
mission to carry tyranny and vinegsr, self. Not to mention half a dozen others, whose
ishness and slanders,through any other por- word would be final in the court-room and
tion of the year. Christ can well spare the or the street, ‘we may refer to the volume
homage that only decks out a tree with in whieh Prof, Finney, who has been many
ostentatious gifts on the twenty-fifth of years a member of the order, records the
December, and then spends the rest of the facts which his own observation and expetime in grinding the poor, or scorning the rience gave him, and utters his kind but
lowly, or pampering base passions, or giv- most emphatic protest against the princiing over the sermon on the mount to prac- ples, polity and actual procedure of the
8 ' tical contempt. He who truly reverences order. ‘We do not see how such a man
the Saviour will copy his life, and so let no can be mistaken in regard to the facts; we
day pass without bearing a testimony for do vot for a minute believe he would
him, and seeking to bless the needy world knowingly misstate or exaggerate them.
We do not learn that the substantial trath
for whose redemption he died.
But most men need reminders and stimu- of what he states has been formally denied
Jants. The worldly habits are strong. by any proper authority. And itis not
The downward look is apt to be so steady and sirange that silence hereis believed to be
intense that we need a bugle call’ from the virtual confession. And it seems to us.
sky to prompt usto look up. But for the that, admitting so much to be true,a
eoming in of the weekly Sabbath, with its Christian may readily find abundant reaquiet and its ell from God, how soon. the sons for keeping aloof from such a circle.

mostof us would find the current of world"

liness bearing our thoughts and aims aloog
its course!" In instituting the Supper in re-

membrance of bis love and sacrifice, Christ
has expressed his sense of our need of such

periodical

and special reminders of the

truth we are in danger of forgetting, and of

the duties that are 11ible to be left undone.

And they who know

themselves

best, and

ate most earnest to be faithful, will
who
ost surely

and deeply fed the Bead of

hose special seasons and

influences whic

claims, and stir to a

easily drops away from the
“And so Christmas

is welcomed

by

‘not only because of its relation
life

friendly service, but

We can not, however, ‘believe that it is

plainly and obviously an
##ti-Christian institution, tending naturally, strongly and
inevitably to the subversion of good govsernment and true religion. Multitudes of
men are in it who, we have faith enough to
believe, would abandon and denounce it in
an hour, in spite of inconsistency and
threat, if they found it thus false to God
and duty, They surely would not endure
a plain and rascally cheat; they ate surely men who would not consent
tear

down openly with one hand what they are
plainly and earnestly trying to build up
with the other. Making all allowance for
the blindness which comes upon those who
stray,~for the pride which hates to confess

and

disci-

and comfort used to enter;

the home-circle

paper, in quarto form, beautifully printed,
thoroughly alive in every column,

having

that instruct and quicken,

a high

the cooperation of many men, any one of
whom is a tower of strength, full of facts
keeping

ideal always before the reader, and adapted

to encourage and help every worker in the
sphere with which it especially deals.

Each of them is furnished at $1.50 per year, and is worth many times the money. We =~
shall not fail to show our appreciation of
them, drawing on them,as may be needful,
for the material to supply our own Sabbath

School Department hereafter.

Denominational News and Notes,
The Merning Star.

How familiar the name!
How full of
household recollections ! Our now sainted
father was a subscriber, we think, from the
first number to the day of his death; and,

it has followed us with its weekly visits in
our various perigrinations ever since. So
that for forty-five years that same title,
The Morning Star, has metus without
tiring, without sufficing. Nay, we greet

it even now as’ never
sumed

It has

asplain

sometimes

sometimes
shaded,
as now, and once was

sometimes
Roman,
slightly ornamental,

set off with a radiant

ever the same.

before.

types,

various

vignette ;—but

itself.

There is an advantage in

that, wanting to many periodicals. Let it
remain unchanged ever. Let no sacrile-

gious hand’'add or take away.

But the contents have changed, —
changed as we trust from good to better;
from a limited to a wider range; keepinzf pace with the progress of science,
culture, art,—limel}) grappling with every

moral} question in a#l its phases, and cheering on the great Christian enterprise as it
enlarges itselfto respond to the growing
>
wants of the age.
But every change, whether it be in addor diminishing a new feature, increasing
ing its editorial corps or ifs regular correspondents, marks a point of departure,
that should

summon

enterprise and

new

awaken a new interest. That lone name
heading the editorial column will be suggestive: Ty will speak of added responsibilities,of augmented work and ‘watching. It
will call for vigorous pens and ready
a pledge
hands. And while it is in itse
lf
of all that one mortal can devise or do, yet
it appeals to the friends of the Star everywhere to open the incoming

year with one

grand effort to increase the iaterest of its
columns, and enlarge its subscription.
Every new feature of the Star which
makes it the more valuable as a newspaper,
pleases us. Several which have been added within a few years, by means of extending and perfecting classification, are of
special interest. Among them may be
mentioned ** Passing Events,” or ** Events

Changes,”

of the Week "—** Ministerial

The first
** Denominational News,” &c.
two are to us none the less interesting beat or after our own

cause they were added

suggestion, during the latter days of Bro.
That
Burr's administration of affairs.
suggestion is the more distinctly remembered, because, in connection with it, an
attempt at a somewhat sharp criticism on

some other features of the paper, purchased
for us, as usual,

one

of those

wholesome

scourges of his, with which more than one
intermeddler became familiar. They were
such sensible proofs of editorial independence,

that we

always

admired

them, at

least when the first smart had subsided.
But this is nothing to the purpose. We

the edito-

just took up our pen to second

rial appeals for a special effort, just at this
time

and

at this

season,

to

extend

the

subscription list of the Star, and thus to
widen its influence, and enhance its usefulness,—J. F.
Sunday School

Report.

The Reports of our Benevolent Societies,
just published, are a credit to the Priating
Establishment. In typography and general eppearanceé the work is unsurpassed by
any publication of the kind.
But the printer has made some grave
mistakes in the statistics of the Sabbath
school Report. Very many of our schools
will be very much sarprised to learn how
benevolent they have been the past year, as
was the Cor. Sec’y to see how deficient
the report makes him in the simple rule of

since for heresy and sacrilege, and being a- of the course of Mr. Sumner, and used Janguage which is interpreted as a threat. Mr,
man of not very elevated tastes, indulging
his passions and openly breaking the deca- Sumner replies, in his place as Senator,
tells his story tothe country, and in the
logue, he is still superstitions, and at times
timid before the spiritual authority of the course of the debate criticises the course of
inadequate laws, has now in most cases
very priests whom he has put down with a Gen. Grant with his well-known vigor and
received all needful checks. Even the
strong hand. He has been puzzled to de- severity. He was followed by many senugoodly State of Maine almost hangs its cide what to do with the Pope since he has tors, who, during an all-night session,
head when it ‘compares its temperance
fallen into his hands a subject and a prison- poured out upon him such protests, such
laws with those recently enacted by neigh- er. He is like the man who drew the ele- accusations, and such vials of wrath as
have fallen to the lot of few men in public
boring States.
The great need is that phant,—proud of his good fortune, envied
these laws be executed. In this very city of by his neighbors, but perfectly puzzled to life. What will come of it we can not addition. In the 18th and 19th columns,
¢ Money raised to sustain the school,” and
foresee,
but it is a shocking piece of scandal.
Dover, with its only 9012 inhabitants, on | decide how he should dispose of his prize.
less than a dozen streets there are nearly a We have had many rumors, but a late dis- The facts are like to come out fully now, ‘“ Benevolent purposes,” in almost every
hundred doors that open into hell. In at patch from Florence, that appears as though and the feud is in danger of fostering an instance where cents were given in the
these doors go hourly scores of our citizens, it might be trustworthy, reports the basis intense partisanship that may embrace report, the printer has left out the point for
of all ages and both sexes.
There they upon which Pius IX, is to be placed and many members of Congress and stir bad cents.* For instance: the church at Bath,
blood all over the country. The strong Me., raised for benevolent purposes, $47,50.
drink poison and. madness, and afterwards
kept. The scheme embraces twenty arappear on our streets in all the stages of ticles, which provide for securing the re- will, the intense convictions and unyielding The report says $4750. Chuneh at Dover,
pluck of both men throw great difficulties N. H., Washington street, raised to sustain
drunkenness. Itis needless to add that sults specified below:
in the way of reconciliation, and threaten their school, $11760. - The report says
every sense of decency is shocked by it,and
1. The personal inviolability of the
Harrisburg, Pa., 1st church, for
us with mischief and national humiliation. $11760.
that a great part of the steadfastness that Pope.
same purpose, $23195. The report says
remainsis being speedily corrupted and
2. The palace guards to be retained.
$23195, and so in many other instances.
3. The receipt annually, of 3,215,000
weakened by it.
SassATH ScHoOL HELPs, The interest With these exceptions,
the report is generallire
for
the
guard
and
former
civil
list.
Now Dover has temperance laws. They
4. The papal residence to” be free of taken in providing helps for Sunday school ly accurate,and it is hoped will be of service
are of a very stringent sort, too, © They not taxes and located at the Vatican and Santa teachers is encouraging. It shows that the
in awakening a deeper interest in the Sunonly make it a crime to sell any intoxicat- Maria Maggiore in Rome, and Castle Van- work ddhe in this department of study is day school work.
ing liquor, but they declare that the seller dolio in the country, and they shall be free beginning to assert its importance. Among
In this conngction, allow me to suggest
shall be held accountable for tne damage from the ordinary jurisdiction of the state. theghids which deserve especial notice and that those persons or schools whose hearts
5. The same immunity shall extend to the
that may result from the use of that localities occupied by the general council commendation, are the NaArionan 8S. 8. move them to the work, should contribute
liquor.
Moreover, our eity-guthorities take of the church.
TracHER, published by Adams, Blackmer
to the funds of the ¥. W. B. Sunday School
6. Criminals and misdemeanants within and Lyon, Chicago, Ill.,, the Sunpay
an oath on entering office
that they will
Union.
Funds are greatly needed for “the
enforce every law on the statute book. such localities, or taking refuge there, shall ScHooL WORKER, published hy J. Mglntire, publication of 8. S. Books, and a great and
not
be
pursued
by
the
agents
of
justice,
or
Here is a fair sample of how the oath is be arrested without the sanction of the St. Louis, Mo., and the SuxpAy S¢HooL
good work could be done by the society if
observed: Every rumseller is obliged to Pope or presidents’ conclaves.
WORKMAN, published by an association at those feeling an interest in the cause would
3
keep his den open, if at all, from early
7. Such residences as aforementioned New York. The first of these is a monthly help in this work. We would not ask you
morning till ten o'clock at night;—thus shall be free from appropriation laws,
pamphlet which has been issued for several to take from your contributions for mismaking it a decent and legitimate business,
8.
No
searches
or
sequestrations
of
any
{
y...q.
it contains the national series of les sions, or any other of our benevolent enterbooks or documents shall be made in the
obliging him to sell just when it is best for offices of any sacred congregations invested sons, discussions of methods, hints to teach- prises, in order to give for this; but are
him and worst for the community,——and with ecclesiastical attributes by the Pope.
ers, general and specific Biblical informa- there not those who feel an especial inter=
he is fined, ordinarily, nine shillings and
9. The Pontiff shall enjoy freedom in tion, the results of the experiences of the est in this cause, who will make an addicosts of court,'if he sells any liquor dur- publishing all the acts of his ministry.
ablest workers in this field, and just such
10. Cardinaldpmnd ecclesiastics taking facts and stimulants as teachers generally tional contribution, or who would not othing the night. The
seller is very much
erwise contribute at all? If so, please
part in acts shall 98 free from molestation
obliged for this ar
ement of the matter,
neec. The second work mentioned is very forward your contributions to L. R. Bur| from the government. »:
and it also best meets the convenience of
and aim, is perhaps a LINGAME, T'reas., Dover, N. H.
11. There shall be“free correspondence similar ppc
the drinking public.
.
between the Pope and the Catholic world,
little mor#isolid than its coadjutor, and furE.W. Pag, Cor. Sec'y.
12. The postal and telegraph offices in nishes some of the ablest, discreetest and
We have mentioned this case only beNew
York,
Dec.
19.
2
shall be free of charge.
cause it fairly illustrates thousands of the13.Vatican
Papal legates accredited by the best papers upon Sunday school topics that
*NorE, The space ig filled by figures in these
uy
others, and because it came the readiest to Pope shall enjoy the same privileges as are any where to be found.
cases, No possible room for points.
The
Sunday
enough
other
ministers.
School
laws
are
Workman
here
is a weekly
mind. Evidently,t
RINTER.

is invaded by that destroyer of allits
charms; wine mocks at morals, and strong
drink becomes a veritable scourge.
One of these evils, that resulting from

ee

spiritual

my

of money, &c.,

Publisher.

:Let the hope rise with him’

Pontiff's

oa

to the

by his promise.

The

Siop

\
Aa All communications designed for publication
should be addressed to the Editor, and all letters
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GEORGE T. DAY,

is not mor-

al sense enough among the guardians of plinary jurisdiction to be exercised free of
those laws. The great work shat needs to contest by the state,
15. All ecclesiastical meetings to be
be done just now is to quicken that moral
held with the government's permission.
fuses to relinquish offéred gain and reputa- sense, and to bring public opinion up to the
16. The nominations to all beneficiaries,
tion,—for the fear that shudders at im- support of it.
It can be done only?) by dignities and offices of the church shall be
pending discipline,—for the false sense of every friend of temperance being active made without government interferences.
17.- The Episcopal oaths of allegiance
honor which scorns to seem treacherous ;— and earnest.
,The simple statementthat a
to
the Kingto be abolished, .
'
making all allowance for these things, we sin is increasing, seldom checks it. There
18. The offices of the Apostolic Legate
believe there are many men who tarry in may be as many theories proposed to stay of Sicily to be abolished. =:
the lodges, that would flee from and ex- the growing evil of intemperance as there
19. The institutions founded in Rome
pose them as they would flee from the are suffiérers by its ravages; but these are for the education of priests shall be under
plague or uncover a satanic plot, if they: not enough. Does one ask what he shall the direction of the Pope, without inter.
found the iniquities which are said to stalk do, and where he shall begin?
But if we ference from secular authorities.
20. All existing laws contrary to the
unchallenged beyond the inner door of the advance a theory we shall accomplish no foregoing are hereby abrogated.
lodge-room.
If we had not as’ much faith more than the multitude of other theorizas this, we should despair of human nature ers. We would better be temperate ourTae N. H. GOVERNORSHIP. The quesand question the power of the gospel.
selves; caution those whom we see yield- tion of a successor to the present excellent
. And yet, it is always“ with an inward ing to the evil ; refuse to keep our tongue chief magistrate of New Hampshire is
sigh that we see our brethren,—and es- still when we see our neighbor drink; fear awakening at least
the usual interest.
pecially our brethren inthe ministry,— less those who do and countenance the Several names are mentioned in
gonnection
press and
going into the lodges, and giving their wrong than the results of seeming to ap- with the office by the Republicafl
moral support to an order whose confessed prove it by silerce; by every judicious and leading citizens ;and it 18 cheering
to pbserve
principles seem to us not wholly sound, consistent means oppose the traffic and that most of the candidates
e names
s
whose spirit is certainly egotistic and arro- proclaim its crime.
are prominently brought forward,are men
Intemperance will
greatly increase of real character and ability, friends of temgantat times, whose charities appear to us
expensive and clannish, and which has no during the coming year, if earnest efforts perance and religion. Among these no
tight to ask the full confidence of the are not made to prevent it. The last year's one deserves a larger confidence or seems
Christian public, till it has returned a far abundant yield of fruit will increase the to be regarded with more favor than Hon.
better reply than has yet been made to the manufacture of domestic wines and spirits, B. J. Cole, of Lake Village, whose name
charges of men who weigh their words be- and there will be much thoughtless indul- will be familiar to many of our readers.
fore speaking, and who keep the solidest gence in habits which may prove the ruin Bro. Cole has shown a large and efficient
character and the gentlest heart behind the ‘of much talent and usefulness. = What business talent; he has won and kept the
better work by which to signalize the next esteem of bis fellow citizens for many
severest of their censures.
We hope this is plain enough for our year than by a faithful and continual pro- years of active life by his straightforwardcorrespondent to understand the editor's test against every habit of intemperance?
ness and integrity; he has had some exopinions; if the statement of them in the That, with a conscientious regard to our perience in civil affairs and proved himself
Star shall make it cast any added light up- own persoral practices, would soon give to at once broad-minded and practical; his
on any grave question of duty, we shall be public opinion its proper influence, and public spirit is a marked characteristic; he
help regain the ground that is lost.
not less grateful than he.
is always and in every way the true gentleman, and his decided Christian charac‘| ter is such as always dignifies station and
Ground to be Regained.
The War in Europe.
exalts public life. Should he be called to
the gubernatorial chair, we shall feel conThe temperance cause met a strong encThat France and Prussia would havea fident that a wise, judicious, economical
my in our last war. The evils resulting
and efficient administration awaits
the old
sanguinary trial of strength was generally
from it were more than that cause could
Granite State.
anticipated,as numerous circumstances had
resist,successfully ; and it was pushed back
long been tending to the sad result. We
by them full twenty years. Many sought
saw the unmistakable omens three years \ ure A Dax. The Star is sent to
in their cups oblivion .:to the perils by
ss on Saturday, Dec. 24, instead of
ago, while visiting these countries. France
which the war ‘surrounded them; others
Printers, editors,
appeared eager for the fray, and impatient waiting till Monday.
doubtless tried to drown their griefs and
to humble the pride of her ‘ upstart” sister. &c., have a warm side toward Christmas,
disappointments ‘there; still others imagPrussia sternly waited the blow and prepar- they enjoy the pleasant festivities that are
ined
that their modicum
of physical ed for it. YHer plains even then were as a now so generally associdted with the day,
strength might be made to bear greater vast muster field.
The issue surprised and are willing to work with a little extra
hardships by the stimulus that drink affordnone’ who understood the situation. The haste in order to purchase a respite from
ed; while others, and by far the greater
arrogant and powerful French army met a the routine of office work, and get time to
number, fell victims to that reaction which
exchange greetings, load and unload the
nation in -arms, who fell upon them as an
followed ‘the excitements
and passions
avalanche, rolling them back, crushing, burdened trees that hang with all sorts of
aroused by the war, and at its close sought
sundering, capturing with a celerity be- fruit, and be merry in a wholesome and
torenew them by frequent and inebriating fore unknown in the annals of war.
Christian way. Hence our unusually early
draughts.
The army
of tipplers and
Well, if there must-be war, perhaps it issue, and the fact that our news column,
drunkards was recruited from each of these
better be on this scale and manner. France —on the first page this week,—brings the
classes; grog-shops multiplied, as they
was manifestly the aggressor, and dearly record only down to Friday.
naturally would, to meet the demand; the
has she paid for her temerity. Napoleon,
adjustment of difficulties and the settle- too long maintaining his ill-gotten power
; MR. SUMNER ON THE War. The very
ment of issues produced by the war en- by outrage and strategy, richly deserves
able discussion of the European war which
grossed the attention of law-makers; and his lot. If the nation can become wiser
Mr. Sumner has been presenting to public
thus, almost unawares, a ‘great force of inunder this sore infliction, learn better her
audiences in the form of a lecture, has been
temperance and profligacy crept in, and own duties and the rights of others," her
put into pamphlet form by the Am. Peace
the temperance workers of to-day find hour of humiliation may be to her a blessSociety, 36 Bromfield St., Boston, and is
themselves obliged to renew the struggle ing.
.
sold at 15 cts. per copy. Like all the Sennearly at that point where the old temperWe indulge no partisan bias.
Both
ator's great efforts,it is thoroughly exhaustance party began it twenty years ago.
these nations have anough of wrong to ivein itsstatement of facts, strong and
All this lost ground must be regained answer for, their governments are oppres- clear in its discussion of principles,eloquent
before the cause can be said really to ad- sive, the masses of the people fearfully cor- in its protest against the duel as a method
vance. The battle must ‘be fought over rupt. Irreligion and immorality are aw- of settling national difficulties, and earnest
again at the social board and by the fami- fully prevalent, among them, as in Europe in itsadvocacy of an authoritative ¢ongress
ly fireside. It is fast becoming the fash- generally.
:
of nations that shall supersede the warionable thing, ifit is not already an actual
God is dealing with them in judgment ; system among civilized ‘peoples. It is a
fact, for our self-constituted leaders of war is one of his scourges, Will the peo-" philanthropic, noble, timely and unanswersociety to entertain their guests with wine; ple heed the admonition, or will the scourge able plea for peace.
for party dinners to be well washed down be extended to the involving again of the
with champagne and brandy; for restau- whole continent? Naught but right, truth,
ANTAGONISM IN HicH Praces.
One of
rant Keepers to furnish ale and bourb
the fear of God can save them.
The the most unfortunate and sad exhibitions of
instead of tea and coffee ;yand for the
ple of Europe have had great blessings,
personal hostility in public life appears in
of our political, social and military reun
abused them. We, too, should learn the open quarrel of the President and Mr,
ions to be converted into shameless drink
from this sad example that with us there Sumner. The animosity which has been
ing bouts. Those diseasas which usual
can be no real freedom, stability, enduring
kept mostly out of sight until lately, has at
accompany habits of intemperance are fast prosperity, but in righteousness.—J. J. B.
last burst out with fierceness, and the efincreasing ; vice and ciine are likewise
forts of leading statesmen and mutual
becoming alarmingly prevalent; additionfriends to adjust the difficulty seem to have
al jails and prisons are demanded; more
Status of the Pope. .
been fruitless. The opposition of Mr. Sumalmshouses must be built; insané asylums
rn
an
ner to the proposal to annex San Domingo
¥
must be enlarged ; poverly and wretchedto this country,fired the President's temper,
Victor Emanuel is a Catholic. Though
ness stalk in at doors where only plenty
excommuuicated by the Pope some years and he has freely and bitterly complained

Ry Nate Thest

Whatever else is forgotten, let him be re-

membered.
Let him have thé deepest
thought, the warmest gratitude, the purest
love, the largest offerings, the most selfforgetful service. Let the joy be kindled

oa our statute book, but there

mar

28, 1870,

and

an error or a fault,—for the curiosity which
is forever impelling toward the mysteries
lying within and beyond each ascending
degree,—for the self#nlerest which re-

TRE Ty

but who reigns forever as the Lord
Hope of mankind.

GEORGE H. BALL, | EDITORS.
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ed delegate to Athens Q. M. Next session to be
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March 38, 1870.
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erate with those who came to theit
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The second day, at an inquiry meeting an
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¢ Liver

there. But the specified time of holding
‘the meetings was out, and we left the work
ander God with the experienced pastor and
his people. May it progress to the saving
of many souls.
First and last our brother has been pastor here about sixteen years; and yet his
labors are appreciated. The church has
manifestly increased in strength under his
ministry. Inthe cemetery near the church
we observed slabs erected to the memory
of members of the families of three pastors, Mowry, Whittemore and McKenzie;

ONE

having, and can

free by all who will send

brethren

there,

aided

fellow

& Co. as above,

citizens and some friends from abroad,have

of

November

a

protracted.

meeting

held in the new church, which
the quickening of the

resulted

R.P. HALL

brethren and

to

take

effect

Jan.

1, 1871.

Post

church

Letters

named as for an example to others. The flowing
is a limited sketch of our treatment ¥since com-

mencing labor with the F. B. church

at’ Center

Sandwich, N. H. _
3
On the arrival of our goods at the nearest boat
landing, a team was immediately despatched by
he brethren to transport them to the parsonage.

We came a few days later, and were met at. the
same place by a two horse team to take the
Next
Minister's family” to their new home.
day several ladies and one gentleman brought in
a goodly stock of provisions, and remained until
“ things were put to rights.” Scarce a day
since has passed that some token of the regard of
this people has not been left at the parsonage.
Qur family has been afflicted with no small
amount of sickness, but we have never wanted
for kindly sympathy and real help.
This society owns a well appointed

parsonage,

a farm sufficient

year

Dec. 9, they crowned the work of the

a bountiful donation’ in ‘cash, and other
As a matter of eourse, sucha

is

church

at work for the Lord in earnest. We are now
. blessed with a good measure of revival ‘interest.

Some we trust have been converted, and others
are seeking Jesus. We had the blessed privilege
of baptizing four converts, the first Sabbath in
Faithless indeed must be the minister who
Dec.

E

Let me say

would have

your

the

to

pastors

churches,

strong

in

Mrs

battle

with

Feb.

The vestry of the New F. B, church at Ellenburg Depot, N. Y., was dedicated Nov. 9. The
meetings were continued , und on the 11th of
December, 9 were baptized, and 12 united with
the church.
My present engagement with the
church closes with the present year, and then a
Any one at liberty
new pastor will be desired.
can address O. J. Corris, Ellenburg Depot, ClinR. PARKS.
ton Co, N. Y.
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Married
Nov. 29, by Rev, R. Parks, Rev, B. F. JEFFERSON
and Miss A. L. BARBER, both of Parishville.
1n Lebanon, N. H., Dec. 6, at the

residence of the

bride's father, by Rev. li. Quinby, Mr. J. Clinton
Paine, of Boston, and Misa Viola 8, Cole.
In Pittsfield, Nov. 20, by Rev. A. L. Gerrish, Mr.
Hagerty and Miss

Emma

Nov.

A. Roundy.

Patterson,
28, My. Hezekiah Jowett and Miss Jennie
ta Lyndon, Vt, Dec. 15, by Rev. L: B. Tasker,

B. Hall, boih
Henry H. Houlton 15,andSilasMissE. Josephine
Duuton and Ellen F.
Also, Dec.

Weleh, both of L,
August 10, by M. W.

Burlingame,

Mr,

W.

John

Smith and Miss Cynthia A. Phillips, both of Smith:
Fenner, of JohnNov.6, Mr. Marshall Leroy
fleld.

gon, and Mrs, Emma R. Bailey, of Smithfield, Also,
Dec. 11, Mr, Peter Haunmond and Miss Emma ¥.

Britton, both of 8,
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.
9.
To ONE ADDRESS, all at one Post Office.
Ten Copies,
+h
ew
S150 each.
Tyeniy Copies,”
4: te
lee}
6“
Fifty Copies,
.
‘200 '¥
And one Extra Copy to each Club.
|
To NAMES OF SUBSCRIBERS, all at one Post Office.
TenCopies,
.
.
+
+
$160 each.
Twenty Copies, +.
+.
+
+.
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very large, we believe that a

I KNow

better pay $10 or $26 a year.
ren

Terms

Jricuds everywhere to aid us in so commending it.

interest to all the little people. Indeed, every Parent
not to

valuable, interesting, and instructive NEWSPAPER

Half Million: more farmers will take it whenever if
shall be commended to their attention.
We ask our

FARM

Agsistants, is of surpassing

1871.

greatly

value in dwellings for waste-paper;

MARY E. DODGE, with many

than

more

Mining, and of
for variety and
altogether the most

published in the world.
*
No newspaper so large and complete as THE
WEEKLY
UNE was ever before offered at so
low a price.
:

one

gatherings, are so interesting, that the poor-

subscription is already

weeK..w......
The [Children’s

American

weekly,

;

Department, Edited by Mrs.

Be sure to OBTAIN

for procuring

Me, per 8 Buzzell,

mostly represented, either by delegates or letters
As the weather was fine and the roads excellent,
the attendance was large. In connection with
whom

TROCHES

sand Pages. equivalent in sizeto FOUR

Western R 1 Q M, per 8 B Young,

The next session will be held with the South
Cornish church, Fubruary 8th and 9th. Minis-

its winter

BRONCHIAL

|

HOUSEHOLD DEPARTMENT,
“which will delight and
greatly aid every Housekeeper.
This Department
is alone worth many Dollars every year, often every

In connection with the publication of the Scientific

A friend In Waterville,

PARSONSFIELD Q .M.~Held its November ses-

The

as

i

with original engravings, representing
NEW INVENTIONS ; NOVELTIES IN MECHANICS,

Mission box 1209, Franklin ch., Ind per Wm Risinger, 1.60
FREEDMEN'S MISSION,
Mission Boxes in Waterville & Sidney church, Me,
3,50
per sBuzzel',.

sion with the church at Easv Pursonsfield, Nov. 9
and 10th. The meetings were interesting and
quite
fully attended, especially on Tuesday.
Sister Dudley was present and gave a very interesting account of our missions in the Shenandoah
valley.
Contribution to its aid was taken to the
amount of $38 ,80.

O.,, Q. M.—Held

Boston.

proved, is one of the most useful and
Every number
journals ever published.

SAND

C. 0. LIBBY,

Murs,

& CO,

. The Yearly Numbers of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN
make Two Splendid Volumes of nearly One Thou-

&
;
Linchlean eh, NY,
Col Huntington Q M, Vt, per E B Fuller,
Third ch, Holderness, N H, per T Wyatt, Jr,
Roney Creek Q M, Wis, per G H Bubbard,
Contents of Mission box No 1039, Lewiston, per 8J

LAKE GEORGE,
N.Y. Q. M.—~Held its November
session with the Johnsburg chureh.
The most precious season we have enjoyed for a
long time. The spirit of the Master was truly
with us, to give life and power to the meetings.
Our covenant meeting, Saturday PP, M., was very
impressive ; about 70 confessed Christ, and yet
many more were deprived of the blessed privilege for want of time. Collections for Missions on
the Sabbath $12,60.
Next session with the Putnam church, beginning Friday, Feb., 8rd, at 3
o'clock, P.M,
W. H. H. Davis, Clerk.

ters. Conference on Thursday afternoon

g the
from 48

attention,
%

are good for nothing.

This splendid

7

L Fox, Ashford, N Y

Rev 8 Bowden, W

Quarter! y Meetings.

with the Cheshire’ church.

Disease.

TWENTY - SIXTH
——

York,

‘1

35.00

for

our people in all the gainful arts of Peace, we urge
our coun
en to adhere to and uphold that policy
in undoubting
faith that the true
interest, not of a
class or a section, but of each section and every useful class, is thereby subserved and promoted.
We sell THE WEEKLY to Clubs for less than its

and the GARDEN,it contains
excellent Editorials on the
various topics of the day,
which
give
the
reader
practi-al and useful information, and
render
him
intelligent. Nothing of a
Sectarian or political
bias
is introduced.
Hearth and
Home has a most capital

neglect often results in an incurable

Scientific

with

Received.

8 D Bates, Marion, Ohio,
Ansel Kenney, Litt!

formation for the

devote,

phases and departments, and so to the

full of

Com,

Addresses.

Box 2817, New

ts

Rev. H. M. Plumb has accepted a call to the
pastorate of the Freewill Baptist church at
Morton’s Corners, Erie Co., N. Y., and entered
.
upon his work.

|

immediate

packed

m50

D Lothrop & €o, 33 & 40 Cornhill, Boston.

will

a

C. H. KIMBALL.
to conquer.
Center Sandwich, N. H., Dee. 15, 1870.

ing.

fp

fered, which
the true

EXPRESS,

and

hopeful in Work, ** go and do likewise,” and you
shall see them girded to the

Page,

STREET,

con-

derate amount of rural in-

Troches, many worthless and cheap imitations are of

Daniel Green, Blackstone, Mass,
A W Reed, Garland, Me.
Mrs A A Coburn, Patten, Me.

if you

faith

W

.
.
«8

Owing to the good reputation and popularity of the

Mrs L E Richardson, Garland, Me.

could not work among such a people with high
courage,

Requires

BROWN'S

Rev D Jackson, Pike, N Y.
Wolsey. Gourley's Bridge, Tenn.
“WB
«Wm Russell, Ea Meredith,
NY.
M Searl, Iron Furnace, Ohio.
H A Barker, Green Oak, Mich,
* A Wares, Haverhill, Mass,
B B Monro, Birmingham, Mich,
A Pratt, Ea Dover, Me,
J B Leighton, N Danville, Vt.
8 © Weatherby, Pine Valley,
NY.
D K Powers, Otselie, N Y.
G 8 Jaquith, Wright's Corner, Ind.
James Fogg, Ea. Hebron, Me,

good

.

.

Home

instruction. With a mo-

15.08
20.00
20.00

will most invariably give instant relief.
For
BRONCHITIS,
ASTHMA,
CATARRH, CONSUMPTIVE and THROAT DISEASES,
they have a soothing effect.
SINGERS and PUBLIC SPEAKERS use them to
clear and strengthen the voice.

Books Forwarded.
BY MAIL.

by

.

JOHN J. PEASLEY

WASHINGTON

Lung

Mrs JH Applebee—S Ambrose—M D Annis—Mjss F P
Allen—G W Bean—Mrs W M Bab: ock—C H Burnham—
J Blake—S Barr—J Baldwin—D 8 Barrett—D soynton—dJ
Berry—8 P Kixter—M Barrus—S8 Bigelow—RT Blazo—O
A Besse—Mrs Dr G B Cleugh—W D Chase—L F Clark—
Mrs M H Clark—A A Coburn—A Cox—A Deering—J L
Davis—E A Duncan—Miss A A Eastman—J Erskine—S
Emmons—A ¢ Eddy—Mary M Flanders—J H Fenner—
Mrs L Folsom—dJ H Fenner—MrsL, Folsom—A P Foster—RF Francisco—A D Fairbanks—Lydia Grant—E P
Goodrich—Mrs 8S C Gordon—Wm Gorden—Mrs 8 Gowen
—A L Gerrish—H A Haynes—I Hyatt—H M Hamblen—C
Hodsdon—Eliza Hutchins—E Hackett—J B Hobbs—J
Holit—J F Hopkins—W Hildreth—C Hodsdon—A P Hanson—N A Jackson—G W Kmapp—Aibira Lane—Mrs I»
Lane—Lucinda Libby—Mary A Monroe—G H Martin—
Martha B'Marshall—G W Merrill—Mrs E Mansur—M K
Norris—S Newell—-G 8 Nutting—Mrs H P Parmelee—C
A Palmer—J M Perrin—J Pitman-F H Partridge—C F
Parker—R Peebles--W A Potter—A Parsons—W A Potter—R H Parks—G S Peck—G Phillips—M W Quint—J
Reynolds—E Rankin—G C Rich—R Richardson—J Rollins—3 Russell—J W Silcoe—E Sanborn—M Searl—-G A
T
A Shackford—W
spinney—Martha D Sanborn—C
Smith—N G Sturgis—Mrs N S8anborn—-E R Sanderson—dJ
W Towne—Wm Trask—Abigall Underwood—A Wallace
D White—A G Wilder—J H
-A N Watson—J White—0
Walworth—Alice C Weeks—D C Wheeler.

All this
of itself to support an ordinary family.
is rent free, besides a cow furnished free also.
The money salary of their minister is liberal, and
always paid in advance of time when due.

things.
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Rev H N Plumb, Morton’s Corners, N Y.

Church,

We write not so much to commend the

with fine stable attached, and

Office

.

following

about $25.000

fully prepared, interesting, and

persistently

and our regular reports of the Farmers’

worth
of such engrave
ings,
It bas, also, a
vast
amount
of, che
choicest reading, care;

BRONCHIAL TROCHES,
BROWN'S
SOLD EVERYWHERE.

session
Loc,
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and

paid

est farmer will find therein a mine of suggestion and
counsel, of which he can not remain ignorant withont
yositive and serious loss.
THE TRIBUNE has been, is, and must bg a zealous
‘advocate of Protection to Home Industry, Regarding habitual idleness as the greatest for to human
progress, the bane of human happiness, we seek to
win our countrymen in masses from the ensnaring
lures of Speculation, of Traffic, and of always overcrowded Professions, to the tranquil paths of Productive Industry. We would gladly deplete our overcrowded cities, where thousands vainly jostle and
crowd in misguided quest of ‘‘ Something to Do,”
to cover prairies and plains with colonies absorbed
in Agriculture, Mechanics, and Manufactures, and
constantly projesiing into the blank, void wilderness,
the Homes and the
Works of civilized Man. Holding’
the Protection of Home Industry by discriminating
duties on imported Wares and
Fabrics essential to
the rapid, beneficent effusion of Production in all its.

contains a great
namber of splendid Engravings,” finely printed,
and of a highly pleasing
and instructive charac.
ter. A single volume of
Hearth

have

rate, our essays in elucidation of the farmer’s calling
kindred

of the above:

tains

8807
10.00

.

piece, at prices rangiog

yard.

FOR

Ministers and Churches.
Model

one

f OW i»

Office.

Saturday,

. N. A. JACKSON,

THE

We

e
Agricultural, Manufac
interests of the "country 3 I
completeness, it shall’ remain

and space than any of our rivals. We aim to make
THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE such a paper as no farmer can
afford to do without, however widely his politics may
differ from ours. Our reports of the Cattle, Horse,
Produce, and General Markets, are so full and accu-

tiful Journals in the
world,
It has twenty
large pewspaper pages,

and

interest.

devoted, and shall

HEARTH AND HOME,
issued every week, is
one of the most bean-

A COUGH, COLD or SORE THROAT

Notices and Appointacas
Cattaraugus Q. M. will hold its next

all wool Kidderminster
Superfine,
.
.
.
Extra Superfine,
,
Heavy 3 Ply,
.
.

whole floor in

BURLINGAME,

the churgh in Ashford, commeucing

yards
yards
yards
yards

2wbl

at this

4,71.

good time to replenish,

|

OF THE a

Explanation

of general

TRIBUNE is pre-eminent. In adNotices of New Books, Poetry, &¢.,
Stories, original or sel
, which
concluded in a single issue, or at
three. We intend that THE TRIB-

aE ghall Joep in fhe glviite in all that Eoncertin

day’ momentous advices from Europe by Cable far
more than our entire receipts for the issue in which
those advices reached our readers. If lavish Qutay,
unsleeping vigilance, and unbounded faith in the liberality and discernment of the reading public, will
enable us to make a journal which has no superior in
the accuracy, Yaron, and freshness of its contents,
THE TRIBUNE shall be such a journal.
1
To Agriculture and the subservient arts, we have

for : : 4

yi
It will pay to read through the

& CO., Nashua, N. H,, Proprietors.

cents to $1.25 per

single copy, 10 cts.; one dozen copies, 96 cts.; one
hundred copies, $7.00,» Postage on a single copy,
cts. ; on a dozen copies, 24 ¢ts.; on one hundred cop:
ies, $2.00, which is to be paid by the purchasers. Orders are solicited, and will be promptly filled.

The

BOTH

di

and

BY

OIL, CLOTHS, from 3 to 16 feet wide, sow

BAPTIST

eided to sell it on the same terms as heretofore, viz:

LR.

THE TRIBUNE aims to he pre-eminently a Newspaper. Its correspondents traverse every State, are
present on every important battle-field, are early advised of every notable Cabinet decision, observe the
proceedings of Congress, of Legislatures, and of
Conventions, and report to us by telegraph all that
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DOLLAR BOOKS for

Price $1.00.

25 yards English Tapest:

Missionary Operations, Educational Statistics, &c,
Though thus enlarged and improved, it has been de-

church have not yet accepted this resignation. They need a man to live with them,
and labor for them all the time. Hermon
is situated seven miles wast of Bangor.
A. L. GERRrIsH.

A

20
20
20
20

Send for specimen copy.

" Address

USED

8 yards
stair, all wool, for
«+
2) yards Cottage Carpeting, for

tains a large amount of information respecting the
various demominations of Christians in America,

the reclaiming of some backslidden ones
and the conversion of several. We hope
there is a bright-future for this church. Bro.
Weymouth has resigned his position as
pastor,

will be a

YOUTH'S PAPER.—For judicious ed-

The Register for 1871 is out of press and ready for

sisters,

(00D

2a CARPETS FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
As we mean to reduce onr fall stock of Carpetings
by liberal inducements to purchasers, the presems

delivery.
In accordance with the vote of General
Conference, it has been enlarged to a 12mo. n size,
and besides the matter heretofore furnished, it> con

in

OF THE ABOVE or...

does not stain the skin.
IT IS RECOMMENDED AND
FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
For sale by all Druggists,

REGISTER.

was

3wb0

It makes the Hair smooth and glossy,

:

FREEWILL

erected a neat and tasty church edifice with
free seats. It was dedicated with appropriate services on the 10th of November.
Rev. N, F. Weymauth has been the pastor
of the church and has rendered it good service by his counsels and endeavors during
the time of building the house. The last

¥)

ing many of the most powerful and restorative agents
in the vegetable kingdom,

popular contributors, and sprightly,
entertaining reading, the YouTH’S COMPANION, of
Boston, has no superior jamong the youths’. publica

tions.

OF ENGRAVINGS for

437.000

be-

Is the best article known to p¥eserve the hair. It
will positively restore
.
GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR AND PROMOTE ITS
GROWTH,
It is an entirely new scientific
d¥scovery combin-

re

Since that time the

the same

"RENEWER.

on renewing their subscriptions,and new subscribers
will,of course, be glad to obtain them, free of cost

by the generosity of several of their

0

HALLS
VEGETABLE SICILIAN

sends $10 for the DAILY, $4 for the SEMI-WEEKLY,
or $2 for the WEEKLY TRIBUNE, and requests the
book at the time of subscribing. This will enable
old subscrbers to secure the Essays for preservation’

HERMON, ME. A year ago last March a | WIDE AWAKE
small F. B. church was formedin Hermon. iting, seltct and

;

?

It isa book really worth

See Advertisement.

$3

Yes,

THE WEEKLY
dition to Reviews,
we
publish Short
Ww. generally be
most in two.or

The Paper of the People.

DoLLas BOOKS for

1871.

AS A FAMILY NEWSPAPER,

THE WEEKLY TRIBUNE.

[]

(00D

BOTH

DAILY, SEMI-WEEKLY AND WEEKLY.

1871.

seems

ROLLS

1812 1.2 cents less than the prices of

a copy will be scent, post-paid,to each subscriber who

faithful pass from labor to reward.
M: W. B.

41°

.

$25,008

fore the war, NEW ENGLAND CARPET CO., at
our new Warehouse, 70, 78, 80 and 82 Friend Street,

Horace Greeley’s Essays, ‘“ What I know of Farming.” which have been published in the Tribune every
week during 1870, are to be printed in book form, and

Thus the

;

THOUSAND

yard,

Com-

other useful information.
be had

0

Bea) English Tapestry Brussels, for $1.12 1-2 per

The United States Patent Laws, with instructions
how to obtain Patents, is the title of a work of 112
' pages, sent to us by MuNN & Co., 37 Park Row, New
York. It also contains the official rules, forms for
patent deeds, hints on selling patents, 150 diagrams
of mechanical movements, and a large variety of

their names to Méssrs. MUNN

at 7.40.

Dover at 7.30 A. M..12 M,, 8, 5 P, M.

this day, Dec. 8d,

plaint,” constipated bowels, impure blood, scrofulous diseases, Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches, Boils,
and severe and lingering Coughs, Bronchitis, Con.
sumption in its early stages and nervous and general debility, Soid by druggists.

Surely the Lord was

for

#5 CARPETS.—Wehave placed in the market

proprietor

Medical Dis.

or

at 5.50, 8. 10.55 A. M., 5.06

IF YOU
HAVE
THE
DYSPEPSIA,
Headache, Dizziness, Costiveness, Piles, Oppression
after eating, Sour Rising, or any Indigestion or Biliousnese, if you do not thank us after using DR.
HARRISON'S PXRISTALTIC LOZENGES, we will
forfeit the price of the box. Also, warranted to cure
every kind of PILES. [For sale at No. 1, Tremont
Temple, Boston, by E. A HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, and bo all Druggiste. Mailed for 60 cents.
2m50
{
J

that will equal it for the

* Biliousness,”

nT

and on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday at 6 p. M,

cure of all the diseases for which it is recommended

present, all
the evening,
house was
the anxious
raining, the

two wives and several children.

$1,000

Boston

v Wednesday, and friday

weribune.

1

OF THE ABOVE for...... | 50

For Wolfboro and Centre Harbor, 10.10 A. M., 2.40 P, M

P. M., and on Mouda

DOLLAR BOOKS for

wi ©

For Alton Bay, 10.10 A. M., 2.40, 5,45, 6.45 P, M.
-- For Lawrence and

GOOD

$12,000

For Great Falls, 10.10 A, M,, 2.40, 5.45, 7.40 P, M.

A ¥ood Treasure from the Sea. Editors,
"TaE TivertoN CHURCH. This church is physicians and newspaper correspondents in all
parts of the country, seem to have investigated the
apparently doing well. It is seeking to merits of the SEA Mo08s FARINE (made from pure
maintain discipline, a difficult task in these Irish Moss or Carrageen) pretty thoroughly. It has
times. In a series of meetings held the been subjected to the experimetum crucis in numberand to the criticism of numberless ep6th, 7th and 8h of the present month, in ilegs kitchens,
en palates, and the result, as far as we can
connection with Rev. W. Pierce and its pas- judge,is a universal verdict in its favor. Ith
een
tor, Rev. J. A. McKenzie, we had a pleas- placed, so to speak, in the front rank of our food
ant and interesting season, The first day staples, and all that has been said of it by the patentee (Mr. Rand), and the Company interested in its
--of the meeting was well attended, and the |; sale, appears to be approved and confirmed by pubbrethren manifested a willingness to co-op- lic op nion.
:

number was doubled.

1A)

RAILROAD,

Summer Arrangemens.
August 6, 1870
Trains leave Dover for Portland at 10.10 a. M., 2.40 and
Al + and on Monday, Weduesday and Friday at

; W. T. Smith.

some sixty or seventy were
respectful and serious. In
though in a country place, the
crowded, and five came to
seats. The next day, though

AND MAINE

Pop

in progress among the Freewill
and Methodists in this village.

M,, and Rev. T. H.

is

po
You can now get what is EQUAL to

N

Notices.

:

BRUNSWICK,
ME. A glorious revival

Special

were favored with the labors of Rev. I. Z. Haning, corresponding messenger from Athens Q.

=

“|

&e.

STAR: DECEMBER 28, 1870.
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Revivals,

THE MORNING

=

.

L

.

.

.

$1.26

.
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NEW BOOKS. CHRISTMAS,
The Judge's Son,

.

Building Stones,
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.

Hester's Happy Summer,
One Year ot my Life,
.

«

.

$1.50

.
.

.
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.

1.25
335
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1.25

Hours of Christian Devotion, "Tholuck, 2.00

Alice Benson's Trials,
.
The Qviet Hour. Dr, Lincoln,
Child Life in Many Lands,
.

JE
60
«17:
1.00

.

Ruthie Shaw ; or, The Good Girl,

.

Nattie Nesmith ; or, The Bad Girl, .

1,00

1,00

Blue eyed Jimmy; off The Good Boy, 1,00
Jobnny Jones ; or, The Bad Boy, . . 1,00
Sybil's Way, .
.
.
.
.
1.25
Overcoming,
.
.
.
.
o.
320
Trifles,
.
.
.
. In Press
Flower by the Prison, .
ohana
Daisy Seymour,
.
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Torch
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Olive Loring'’s Mission,
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THE

MORN ING

A teacher wanted to test some of
scholars one day, and so she asked,

her
‘If

into it a stone as large as your head,

why

will not the water run over

Thomas 8nd Jane, and

°T will be Christmas to-morrow, dear mamma,

giving such reasons
At length, however,
ene of the smallest
had been thinking,
“¢¢ The water will

And Santa will surely be here,
, ‘With a sweep, like the skip of a fairy,
And a step like the bound of a deer.

He will call at our house, I am certain,
As he glides in

the starlight along,

And scatters his toys for the children,
‘With laughter

others

to think for

At

themselves.

answered,

She

ed.

This
dear litgJe lamb of the fold;
So tiny, 1
Kfiow he could miss it,

The starlight would never reveal,—

scholars, as well good

For, see, it is only a finger

men

and

Besides, in his bluster and hurry,
As he skims like a skiff o’er the sea,
He would count only just the old number,

is to think about.

All

water

For you Know, when the last “Merry Christmas’

raining now—how

‘Was here withjits music and store,

the stormy.

I have thought what to do for the baby,—
Of all the dear circle the best;
;
I will borrow astocking from grandma,
And hang it'along with the rest;
And I’ll write just a bit of a letter,
And leave it where Santa can see;
He will waitjust a minate to read it,
‘When he sees there are more there than three.

behind

wind,

how

horse

swim

“Just listen a moment to me; «
Pray de n’t be alarmed at the number,
This is grandmamma’s stocking you see;
I borrowed it just for the baby,
And bhungit up slyly with these;
And he is such a dear little fellow,
You. may fill it as full as you please.”

Why

does it not rain instead of

of

snow

in

winter ?
Is a snow-flake
' made out of what makes
the rain-drop ?
You see how many inquiries can be raised
about a drop of rain, that

you
Not
can
and

On the Stairway.
The little children on the stairway
Cased in aslippery glare of sleet,
By post and railing vainly clamber—
Slight hold 1s there for baby feet.
High in the cold air swings the school bell,
“Come up! come vp!” iis clang commands:
A quick thought flies from lip to fingers ;—
“Tis easier, taking hold of hands.”
Now laughter lights their rosy fiuces;

look up when
only chiidren,
tax thoughts a
wherefored of

scarcely

makes

it falls pat on your nose.
but grave philosophers
great while on the whys
a drop of rain.

Soon the ponds will be frozen, and

skat-

ers will glide over them through the frosty
air. Have you ever stopped to think about
that ice ? How wonderful itis! It looks
almost as if the great God caused the water
to freeze in winter on purpese for skating

—that boys and

:

girls

may

spend

happy

hours in the pastime.

Stout arms the faltering strugglers lift ;

Why does not the sheet of ice that forms
on the surface of a pond sink to the bottom ?

Now all at last have won the threshold,
And out of sight within they drift,
Flinging back bloom upon the snow-wreaths,
"Is not ice heavier than water ?
The blank, white world reflects their smile;
Why does not all the water in every
Their word has cleared for us a pathway,
| freeze and become one solid mass ?
Though Alps of ice the high road pile.

pond

How cold must it be to freeze water ?
Is there any country where masses of ice
are always found ?
Is there any country where ice is unknown?
:
:
Thus a great many inquiries can be raised aboui ice, that some boys value only as

We all are children on a stairway,
Weary of vain attempts to climb,

Or, strong otirselves, forgetting others—
‘While silver peals of Duty chime
High ip the echoing heaven above us;
And, welcome we or dread the call,
Upon the steps we may not linger—
Ascend we must, slide back, or fall.

they can uge it for skating.

And these in-

quiries relate to the most interesting things
to be known about it. Thought alone ean
bring them out. And so it is of a multitude
of things that we have neither time nor space
to speak about.
Many things that command a great deal

‘Whose ig the faultif this one stumbles?
If that laments a hopeless bruise?
Or if another sits despairing?
Yours—mine—who timely aid refuse.
Small honor, to go up unhindered
‘While a tired brother by us stands.
The little children, they shall teach us

“Tis easier, talking hold of hands.”

‘Or sunned with a celestial glow.
The truants out of Duty’s heaven,
The white and dazzling seraph-bands
Are brethren still ; and, struggling upward,
“Tis easier, taking hold of hands.”

persons

begin,

when

house.

mind,

so

his heart, so is he.”

| ter of the

It

more

important

Without any

that

what

makes the

Yom

| yourselves into contemptible

charac-

can

think

creatures,

or

| you can think yourselves into honorable,
| virtuous men and women.
Which will you
do? No one else can think for you—no
| one can think you into true manhood or
| womanhood—you must do it yourselves.

| Stop-ahd think |—Bright Side.

He |

anoth-|

self; but he failed to lodge a single grain of |
it on the tail of a bird. Many times he |

A True

Story.

In the field back of my house, and up
the hill, are two nice springs. "From one

threw a handful at the scared ereatures,
but when the salt fell where the bird was, I draw waterto my house through pipes,
while the water from the other goes to my
the bird wasn't there. Salmon became

ill-luck.

If. his heart; neighbor's house.

The water

runs very

swifily, because it is running down hill.
bad temper would have been discovered | It is far easier to run down hill than it is
therein.
Just then, however, a bright] to run up.
The pipe enters this spring, not at the top
thought struck aim.
*¢ It is n't true,” he exclaimed ; “can’t put of the water nor at the bottom either. If
salton a bird's tail. If I could get near it were at the top, the scum would get into
inside

out,

some!

enough to them to do that, I could catch the pipe, and a fldating bug now and then.
1f it were at the bottom, dregs and sedithem withoat salt.”
ment
would getin. So the pipe goes iu
Why did he not think of that before?
The hired man was jesting. Perhaps he about gix inches below the top of the wadid not think that Salmon would be so silly ter.
"When we are drawing water at the barn
88 to chase the birds with salt; but he did,

"88 we have seen; and all because he did for the horses, and my neighbor draws
. not stop to think. As soon as he reflected
for one moment, and inquired whether the

of the hired man
ot,

was

true

or

he saw what a simpleton he was mak-

ing of

himself. He néver forgot the lesson

"of that day.

He stopped to think—and the

result bas beento make him one of the

roat
men of the age.

was that!”

I thought.

water at the same time for her washing
day, the pipe sucks at a great rate. But it
draws in nothing pare but waterif all floating things keep at the top. and all beavy
things lie still at the bottom. Now for
my story.
One morning there was a gay young

frog aboutas big as half my
ik

thumb,—too
\

and

ever

life which will be yours, if you
dwell in God, and God in you.

|-

Go

an

Because

love of justice :and

it Rains.

felt

agreeable reading after breakfast.

Sol

“Please

pulled out the big plug, and put down an
iron ramrod and ch
it two or three

let me

go to-day,

mamma;

want to go because it rains,”

writ.
and

No

his intense hatred of wrong

and sham,—to the years that are to be, closely
bound up with the liberality and enterprise of a

I

e

House which he has loved to honor, and

which

has done not a little to make him the companion,
teacher and friend of the Ame. ican people. They

who wish a set of Dickens’s

works

had

better

decline all overtures from other quarters till they
have looked over the several editions of Messrs.
Fields, Osgoed & Co., and especially looked
over this néw product of their enterprise.
But perhaps the very finest thing in its way
which they have done this season, and which in
its line is in little danger of being surpassed, appears in the illustrated Holiday volume, entitled

“Why, Lucy,that is my excuse for staytimes, and then let the water run, and out}
came a great, long, red and white, and jog athome! How can you make it a reason
for going ?”
bleeding frog.
“Cur teacher ‘always goes, mamma, in WINTER POEMS OF FAVORITE AMERICAN PoI could n't put him together again.. Any
thing that gets sucked into that pipe and all weather, although, as she lives so far] ETS. There are nine of these gems of verse,
away, she is often obliged to hire a carriage only the first of which appears for the first time,
grows up in those dark places, has to come
out dead, and all to pieces. I wondered to bring her, and she toid the class that one from the pen of Whittier, ‘The others are the
how sucha big frog could ever have got Sabbath when she went through the storm products of his pen and of those of Longfellow,
into so small a pipe.
in my house told me,

and did not find even one scholar, she was

Then a wise lady
‘Why, he went in

so discouraged that she could n't help cry-

when he was little and foolish, and grew
up in there!”
I can not get that poor frog out ef my
mind. He was so like some young folks
that I have seen. They frolicked up to the
door of the theater, or they stood and looked into a bar room, or they just wanted to
go to one ball, or got out behind the barn
to smoke a pipe, or went off sleigh-riding

ing.

with some gay young min without asking
leave,—or some way put their foolish

worse to-morrow I shall go to school to
keep my place in my class.”

noses into a dark

and

she

ma;

said,

you

while we must always do as

thought best, perhaps if we
pleasantly to let us go, and
to wear our thick boots and
they would be willing if we
Please let me go to-day, mam-

know

if it rains

ever

so much

to go out,
‘‘Must Jesus bear the cross alone,

And all the world go free”

she could no longer take interest in her
book, and when her husband, who was'a
lawyer, came in soon after from his library,
she said, smiling:

.

I never could plead a cause to a vacant
court room, and that our minister must find

it hard
Cong.

work to preach to empty pews."—

than with any other people in ‘éommon society, and on occasions not distinctively |
connected with
religion. Now I have
sometimes heard young ladies talk over the
last sermon, perhaps on a theme of awful
golemaity, with as much levity and fliappncy of manner, as they would show in comparing opinions about a novel or a farce:
This is sheer profanity; and it would be
well to remember that the guilt of profaneness consists, not in the precise words that
are uttered,but in an irreverence and frivoli-

ty, which can be expressed just as manifest
ly and criminally in tone and manner, 18 in
express words. The manpers of young
occasions,

in

the

house of God and during religious services,
sometimes
merit the
gravest censure,
Whispering, needless motion, gestures of
impatience, impertinent staring, restless
wandering of the bye, airs and arts designedto draw attention,—all these aie as
manners,

as they are offensive to reverence and

pie-

to the defeat
of the Spanish
Armada.
By
James Anthony Froude, M. A., late Fellow of
Exeter College, Oxford.
Vols. XI. & XII.
Reign
of Elizabeth,
New
York: Charles
Scribner & Co. | 1871, 12mo. pp. 702, 658.
This magnificent piece of history here finds its
completion, in the devotion of more than athousand picturesque, instructive, critical and elo=
(quent pages to the character, plans and administration of England’s
great Queen.
After all
that bas been written respecting herself and her
reign, Mr. Froude has much that is fresh, striking and independent to say, and he furnishes the
most ample grounds for his statemients and opinions. With a mind at once fair, calm and judicial, with a minuteness of survey that attests his

with

a painstaking

that

No army ever survived so many battles
as the Bible ; no citadel ever stood so many
sieges; no rock was ever battered by so
many

hurricanes

These twelve
volumes, at once
tasteful and
cheap, will truly enrich any well seleeted library, and liberally repay the owner for the time
which their full mastery may require.
THE INFANT CLASS. Hints on primary religious
instruction.
By Sara J. Timanus.
First State
Normal School, Minnesota.
Edited with an
Introduction, by Edward Eggleston.
Chicago:
Adums, Blackmer and Lyon. 1370. 16mo. pp.

Rl

and so swept by storms.

And yet it stands. It has seen the rise and
downfall of Daniel’s four empires. Assyria
bequeaths a few mutilated figures to the
riches of the British Museum.
Media and
Persia, hke Babylon, which they conquered,

have been weighed in the balance and long
ago found wanting. Greece faintly survives
in its historic name: ‘’T is living Greece
no more ;” and the iron dome of the Caesars

is held in precarious occupation by a feeble
hand.
And yet the book that foretells
all this survives.
While nations, kings,
philosophers, systems, institutions, have

died away, and the Bible now exercises
man’s deepest thoughts, is examined by
the keenest intellects, stands revered before
the highest tribunals, is more read, and
sifted, and debated, more devotedly loved,
and more vehemently assailed, more defended and more denied, more industrious.

The works bearing upon Sunday school instruction which are issued by this House, as well
as their other juvenile literature, show, brain,
heart, experience and skill. The suggestions
and methods presented in this little volume are
really very excellent.
The Infant Class in our
Sunday schools is in little danger of getting too
much attention in fact, or of being exalted above
measure in theory. Where it has never tieen constituted or effectively managed, little ~ consequence is likely to be attached to it; wherever it

has been taken in hand by a wise, faithful, sym-

pathetic and adapted teacher, it has proved the
garden of promise.
We
believe that nothing
extravagant is claimed for it here, and the inter
est to furnish a plea and a manual has been wisely directed in the prepigion of this volume,

Both Mr. Eggleston and Miss Timanus speak out

of a wide observation, a suggestive experience,
and avital und practicak interest. The little vol
ume which they have prepared deserves a wide
circulation among Sundav school managers, and
will richly reward a careful study.
Nothing else
has appeared on the subject so full, or ‘specific
or thoughttul as this.
!

IN THE CLEARINGS,

By XK. G., Wells.

Ameriown Unitarian Association, Praton:

ly translated and freely given to the world,
more honored and abused, than any other FAITHFUL TO THE Licur, snd
Sume Publishers. &e. 1871. 16mo. ig Toi §
book the world eversaw. “t survives all
These two volumes appear as the result ofa
changes, itself unchanged; it sees all prize offered some time
since for works adapted
things decay, itself incorruptible; it sees to the pupils in our Sunday schools under ten
myriads of other books engulfed in the years of age. They are really very excellent in
stream of time, yet it is borne along tri substance, style and aim, and will make a valuaumphantly on the wave; and it will be ble addition to almost any collection of Juvenile
literature, though
borne along, until the mystic angel shall of age” who read the * children under ten years
and master these books readily
plant his foot upon the sea, and swear by must be more than ordinarily bright und
at home
him that liveth forever and ever, that time inthe dictionary. Butthey are written in good,
shall be no longer. ‘For all flesh is as pure, vigorous, English, they teach true and

grass, and all the glory of mun

as the

flower of grass. The grass withereth and
the flower thereof falleth awry; but the
word of the Lord endureth forever.”

who

most’ unexceptionable lessonw, and deserve to
circulate outside of circles that are Unitarian,
They have received the approval of a lurge su.
pervising committee, and the rendered verdict
will be generally appreved.

puts

true

himself into

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY

philosphy,.

sympathy

opens

its twenty

eventh volume in a Way worthy of its years
and standing.
It may safely challenge criticism.
It never aims to be popular in any low or doubtful sense,
It sets character’ above show, and

appeals

to the bFain of the public.

The Jan’y

.

issue has choice papers, in prose or verse, from
Howells, Longfellow, Harriet Prescott sSpofford,
H. H.zinitials that always stand for something,
\Higginson,
Whittier,
Holmes,- Henry
Wilsonj—who writes of the position, work and
prospefts of the Republican party,~and several
other ghings such as this leading monthly is wont
sefve up.
But the most characteristic thing
is Mr. Fields’s paper on Thackeray,—after pref-

acing him

a little with Pope,~the first of the

promised contribabions to the ‘‘ Whispering Gallery.” This is every way admirable, and suggests what a store of good things is to be opened
to its readers. during the year. Long as it is,
one never thinks of the lapse of time, and is
sorty to see the end of a chapter of rentinis.
cences that are as charming in their discreet
reticenee as-they are in their spontaneous and

chatty

freedom.

The

Atlantic

most sure to be something finer

it has been heretofore.

for

1871s

and bette?

althan

These 144 pages bear no

equivocal testimony and give no doubtful
ise. Boston: Fields, Osgood & Co.

prom-

HARPER'S MONTHLY is positively magnificent in its illustrations, which seem to run all
through its fair and multiplied pages; and its
graceful recognitions of Christmas, in cut and
poem and story, make it pre-eminently a Holiday
number.
Merits, many and varied, always belong to this pioneer among the higher magazines,
and 1ts elements of attraction are so many, so
prominent and so obvious, that it is in very little
danger of losing the leading position it has won.
New York: Harper & Brothers,
ARTHUR'S HOME MAGAZINE opens its thirtyseventh volume splendidly, and more than holds
its own.
In its cuts, in its beautiful and gbune
dant fashion plates, us well as in its elevated and
wholesome reading matter, it deserves the liberal patronage which bas been accorded it. Phila. :
T. S. Arthur & Sons.
Tie Catuoric

WORLD

for Jan’y is well filled

as usual, maintaining
its reputation

for liberal

culture, talent, vigorous
discussion, apparent
coufidence, and its half dignified, half supereilious style of statement and review when dealing
with religious questions and with Protestant authors.
Its opening article will espeeially arrest

attention.
HISTORY OF ENGLAND, from the fall of Wolsey

interest and patience,

“I'm agreed my love; I was just thinking

Ge

subjects, which are discussed with us more

Bryant, Lowell and Emerson,
But
we have
rarely seen more sweetness of rythm, more popularity in thought and language, and especially
more beauty such as the maker of paper and the
users of the pencil and graver supply, than are
crowded into these 55 pages. It is one of the best
products in the line of book-muking which American art and skill have succéeded in achieving,
and they will be both fortunate &nd happy who
bave friends that remember them in the gift of
this exquisite volume.

“Our Lucy is going to Sabbath school is marvelous, with a noble disregard of everyespecially because it rains, that her teacher thing but what he believes to be the truth, and
may be encouraged by the presence of at with a pen whose power is very rarely equaled,
least one pupil. What say to going to he spreads before us one of the most striking
and significant periods in the history of the Enmeeting ourselves for the same reason, if glish nation, and so ends his work in the fulfill
we do not for a.better?”
ment of every promise with which he began.

"The Abiding Word.

We cut the following paragraphs from a
lecture delivered before the students of several Female Seminaries, by Rev. Dr. Peabody. Heis at once a sympathetic and
faithful counselor of young ladies, and they
would greatly profit by heeding his words:
Piety towards God bears a most important part in forming manners. Here let me
say a few words as to manners with reference to sacred places, objects, names and
subjects. This head will include, I believe
and trust, a portion of your lives by no
means insignificant. Not only will you be,
I hope,
constant attendants on public
lL worship; but you will be otherwise often
‘brought into close relations with. religious

unbecoming on the score of good

if we did not go

“Well, I am willing, my dear,if you wear

Manners.

persons, also, on sacred

us, too,

your school suit; go and get ready.” But
when the mother heard Lucy singing softly in the nursery as she dressed herself

Pretty soon,

;

‘Female

asked

our parents
asked them
were willing
waterproofs,
were well.

hole that felt funny, and

led, they did n't know where.

She

to our day-schools when it stormed worse;

that
now

Whitney does bid

Pamphlets: Magazines, &c.

|-

other edition issued i» likely to prove so popular
as this; and it will aid in carrying the creations:
of the great novelist,—his fine humanity
his genial humor, his sympathy with sufferers,his strong

indeed

“Mrs.

pp. .

this second installment of his
Luck and
Harry Raymond is a fine characPluck Series.”
ter whom the boys will naturally like, and im
whom they will find much that is worth copying.

They contain all that has

often exquisite illustrations of Mr. Eytinge.

16mo.

in

House,

‘been heretofore collected of Mr: Dickens's
ings, together with the abundant, ry

ete.

sent us a braee of b

life.

Mr. Alger,

weH kfiown as the “ Hdisehold,”

that coffid be desired.

“I suppose that you won't go to Sabbath
school to-day, Lucy,” said a mother, one
rainy Sabbath, settling herself to some

God

man depend upon his thinking.

| Thoughts make the man.

er, with his pocket full of salt, with which
he had taken good care to provide him-|

¢ What

life,

the Holy One,—ofthe truer, deeper, nobler

a springy, leathery something, and pushing, down it went, and out gushed the water.

of

anon cropping out, so that white you will
shun all obtrusive religious profession and
untimely religious utterance, your manners
will bear pure tokens of the unction from

Corporal,

as

| meant should be valued most highly is
| considered of least importance.
' The Bible says, ‘“ As a man thivketh in

chased them about fresh one spot to

scenes and aspects

i“

of ** Sores

with true boys, and does them good by his stories and talks, has supplied one of his best books

corresponding in styl¢ to their edition§ of Thackeray, Reade and George Eliot. There are fouren volumes of 12mo. size, and for beauty,
conor
and Renvenience théy are everything

ousness, underlying even the most festive

the matter, for the horse had nothing to
drink. 1 jerked away the barrel, pulled
put a ramrod down;

WORKS, now

Raymond’sR:
aut

after a hearty meal of science or, metaphysics,
and a few pages of it, read aloud around the ‘fire,
would give fitting zest to the home circle.

the chief

of this same

has

Jr,

Publisher,

and more or less wholesome and timely counsel,
The book is good as a literary dessert to come-

oP

undertaking

Same

deal of quiet humor here, some

which bas just
heen parried through to completion, is the wel gi new Edition of DICKENS'S

immeasurably. enhance Jour pavpiachs will
yet impart a self-respect, a dignity, a seri-

ean with them. They often belittle the soul
and dwarf the

When Chief Justice Salmon P. Chase
was a little boy, eight or ten years old, he
was told by his father’s hired man, that he
could eatch birds by putting salt on ‘their
tails.
It was in the Autumn, when birds
were gathering in floeks before taking their
flight to a warmer climate; and Salmon
thought it was a capital opportunity to
make the trial. So he tried the experiment
upon a fl ck of birds that were unusually

him

Then I had to go out and see what was
and

Another

or, Harry
Alger,

.

tacked on to as many of the melodies that all
the childrén have heard and remembered, and
drawing out the lessons in a quaint, shrewd,.
suggestive and captivating way. There is a

merit appears in, the rare simplicity, fidelity,
clearness and swdetness of this measure which
‘our poet has chosen, in the very ample and admirable notes which are supplied, and in the
very full and adequate index with which the
work closes.
Hengeforth this translation by
Longfellow must virtually supplant every other,
and the work will Jong remain as a testimony to
the translator’s skill and judgment, and to the
enterprise and appreciation of the
publishers

the children ®
tality ; and this consciousness, while it will

swiftly, and he had no room to kick in
the pipe. So every time he started to go
to the spring he would work hard¥fora
‘few minutes, andi fhen get tired and slip
back into the dark place by the barrel.
By and by he grew contented there. The
water brought him enough to eat. He
shut his eyes and grew stupid, stopped
exercising and got fat, and as he had no
room to grow very big in the pipe, he had
to grow all long, and no broad. But he
grew as big as he could, till at last he stopped up the pipe.
To

out the plug

Quietly, and with a real

showman, they keep right on in their ¢hosen
path, always respecting the vital and disciplined
brain of the country, while seeking to attract the
intelligent masses with a promise of pleasant
intellectual companionship..
Among their recent issues is a popular edition
of Longfellow’s translation of DANTE'S DIVINE
CoMEDY, In three 16mo. volumes, giving us in

that

Mrs.

inal, piquant, charming.
Her Mother Goose is a'
series of rhymed comments or interpretations,

contempt of clap-trap and the arts of the mere

But

By

how to be dull, and she is frequently f#ésh, orig~+"

always remember

rich and substantial.

e

throb with

what is due to the interests of literature and of

is af once

Horatio

' Mr. Loring

the reading public, while working with an eye

ment.

the

ful, happy and good without them than he

these

of this display a person can be useful, happy and good. Indeed he can be more use-

Stopping to Think.

him, or running by

By

Dicky

spirit of true devotion, mirth can never sink
into that reckless levity, that vapid frivolity
which is worthy only of a mere animal existence, and which we find it hard to assoith a living soul. This,
ciate in thy
would have you shun. | who share with him the honor of the achieve-

“How came he to throw himself away
so P”
“What
made bim drink himself to,
death ?”
‘“ How happend she to go off to infamy?”
‘“ How came he to be a gambler ?”
Then I shall answer as the wise lady
told me about the frog- ¢‘They wentin
when they were little and foolish, and
grew up there.” A bad habit hugs aman
tighter, and jams him out of shape worse
than my pipes did that poor frog.—Lstil

than knowledge and virtue.

Che Family Cavcle,

But

they

Yet when there is the

ful in its season.

in, and he tried to
the stream.

taking if it is trashy, and

our joy is beneath the eye of Almighty love,
—of him who has made everything beauti-

lonely and

coffins, I hear folks ask,

How many

dwelling upon

-

against

nothing that is merely

to their own dividends.

fit time and place, it is the assurance

a

about.

furniture and a costly house, their thoughts

— Lucy Larcom.

he,-.‘‘iv’s

of attention are really net worth thinking
and study to follow the fashions,- and to
make a show, as if dress were the most
important subject to engage their attention.
In manhood and womanhood they pride
themselveson a fine wardrobe and splendid

‘With faces turned to nether darkness,

said

in they go. When they want to get back,
they can’t; and they grow bigger, and
wickeder, and all out of shape in that dark
place. If they come out at last, they are
all jammed up, knocked to pieces, sick,
or dying,or dead. When I see them in their

they are boys and girls,to think about dress,

8till up and down, on Virtue’s ladder,
Unnoumbered beings come and go,

back

water was on

When it begins to rain, why does it
stop ?
:
When it stops raining, why does it begin
again ?
;

$ o

all in.

‘I shall sce what

but rather

used to have to swim

Why does the rain fall in drops.? Why
does it always descend in that form ?
season

‘‘ Well,”

SINK OR SwiM;

produce in .the/manners aught of gloom,
moroseness, or austerity. The very contrary. It bids dn young to rejoice in thir the aggregate nearly 1400 pages, as Beautiful to
youth. If there be a thought that should the eye as the admirable cream-laid paper and
cherish happiness, gayety, even mirth in the choicest type can make them. The binding

then the water got

Now and then he thought of the spring,
and the light, and the splendid room he

i

Why does it rain more at one
the year than at another?

drinks.

the press; they send out

‘this true piety can not forget. Not that the
habitual Sense of Divine presence ought to

He went in as much
drawn

ways a long list of books that are passing through

things really sacred.

#nd

& Co., Boston, have

ticeable for quantity and quality. They have al-

-, But piety has a still more extended influence upon the manners. We are always
within temple-gates, on holy ground; and

And along he went with

snug place here,
dark.”

they

7s

a little scared

him and he was

I shall see!”

are

alike

was

Osgood

FOLKS:

A. D. T. Whitney, author of ** Faith Gare
® ney’s Girlhood,” etc. New
amd illustrated
edition,
Boston: A K. Loring. 12mo.
p.
Sold by E. J. Lane.
8,
Jeto. bp. 1s.

and persistence, and kept only by brain, merit
and capital. Their publications are equally no-

all

with

Sonnsetjon

in

demeanor

ential

Fields,

.

MOTHER GOO®R FOR GROWN

wy 4 place among the publishing hopses of the
world such as can be gained only by enterprise

and the truly devout person, without wishing to make any parade “of devotion, will
spontaneously manifest & grave and rever-

the water, till he came to where the pipe
makes a bend for my barn,—a sharp bend,
straight up. As the water was quiet there,
he gave alittle kick and got up into a still,
dark place, close by the barrel where the

women.

much

and

*« Here goes!” said he.

much there is in a rain-

are.

“Dear Santa,”—Dll say in my letter,

impatient over his

pull,

as half an inch, and

drop to think about. As they patter on the
window-pane, drop after drop, driven | by

There were three, only three, in the circle,
But now it is brightened by four.

Messrs.

proceeds. All subjects, places, and 0CCA-|
sions, identified with God and his wership,
ought to ihspirgin the manners something

day he saw the little round black

and looked in again:

subjects and objects to task the power of
thought. No one can exhaust them. Itis

He would find, in the darkness, but three ;—

social position from which such an example

for

But it was such a funny feeling to be sucked that way; it felt kind
of good round his nose, and he swam up,

out,

around you

bugs,

hole of the pipe, where the water was
running quite freely. He wondered where
it led to. He put his nose in and fol the

Thoughtlessness is the mother of ills and
misfortunes.
Stop a moment and see how much there

) From the tip of the toe to the heel.

with the

'

One

disposed

found

tloat

“

Literary Review. ;

his litlle hind legs and swam all round | corresponding to the unshodden feet wih
the spring, doing very much as he pleas which the Hebrew entered the sanctuary;

did she not?
The readers of The Bright Side ought to
understand this matter. The most important thing they do is to think. Without it,
it is quite impossible
for them to become
good or great. If the$ believe everything
they hear, they will be chasing birds with
salt as long as they live. Without thinking,
they will never know that a tub can not hold
‘| more after it is full. Thinking
makes good

So
(iny, it never could hold
The half that old Santa might seatter,—

* could have been turned

have to

he knew how to dive. He did not have
to stay at the bottom with the dregs, for
he knew how
to swim. So he kicked out

as occurred to them.
little Jamie Lincoln,
boys in the class, who
cried out:
run out of the tub.”

see how much her scholars were

But wht shall we do with the baby’s?

tame, not far from his father’s

not

He was right.: The teacher put the|
backed out.
question as she did because she wantgd to

and snatches of song.’

So hang up the stockings, dear mamma,
Each one by its own little bed;
Here’s mine that is snowy and tattered,
And Tommy’s, well mounted with red;
And Susie’s, the dear timid creature,
- She’s ever so quiet and still;
‘We'll hang them all up in the twilight,
. And leave them for Santa to fill,

ar

|.

did

first, not one boy or girl stopped to think;
they took it for granted that the water
would not overflow the tub. Jennie and

BY J. W. BARKER.

¥

the tub?”

STAR:

big for a tadpole, too small for a wise frog. ty; they are a sur Jhdexof vulgarity and
He could go just where he pleased. He low breeding; fio matter what may’ be the

you fill a tub level full of water, and - drop

Soon
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It is entitled

** Beecherism

and

its

Tendencies;” it purports to be a review of a
volume of Mr. Beechei’s sermons; it is really &
critique upon the family, an attempt to show
that the-theology emanating from that quarter is
essentinlly rationalistic and infidel, and that this
sort of religious teaching indicates the decided
downward tendency of the
whole Protestant

world.

Some

F)

of the criticism is just, but far

more of it is extravagant and partisan,~just such
criticism as the World is forever charging upon
Protestant writers when they venture to discuss
the dogmas of Romanism, and which, it would
have us believe, deserves no reply. The magazine is really a pretty effective weapon to use
in fighting the battles of the Catholic Church,
but it often rebounds from the blow to wound

the striker.

New

York: Catholic Publication.

House.

Our Young Forks,
strong competitors since

which has very few
the Riverside left the

field, opens its new volume in a way worthy of"
itself and its pledges.
It does not by any means

overlook the claims of Christmas, but it supplies
to its young readers what is welcome at any season. Mr. Trowbridge begins his serial with this
issue, and does it like himself, and its corps of
writers will be as select as ever. Itis
a fine
monthly for the boys and girls, as they who
read it know very
well. Boston: Fields, Os-—
good & Co.

wil

a
re

THE GALAXY, which has won an enviable
name and place, keeps its vigor and exhibits the
throb of live forces.
The publishers promise us
something better henceforth
than
they have
given us in the past. Junins Henri Browne is
discussing Types of American Beauty, illustrated by sample portraits of charming women,—a
feature which will have its attractions, though
we question the taste which ealls for and that
which suppliesit. McCarthy keeps on with Lady Judith,
and
portrays
M.
Thiers;
Mr.
Welles tells us, in rather a garrulous and not

very brilliant way, of the process by which
Fort Pickens was reinforced im 1871; Mrs, Ed=
wards begins a serial; and the papers
though not up to the highest level, are
and interesting. The editorial work
really well done; Mark Twain’s wit

old qualities, being

sometimes

generally,
creditable
proper is
keeps its

effervescent like

freshly-drawn soda, and sometimes stale like the.
same soda when it has stood in the sun. New.
York: Sheldon & Co.
PETERS'S MUSICAL MONTHLY is just as good,
a8 cheap, as attractive in appearance and contents, and as richly deserving of a wide circulation, as gver.,
We shall do every musician a fa-

vor whom wo induce to subscribe forit.
year,

J. L. Peters, New

* EVERY SATURDAY,

ty and

always a marvel

enterprise among

$3 per

York.

illustrated

of beau-

journals,

comes out with a Christmas number whose ele.gance and richness superlatives eould hardly exaggerate, Itis astriking embodiment of illustrat-

ive, typographical and
Fields, Osgood & Co.

literary

art.

Boston:

VICK’S ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE & FLORAL

GUIDE for 1871 is even decidedly fuller and rich-

er than last year.

The

cuts, exhibiting speci

mens of fruits and flowers, extort perpetual sur-

prise and admiration as one runs over these 96
well filled pages. Whoever wishes flower or
garden Seeds should send for this catalogue, and
if he can not make a most satisfactory selection,

it must be either because be is too cynical to be
suited with anything, or because, amid such a -

wide display of beauty and promise, he is bewiidered and can stop nowhere within hié

mpans,

James Vick, Rochester, N. Y.
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THE MORNING
LITERARY MISCELLANY.
Recollections of Thackeray.
gy
§ G—

Mr. James T. Fields is to give his per“sonal recollections of eminent literary men
and women to the readers of the dilantic
Monthly during the coming year. His
opening paper, in the issue for January, is

mostly devo ed to Thackeray, and is every
way admirable. We can fiad room for only
% few paragraphs of what is marred by
‘
But
abridgment, long as the article is.

here ara u few samples:

the opportunity, both in England

I had
and

Tn

America,

for

observing

the

literary

ly),and now began the greatest pantomimic
scene of all, mamely, murder by poison,
after the manner in which the player king
is disposed ofin Hamlet, Thackeray had
found4 small vial on the maatle-shelf, and
oat ef that he proceeded to pour the imaginary ‘‘juive of cursed hebenon” into the
imaginary

porches

of

somebody's

ears.

The whole thing was inimitably done, and

I hoped nobody saw' it but myself; but

years afterwards, a ponderous, fat-witted
young
man put the question squarely to me:
‘What was the matter with Mr. Thackeray,
that night the club met at Mr. —'s
house?”
:
:
;
:
<
-

A

Sand

Storm

in the

Desert.

i
The day after we encamped, when I sallied out in the morning, the sky was blue

habits of Thackeray, and it always seemed
to mo that he did his work with compara-

and cloudless, and the sun shone even more

tive ease,

brightly than usual,

but was somswhat influenced by

& custom of procrastination.

Nearly

Making my way for

all his a short distance down thé wady, I reached

stories were written in monthly installments a kind of natural bath in a cave, under the
‘for magazines, with the press at his heels. shelving rocks. A part of the stream trickHe told me that when he begaa a novel, he led into it, so that it formed a delightful
rarely
ew how many people were to place for bathing, and no person can have
figare in\it, and, to use his own words, he {any idea how refreshing a good plunge inwas always very shaky about their mora} to the water is to one who has been travel:
o said that sometimes, especial ing over the sandy ground.
conduct.
Had bean dining late, and did not
y the time I had completed my bathing
ly if he
feel in remarkably good-humor next morn- I noticed that the atmosphere was becoming, he was inclined¢o make his characters
wicked; but if he rose serene
dy

with an unclouded brain, there was no end
te the lovely actions he was willing to make
When he
his men and women perform.
had written a passage that pleased him
very much he could not resist clapping on
‘his hat, and rushing forth to find an acquaintance to whom he might read his successful composition. * * * Thappened
to be one of a larga company whom he had
invited to a six o'clock dinner at Greenwich
one summer afternoon, several years ago,
We were all to godowa from London, asparticular

a

in

semble

in the hotel,

room

where he was to meet us at six o'clock,
sharp. Accordingly we took steamer and
gathered ourselves together in the reception-room at the appointed time. When

six, our host had not ful-

struck

the clock

filled his part of the compact.

the com-

among

wanting

yet

was

figure

His burly

pany assembled. As the guests were nearly all strangers to each other, and as there
was no one present wo introduce us, & profound silence fell upon the room, and we

. anxiously looked out of the windows, hop:
ing every moment that Thackeray would

and

no dinner.

our

allow
host.

BP
&

great

still

hour,

Englig

of

things

no Thackeray

reticence

wpuld

to the absence of
any 1)
Everybody felt serioas, and a

gloom fell upon the assembly.

Still

as if the clouds

had. obscured

the

sun; then, as I hurried out of my cave, fitful puffs of wind came sweeping round the
rocks, bearing along. qu aptitiés of fine sand
and dust.
:
Lal
dh
I knew what was coming—that scourge
of the desert, a sand storm. "The Bedouins
were scampering in every direction, in pur-

suit of their camels, the dragomans

were

hardat it, making taut the tent ropes,

and

rolling large stones upon the tent pegs to
keep them from drawing.
The rapidity with which the wind increased in force was astounding, and the
like of which I had never witnessed before.
All surrounding objects began to rapidly
disappear, and

often were

completely

hid-

den by the sheets or clouds of saad that
came whirling past like mist.
It drove against my face with such violence and force as to cause a feeling of
prickling heat, like the sensation of a blisim
ter.
It got into my ears, into my eyes, and
through my mouth down into my throat.
I had really eno little difficulty to make
my way to my tent, for I feli completely
bewildered, a sensation I had before experienced when caught in a snow storm, upon
the prairies. Nothing we could do served
in the slightest degree to keep the sand out
of the tents; everything

we

ally, and not in a mere

had

was

actu-

figure of speech,

There was nothing to be done but to quino Thackeray. Tae landlord, he butler,
waiters rushed in “and out of the etly bear it until the tempest lulled. Forand the

room, shrieking for the nrister of the feast,
who as yet had not arrived. 1t was condilently whispered by a fat gentleman,
with a hungry look, that dinner was utterly
spoiled twenty minutes ago, when we heard
a merry shout in the entry, and Thackeray
He had not changbounced into the room.
ed his morning dress, and ink was visible
upon his fingers. Clapping his hands aud

he cried out,
piroustting briskly on oae leg,

“Thank heaven, the last sheet of The Virginians has jast gone to the printer.” He

tunately

we

were

not

traveling,

or

would have proved vastly more annoying.

The Bedouins squatted upon the

Never

1y to the Tremont House, where rooms had

been engaged

for him.

I remember his

delight in etting off the sea, and the enthusiasm with whiclkr he hailed the announcement_
that dinner would be ready
shortly. A few friends were ready to sit
down with him, and he seemed greatly to
enjoy the novelty of an American repast.
In London he had been very curious in his
inquiries about American oysters, as mar-

velous stories, which he

did not believe,

had basen told him of their great size. We
had taken care that the largest specimens
to be procured should startle his unwonted
vision when he came to the table, although
I blash at the remembrance of it now, we

.apologired In our wicked waywardness to
him tor what we called the extreme smallness of the oysters,promising that we would
gbetter nexttime. Six bloated Falstaflian
bivalves lay before him in their shell. I
noticed that he gazed at them anxiously
with fork upraised, then he whispered to

too Late.

How often do we see men around us who,

having been discouraged

by

financial

re-

verses, are broken in spirit, and declare
that it is no use to make any further efforts
—that fortuneis against them!
How often

do we meet people addicted

to bad

habits

who affirm that they are too old to break
them off, that after so many years of indal-

gence it would be impossible to give up
this or that
pleasure! How often do we
Wis or tn individuals wh earnestly desire
his or that accomplishment, but who argue
that they are too faralong in years to acquire.it!
If they were only a little younger they would lay hold and master it. And

yet all history affords illustrations of the old
adage that ** it is never too late to mend.”
It is never too late to make a beginning.
Smiles tells us that Sir Heqnry Spelman did
not bagin the ssédy of science until he. was
between fifty and sixty years of sage.
me, with a lookof anguish, “How shall I Yranklin was fifty beforé he fully entered
do it?"
I described to him the simple upon the study of natural philosophy.
process by which free-born citizens of Amer- Dryden and Scott were not known as au-

ica

task.

were

He

acustomed

seemed

to

accomplish such a

satisfied that the thing

was feasible, selected the smallest one in
the half-dozen, and then bowed his head as
if he were saying grace.
All eyes were

«upon

him to watch the effect of a new sen-

sation in the person of a great British
author.
Opening his mouth very wide, he

gtrug zled for a moment, and then all was
over,
I shall never forget the comic look
of despair he cast upon the other five overoccupied shells, I broke the perfect still-

fortieth year.

‘thors until each was in his

Boceacio was thirty-five when he commeneced his literart career.
Alfieri was
forty-six when he be 2» iti -1udy of Greek.

the original,

of reading

and

in

like

Neibuhr

Watt, when about forty, while working
French,

German

and

Italian,

applied his auger with such partinacity that

we

were

all bored nearly to distraction,

I dared not look at Thackeray, but I felt
that his eye was upon me. Nephew, conceive my

distress,

when

he got

up quite

‘deliberately from the prominent place
where a chair had been set for him, and
made his exit very noiselessly into a small
anteroom leading into the larger room, and

in which no one was sitting. The small
apartment was dimly lighted, but he knew
that I knew he was there,
Taen eommenced n series of pantomimic feats impossible
“to describe adequately, He threw an imaginary person (myself, of course) upon
the flror, and proceeded to stab him sev.
eral timas with a paper-folder, which he

The Word
.

Tt

to

Quiz,
——

‘Che origin of the word ¢‘ quiz” has a curious story connected with it. Very few
words ever took such a run, or were saddled with so many maanings as this monosyllable; and, however strangs, says a
writer, not one of our lexicographers,
from Bailey to Johnson, ever attempted an
explanation,or gave a derivation of it.
The reason is very

obvious;

it is

because

it has no meaning, nor is it derived from
any language in the world ever known,
from the Babylonish confusion to this day.
When Richard Daly was patentee of the
Irish theaters, he spent the évening of a
Saturday in company with many of the wits

and men of fashion of the day ; betting was
introduced, when the manager staked a
large sum that he would hear spoken, all

caught up forthe parpose. After disposing
of his wictim in this way, he was not satisfiad, for the dall lecture still went on in

through the prineipal streets of Dablin,

the

4 certain hour next

other

room,

and he fired an imaginary

revolver several timoss at an imaginary
head.
Still the droning speaker proceeded
with his frozen subjeci (it was something
about the artio regions, if I remember right-

day,

Sunday,

a

by

word

having no meaning, and being derived
from no known 'language—wagers were
laid ‘and stakes deposited. Daily repaired
to the theater, and despatched all the ser-

+

upon

the

ure he relinquished the hopeof recovery,

lowing paragrapn :

which I have always thought the inven-

BDuring the last weeks of his sickness

his hope and faith were constantly firm; sand
daily he prayed for patience. His affectionate
friends realized great satisfaction in the evidence
afforded, of his reconciliation with - God.
Ear‘nestly he desired all remaining friends to make
preparations to meet him in that better land.

JACOB RIFE died in Cheshire,

:

of

be waked up

in the

mornings;

member until removed

by death.

that mark all

Anglo Saxon

debate.

actor

exhibits,

in

his

most

beforehand,

is

struck

off

inspiration.

The most elaborate filing of a fastidious
rhetorician could not produce phrases of
more exquisite harmony, antitheses more
sharp and shining, metaphors more neatly

fitting, all uttered with a distinct rapidity
that makes the despair of stenographers.
His memory

is prodigious and

under

per-

fect discipline. He has the world's history
is tongue
tongue’ send . NoNo faet
31g
fact isis too insigni-|
ab his

ficantto be

retained

nor

too

stale

to

do

service.

11is action is also most energetic and im-

NEW

devoted from boyhood

to this

hour

to

the

died in this city, Dee. 7th, aged 63 years.
Kor years
life was one of patient suffaring.
sick room was her houss of God, and she
;
7
'
fai
and
e
served
faithfully
reverence
with loving
shipped her loving Father.
Truly heaven
her home, and to heaven has she gone.

Her
her
there

worwas
This

usband, her children and many

bury, and about twelve

years

ago,

members till death.

was

an

orator

at

sixteen.

rangued the mobs of 1854 with a dignity and

power that contrasted grotesquely with his
boyish tigure and rosy face.
Daring all
these eventful years he has not for one moment faltered in his devotion to liberal! ideas.
In poverty, exile, and persecution, as well
as amid the intoxicating fumes of flattery
and favor, he has kept his faith unsullied.

With his great gifts, he might command
anything from the government, as the price
of his support.

Bat he preserves

tere independence,

living

literary labor

his

and

his

aus-

solely upon
modest

his

salary

as

Professor of History in the University.—
Atlantic Monthly.

:

Great Poets.—

5

Ge

a

his first view of them.
But let him be sure
that they are excellent, and that he only
wants the knowledge
"

and the

taste

to

ap-

preciate them properly, and every succeeding sight of them will open

and more, till he learns

his

eyes

to. admire

mor

them,

not, indeed, as much as they deserve, but
so much as greatly to enrich and enlarge

his own mind, ‘by becoming acquainted
with such perfect beauty, So it is with
great poets; they must be read often and
studied reverently, before an unpractised
mind can gain anything like an adequate
notion of their excellence.

Meanwhile, the

had

FrEDERIC
years.

T.TrOTT

died

Nov.

been

witnesses

years.
J. RAXD.
29, aged 21
0. PITTS,

LizzIE J., youngest daughter of Mr. O. DP.
and HH. M. Young, died in Manchester, Nov. 2nd,
of rennttent fever jazed 3 years and 8 months,
®
Funeral services by the writer.
N. L. ROWELL,

Wipow HANNAH SEWARD died in Strafford,
Oct. 13th, aged 83 years.
She was a member of
the Canaan church, active, and faithful, until
death.
MARY, wife of Horatio Tuttle, died suddenly
at her home in Strafford, Oct. 15th, aged 65
years.
She was a worthy member of our charch
at Bow Lake, a true witness for Jesus,
and we
trust she was ready forthe suicmons.
May her
family be also ready.
‘I'. KENISTON.

Miss MARY G. Dor

died

at

West

Parsons-

field, July 13, aged 69 years,
Many years since,
sister M. chose Christ for her friend, and united
with the Freewill Baptist church gathered under
the labors of Rev, H. Quimby at W. P.
When
in after years the church lost its visibility, and
covher
she was deprived of church privileges,
nant with God she kept inviolate,
An invalid
or years, cut off from many agreeable associations of life, she made the Bible her companion.
A constant reader ol the Star, she watched with
interest the advancementof the denomination,
A few weeks before her death, choice was made
of the Seripture tobe read, text used, hymus
sung, singers and the minister to perform
the
funeral services. She rests with Jesus.
S. X
. 8. BE.
Brrsey, wife of the late Ebenezer Blazo, died
in Parsonsfield,
Sept. 24, aged 82 years.
Sister
Blazo wasborn in New Durham, N. H., the
daughter of Samuel Runnels, Esq.
She professed conversion when quite young, but entertain-

process ia in itself most useful; it is a good
thing to doubt our own wisdom; it is a ing very humble views of her talent for public
good thing to believe; it is a good thing speaking, she never talked much in public.
But her consistent life told on the side of rightto admire.
:

Good Advice.
i

4 fe

&

eousness and truth.
Always kind and pleasant,
she won the esteem of all who knew her,
She
was an indulgent wife, one of the best of moth
ers, und a kind friend.
She leaves to mourn
their loss three gons and three daughters, two of
the daughters-kindly ¥vatching over her declin-

Spurgeon sententiously expresses a numing years until the lamp of life became extinct,
Mber of ghoughts ** worth remembering
her happy spirit went to join the ahgels
in the following appropriate sentences, and
above. © Funeral services by the writer.
which he publishes as ¢* advice gratis:"
E. C.C.
Nobody is more like an honest man than
Grorar Biekronrp, adopted son of Noah M.
a thorough rogue.
and Urania Prescott, died in Clinton, Me., July
com~
Do not choose your friend by his looks ; 7, of consumption, aged 23 years. He bad
menced a commereial course of study; and had a
handsome shoes often pinch the feet.
great desire to take a regular College course;
Do not be fond of compliments; remem - but the current of his lite was soon changed,
ber ‘‘ thank you,| pussy, and thank you His health had been declining for several months.
Wearisome days and nights were appointed unto
pussy,” kill the cat.
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CO,

Arecovstantly receiving pure Teas by the latest
arrivals from Chica and Japan, and Coffee from
Arabia,
Java, and Brazil and furnish them

TO THE PEOPLE’
at wholesale prices, or as low as the closest
buyers purchase by the chest, and supply

retail

RETAIL DEALERS

as low as wholesale Grocers or Tea dealers purchase
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teas, ana full,
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preved

Dover, IT. H.
“

system,

both

in

buying and selling,

;

which,

by

being

the

run

most

ap-

constant

disposed to have the best in the market

at

4

2508

ba

ranted to ba satisfactory in every reapect, apd ma
be returned at our expense if not found so,
and the

“
“
“
“
“
“
“

of whom vamphlets and information may be obtained,
“gar Atter a careful investigation of the merits of
the Buriington, Cedar Rapids & Minnesota Railroad
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Every pound of coffee we sell or ever #old is roasts
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CALVIN HALE,
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HEAD & PERKINS,
FOGG BROS. & BATES,
SPENCER VILLA & CO.
& CO,
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Live Agents must act quickly or lose a
All are doing well, many making from

immediate ad-
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similar te the En-

Rochester,

HZNRY

vance over subscription price may be lovked for,
The
bonds
have6) years to run, are convertible

CLEWS

respects

ligh.
:
2 oc free to all my customers of 1870, as rapidly as
possible, without application.
Sent
to all others who
order them for ‘Wen Cents, which is net half the
cost. Address

Getting subscriptions far tne great religious and
erary weekly the Christian Union, edited by

between St. Paul and Chicago 46 miles, and 90 miles
to St. Louis, is rapidly progressing, in time for the
movement of the cowing, grain ercps, which, it is
estimated, will double the present inevme of the road.
The established character, of this road, running as
it does threugh the heartof the most thickly settled
and richest portion of the great State of Iowa, together with its present advanced condition and large
earnings warrant us in unhesitatiegly recommending
these bonds to investors, as, in every respect, an undoubted security:
A small quantity of the issue only remains unsold, and wnen the enterprise is com-

HENRY

psper, ilBagrav-

beaatitul

JAMES

Trustees.

at the option of} the holder into the stock

table. It is elegontly printed ou fine tinted
lustrated with Turee Hundred fine Wood

3t50

through connections, thereby shortening the distance

£42

&

North

Price ‘per pack

by all Druggists,

home testimonials.

TheBonds are issued at $20,000 per mile against the
portion enly of theline fully completed and equipped.
The greater part of the road is already in operation, and the present earnings are largely in excess
of the vperaiing expenses and interest on the bonds.
Tue balance of the work necessary
to establish

we

care.

For sale

120 Hanover Street, Boston.

and November.
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MACAZINE

$25,00.

strongest and best secured, as well as
most profitable
investment
now
offercd in the market.

Mi. NATHANIEL INGHAM, aged 49 years, did

in Bath, Me., August 10th, after a long and dfstressing illness. Bro L., in this his last sickness,
bore testimony to what the grace of God can do
for weak human nature. Though a great sufferer, yet as he took the cup he was enabled
to
say, to the Father, *‘ not my will but thine
be
done.”
CoM.

|.

|

SEMINARY.

of

to let, and

4
/
prize story valued at $100. Forty pages
of other mal
r. Yearly, $1.
Sold by News-dealers at
10 cts, per copy. Splendid Premiums.
$50 cash to be
awarded for prize clubs. Specimen copy free. Address '
8.8. WOOD, Newburgh, N. Y.
ly

WORK. Rev.Stephen H. Tyng, jr. Editor in Chief. NOT
DENOMINATIONAL.
Address,
4wbl
H. W.ADAMS, 27 Beekman street, N.Y.
The

until paid; the same

HOUSEHOLD

Profitable and useful employment in canvassing for the
editions

MELO-

DURING THE HOLIDAYS, or will tike from

$4 to $20 monthly

WO RK.
Monthly,
and Weekly

PIANOS,

rent money applied if purchgsed.

HE
WINTER
TERM
will commence
Nov. 28, 1870.
For particulars apply to the
Principal, C, A. Mooers,
Waterbury Center, Vt,, 1870,

She was of a very

of her Godly example for so many

deliberate judgment of the world, he would
remain continually as blind and ignorant
as he was at the beginning. The cartoons
of Raphael, at Hampton Court Palace,—
the frescoes of the same great painter in
the galleries of the Vatican, at Rome,—the
famous statues of the -Laocoon and the

Apollo Belvidere,—and the church of St.
Peter at Rome, the most magnificent building, perhaps,in the world,—all alike are
generally found to disappoint a person on

who

CASH,

G. H. RICKER, Principal.

MOUNTAIN

most of the time, and attend to her family duties
till within less than three days of her death.
Her funeral was attended on the 2d inst, and the
pumerous crowd in attendance and the tears
that were shed during the exercises, and when
the last look was taken, bore testimony to the
high appreciation in which her many virtues
held by the people

Complete

Broadway,N. X.,

HUNDRED

BRISTOL SHUTTLE SEWING

will commence on MON-

~GREEN

amiable and peaceful disposition, and anything
like trouble or want of union inthe church

were

481
Will dispose of ONE

DEONS and ORGANS of six first class makers, including Waters’s, at EXTREMELY LOW PRICES, FOR

INSTITUTE.

R. I., Oct. 10, 1870.

She had been failing - for some
ha-| peace-maker.
two or three years, but was able to keep about

He

HORACE WATERS,

4

REYNOLDS,

North Scituate,

during the

astorate of the writer in that place, she, with
pas husband,became connected with F. B. church
and remained one of its firmest friends and most

devoted

DAY, Nov. 14, 1370.
for both sexes.

‘
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age $1.25, (two bottles.)
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FOR

GEO. MACLEAN, 719 Sansom St. Philadelphia,

A GREAT
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wal

VIREGA
How made from Cider, Wine,
Mo
¢ lasses or Sergham, in 10 hours wi
out using drugs.
For circular address F. I. Sage
Vinegar Maker, Cromwell, Ct.
1y33
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Catalogues will be sent on application to the

friends.
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SCOTCH, IRISH AND AMERICAN.
With an introduction b;
WILLIAM CULLEN BRYANT.
The entire work, page by page, has passed under the
educated criticism and scholarly eye of this great poet.
be handsomest and cheapest book extany, coniaining
more to give it enduring fame, and make it universally
popular than any book ever published. It has something
in it of THE BEST for every one—for the old, the middle
aged, and the young, Excepting she Bible, this will be the
book most loved and the most frequently referred to im
the family.
THIS IS A LIBRARY IN ONE BOOK, whose contents will never grow old or stale, It will be read andre
read with the greatest pleasure.
Over 8)0 pages, beautifully printed, Shoisely illustrated, handsomely bound.—
Sold only by subscription, Teachers, Clergymen, active
Men and Women, can all seeare good spay with light work
by takimg an agens tor this book. Terms very liberal,
Send for circular,
&c., to

retary.

precions truth comforts the heart of her lonely

Also, for *

Being Choice Selections from the Best Poets,
*

&c.

L.P.

are loud in 118 praise.

The Library of Poetry and Song.

COLLEGE.

JAMES CALDER, Pres,

for Headlay’s New,

AGENTS WANTED

The Winter Term of Hillsdale College will open on
Taesday,

wanted

E. B. TREAT & Co., Pub’s, 634 Broadway, N. Y.

INSTITUTION.

HILLSDALE

47 WASHINGTON STREET, Boston,

GENTS

Press

New Hampton, N. H., Dec. 18, 1870.

MARY, the beloved wife of William Twombly,

cause of political and spiritual freedom. caused her the most intense anxiety and grief.
He is now only jhirty-two years of age, but It may truthfully be said of her that she was a
he

HAMPTON

15.06
0.00

PHYSICIAN.” the new snd standard Hand-Book
of
Family Medicines. Agents are making money rapidly.

Particular Notice ! Persons wishing obitua | The next Term begins January 30.
The Trustees are glad to inform their friends that
ries published in the Morning Star, who do not
the present faculty,—Principal and Assistants—will
continue
their connection with the School next term,
patronize it," must accompany them with cash
and the public may be assured that the Institution as
equal to five cents a line, to insure an insertion.
i merits their patronage as at any period of its
story.
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
For further information, rooms, &ec., apply early to
ginglesquare can well be afforded to any single
Rev. A. B. MESERVEY, Principal.
E. C. LEWIS, Sec’y.
Verses are inadmissible.
obituary.

most insane in his gesticulation, I remem- murmur escaped her lips in those many hours of
ber a French diplomat who came to see him, distressing pain, but a sweet resignation Which
** Not my will, but thine, O Lord, be done,”
on one of his happiest days, and who, after said,
She leavesa dear husband and a darling little
‘looking inently at the orator for a half-hour boy ; who have our sympathy and prayers.
trying to see what he was saying, said at
J. MALVERN.
last in an injured tone, ‘‘Mais! c'est un
SARAH B., wife of Daniel H. Huntington, died
polichicelle, celuila.” It had not occurred in Amesbury,Nov. 30th, in the 51st year of her
to me that he had made a gesture, The age. She experienced religion some thirty years
and united "with the Christian church in
whole man was talking from his head to his ago
Haverhill ; but subsequently removed to AmesFinally, as we can not stay even with
Castelar all night, his greatest and highest
claim to cur admiration and regard is that
his enormous talents have been consistently

how

.
vl

Fresh Book, “SACRED HEROES and MARTYRS,”
written in the Author’s happiest style, and Surpass
his
tormer works, which have sold by the 10,000,
ith Or ginal Steel Engravings from desighs by our Artist, who has
spent three years in Bible Lands.
The Clergy
and the

THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
The next Term of the Uheological School will begin
Januaray 5, and close March 22. 1871.
J.J. BUTLER, Sec’y.
Lewiston, Me., Dec. 15, 1870.

passioned.
It would be considered redundDRUSILLA, the affectionate wife of G. W
ant in a Teutonic country. If you do net: Rowe, died in Rochester, Dec. 13, aged 27 years.
understand Spanish, there is something al- She suffered much, -but she loved more.
No

feet,

study

. Academies,

passionate

but is

"A

for her dear motha member of the
Sabbath school, constant in her class when sickness did not prevent. She delighted to partici.
pate in the exercises of the 8. S. concert.
Suddenly was she called away from her pleasant
home and loved friends, to join the happy company of little ones before the throne of @&od.
he frequently spoke of dying with much composure, leaving many to drop the silent tear over
her lowly form.
8.8.C.

let nature

Obitmarics.

An entire oration will be delivered with
precisely the fluent ene-gy which a veteran

2w51

Funeral ser-

Resolved, That in the death of our aged broth
er, the church and Quarterly Meeting have lost
a faithful und much esteemed member, and the
community at lurge a worthy citizen.
S. H. BARRETT.
Lucy E., wife of Eben Burrill, died in Winthrop, Muss., Sept. 13, aged 35 years.
Sister
Burrill was a Christian and died in peace.
For
two years she was a great sufferer, but was always cheerful and courageous, furnishing a remarkable instance of the power of a strong spirit
to overcome great bodily weakness.
She was
present at the formation of our church in W,
although too feeble to stand while the little circle
joined hands in Christian fellowship; and until
her death was devoted to its interests.
Her
faithful and stirring testimony was often heard
in the prayer meeting, when, through weakness
of body, she could only with great difficulty stand
to deliverit.
Itwas such testimony as they only
can give who have * overcome the world.”
She
was thoughtful of her minister as the servant of
God, often remembering him in little acts of material kindness, and cheering his heart with evidences that the * word preached, being mixed
with faith” in her heart; had been profitable to
her. By her death, a husband, recently
brought
to the Saviour through her influence, is bereft of
devoted wife, four young children of a loving
hristian mother and the church of one of its
most valued members.
** There remaineth a
rest to the people of God.”
E.N. F.
LiLLA L., only daughter of Olive S. and the
late B. L. Hale, died at South Parsonsfield, Aug.
29, aged 9 years and'8\monthy, She was am atfectionate child, obedient tothe requirements of

its inconceivable fluency, like a raging fire
in its brilliancy of color and terrible ener-

Wer
La

Com.
Dec. 1,

Ohio,

.

20 yards Extra Superfine,
PER
20 yards Heavy 8 Ply,
.
.
«+
30.00
25 yurds English Tapestry, .
.
+
85.00
OIL CLOTHS, from 3 to 18 feet wide, sovering the
whole floor in one piece, at prices rangiog from 46
cents 10 $1.25 per yard.
JOHN J. PEASLEY & CO.,

mon by Rev. I. Z.; Haning.
As his death and
burial occurred during the session of the Meigs
Quarterly Meeting, held in the vicinity of his
residence, the Conference voted that the follow—
ing resolution be published in the Star and the
Freeman :

bi-

ies late, and just before retiring, has given
many a beautiful and promising child brain
gy of passion. Never for an instant is the fever, or determined ordinary ailmentsto
of water on the brain.
wonderful current of declamation checked dais

20 yards all wool Kidderminster
20 yards Superfine,
.
.
.

aged 81 years, He was converted near the fit-teenth year of his age ; was baptized by Rev. Eli
Steadman ; and united with the first
Free Buptist
church of Kyger, in Cheshire, in the year
1810, since which time he has remained a worthy

jake them up, she will not do it premaography. Robertson, speaking of Pitt's turely ; but have a care that they go to
oratory, said, ¢“ It was not the torrent of bed at an early hour; let it be earifer and
Demosthenes, nor the splendid conflagra- | earlier, uatil it is found that they wake
tion of Tully.” This ceases to be an un- up of themselves in:full time to dress for
early, and
meaning metaphor when you have heard breakfast. Being waked up
Costelar. His speech is like a torrent in allowed to engagein difficult or any stud-

tions of poets and the exaggerations

and

made the cheering declaration that all was peace

with God.

4

#3 CARPETS FOR THE HOLIDAYS.
As we mean to reduce our fall stock of Carpetings
by liberal inducements to wurchasers, the present
will be a good time to replenish,
.
8 yards
stair, all wool, for
.
.,
$507
2 yards Cottage Carpeting, for
.
, 10.00

him, by a lingering sickness, but borne with
patience.
Some few weeks prior to his depart-

a

foolish enough to go away trusting more
in his own hasty impressions than to the

enable him to peruse the valuable works
on mechanical pnilosophy which existed in
those languages. Toomas Scott was fiftyness by asking him how he felt.
“Pro
he began to learn Hebrew.
foundly
grateful,” he gasped, “andas if I six before
Robert Hall wus gnce found lying upon the
had swallowed a little baby.”
Daring his second visit to Boston I was floor racked by pain, learning Italian in his
askel to invite him to attend an evening old age to enable him to judge of the parmeeting of a scientific club, which was to be allel drawn by Macaulay between Milton
Handel was forty-eight bafore
held at the house of a distinguished mem- and Dante.
Inbar.
I was very reluctant .o ask him to be he published any of his great works.
present, for I knew he could easily be deed, hundreds of instances might be given
bored, and [ was fearful that a prosy essay of men who struck out in an entirely differor geological speech might ensue, and I ent path, and successfully entered on new
knew he would be exasperated with me, studies at a comparatively advanced time
even although I were the innocent cause of of life.
his affliction. My worst fears were realized,
We had hardly
got seated, before a dall,
bilious-looking old gentleman rose, and

effect

at

his trade aginstrument maker in Glasgow,
learned

its

It is the pro, erty of the greatest works
of genius, that a first view of them is gen.
erally disappointing; and if a man wee

manner James

talks

Le

legislative body. ‘When you see a Toledo
Injudicious Early Rising.
blade all damaskeened with frondage and
flowers and stories of the gods, you are
Dr. Hall, in the February
number of
apt to think it less deadly than one glitterJournal of Health, says:
ingin naked blueness from hilt to point. his One
of the very Worst dconomies of ti AE
Yet the splendid sword is apt to be of the
finest temper. Whatever may be said of is that filched from necessary sleep. The
his enduring influence upon legislation, it wholesale but blind commendation of earseems to me there can be no difference of ly risingis as mischievous in practice as.
opinion in regard to his transcendent ora- itis arrant folly in theory. Early rising
torical gifts. There is something almost is a grime against the noblest part of our
superhuman in his delivery. He is the physical nature, unless it is preceded by her kind mother, and geeme
We
caution parents could best show her symp
only man I have ever seen who produces, an early: retiring.
in very truth, those astounding effects particularly not to allow their children to erin her loneliness. Lilla‘was

in

De. Arnold learned Germun at an advanced

age for the purpose

detracts somewhat from

terance, it seems little short of

keep the sand from out their nostrils.
The sand tempest lasted until late in the
made no apology for his late SppestAnce: afternoon, when the wind suddenly dropintroduced nobody, shook hand 3 heartily ped, and in ten or fifteen minutes every:
:
.
:
us all to be | thing, except ourselves and our tents, was |
with everybody,
¥200Y, and begged
2%
2
p
seated as quickly as possible. His exquis- a3 bright, and clear. and calm, as though
ite delight at completing his book swept no storm had passed over us.
These desert storms of sand and wind
away every other feeling, and we all shared his pleasure,
albeit the dinner was come on exactly like a storm at sea, continue for nearly a day, and blow with a
overdone throughout,
Thackeray announced to me by letter in steady but average force. If you can imthe early autuma of 1852 that he had deter- agine a dense snow storm, accompanied
mined to visit America, and would sail for with a fierce gale of wind, and that, in lien
Boston by the Canada on the 30th of Oct. of snow, fine sand is the maternal falling
All nucessarry srusfeaunts for his lecturing and drifting, you can form a tolerably good
tour had been made without troabling him mental picture of the desert sand storm.
with any of the details. He arrived
on a

who

. I'm awful hard on dress, you know.
Women, you forget that you are the mothers of creation; you forget your sons were
Castelar, the Spanish Orator. cut off like, grass by the war, and the land
o
il
fren
was covered
with their blood; you rig
On the extreme left of the chamber is a yourselves up in panniers and Grecian
young face that bears an unmistakable seal bend-backs and flummeiies ; yes, and mothof distinction. It reminds you instantly of ers and gray haired ‘grandmothers wear
Chantrey's bust of the greatest of the sons high-heeled shoes and humps on their
of men,
The same pure oval outline, the heids and put them on their babies, and
arched eyebrows, the piled-up dome of stuff them out so that they keel over when
forehead stretching outward from the eyes, the wind blows. O mothers, I'm ashamuntil the gloss black hair, seeing the hope- ed of ye! What will such lives as you
lessness of disputing the field, has retired live do for humanity? ,When I saw them
discouraged to the back of the head. This women on the stage a) the woman Sufis Emilio Castelar, the inspired tribune of frage Convention, the other day, I thought,
Spain. This people is su given to exag- what Rind of reformerss be you, with goose
erated phases of compliment that the ‘wings vn your heads,'as if you were going
nd dressed in such ridiculous fashighest-colored adjectives have lost their to i
power. They have exhausted their lexi- ion, tagking about reform and women’s
cons.in speaking
of Castelar, but in this rights? ’Pears to me you had better reinstance
I would
be inclined to say that form yourselves first. But Sojourner is
exaggeration was well-nigh impossible. an old body, and will soon go out of this
It is woe that his speech
does nut move world into another, and wants to say when
e my
with the powerful convincing momentum she gets there, ‘Lord, I hav
tfath and kept
of the greatest English and American ora- duty, I have told the whole
tors. T is possible that its very brilliancy nothing back.”

instantly in the very heat and spasm of ut-

all about it,for they at once, when the storm
same on, lay as closely to the ground as
they could, and tried every waneuvre to

man

sion—you are quizzing me.

not conned

toward the storm, and wrapping their
heads in their shawls; waited patiently until
it was over. The camels, too, clearly knew

frosty November evening, and went direct-

since, should a strange story be attempted
to pass current, it draws forth the expres-

scenes ; and when you consider that this

ground

behind their camel saddles, with their backs

the

:
:
and every shop window in tows? Shops good mousers.
being shut all next day, everybody going
to and coming from their different places of
Sojourner Truth on*Dress.
worship saw the word, and everybody: reTARRY
itd star
3
:
peated it, so that ‘‘ quiz” was heard all
through Dablin; the circumstance of so
The Woman's Journal quotes the rem arks
strange a word being on every door and attributed to Sojourner Truth at the Provwindow caused much, surprise, and ever idence Convention, as reported in the fol-

tions

it

Don’t believe

and supernumeraries «with the word

28, 1870.

¢ quiz” which they chalked on every door most, for mewing cats are very seldom

by the pauses, the hesitation, the delibera- |,

buried.
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want

a druggist,

Grocer,

Country

some other trader in every town and

Store, or
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United States, to act as our special agent anc éell
our standard goods to customers in their locality, at
our penular prices—to whom we offer liberal terms.
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